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Holland,
the Town

Where Folks

Really Live
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8, 1951

City

Committees

214 Leave Ottawa

New Treasurer

ForPre-lnducbon

Takes Oath at

On Price Controls

Council Meeting

Asked

Detroit Physicals

14 City Employes

ExaminationGroup

HoUand Among

Under

Compulsory Retirement

Includes Virtually

Provision This Year

AD Men Aged 20

Aldcn J. Stoner was sworn

—

Grand Haven

(Special)
A
near-high total of 214 men, including virtuallyall the 20-year-olds
in the country left Wednesday for
Detroit to take their pre-induction
examinations.

if

mm

From Price

regular meeting of
-

night. Stoner

was

1

:

to assume hi«

duties today, succeedingthe late

The quota includes all men

Henry

born during 1930 up to mid-October. as well as some born during 1929.
The Detroit trip is a two-day

J.

Stabilizer

Mayor Harry Harrington wax
one of 1,523 mayors in the United
States who received telegrams
Monday from Price Administrator
Michael V. DiSalle, asking them to
appoint volunteer committees to
inform the public on price controls. The messages were sent to
cities of 10,000 or more popula-

in

Common Council Wednesday

Cities

To Receive Message*

as city treasurer in a specialcere-

mony during a

by DiSalle

Becksfortwho died un-

tion.

expectedly Jan. 10.

The telegramread: 'The office
of price stabilizationis convinced
read the oath to the new officer.
that those laws and regulations
affair, with the men returning to
Stoner
was appointed by council
are most respected which are best
Ottawa county sometime Thursunderstood and easiest to observe.
day. It is the largest group to go
at a special meeting Jan. 29 for
It U essential in this national defor exams since August, when 220
an indefiniteterm subject to the
fense mobilizationemergency that
city manager and council as protook their physicals.
every citizenbe acquainted with
Meanwhile, the county board
vided in the new city charter.
all measures being taken for the
has received the March pre-inducThe clerk also presented two
common good. ;.nd be informedof
tion quota for 80 men on March
other oaths of office from J. J.
the steps each individualmay
6. Included in this group will be
Brower and Russell Boeve as
take to carry out his part.
the rest of the 20-year-olds and
members of the Planning commis"The Office of Price Stabilizasome 19-year-olds, chief draft
sion for three years.
tion of the Economic Stabilization
clerk Mrs. Vincent Morford said.
It was announced that 14 city
agency, therefore, requests that
The March induction call for
employes will come under the
rington looka on at rear. Stoner waa appointed
you considerappointing immedi36 men has been received for incompulsory retirementprovision City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed(left) admlnlitera city treasurerJan. 29 to succeed the late Henry J.
the oath of office to newly appointed City Treaately a volunteer emergency staduction on March 19. This call
of the retirement act as of May
Becksfort.
He
took
over
his
new
duties
today
In
turer Alden J. Stoner at a regularmeeting of Combilizationco-operation committee
Mra. Gertrude Levandowaklof Burnipa can laugh with her family
will clean up the small backlog
1, 1951. This clause becomes opthe City
(Sentinelphoto)
con Council Wednesday while Mayor Harry Harnow
at
the
dreaa
ahe
wore
only
two
weeka
ago
when
the
weighed
with a chairman to be named by
and cut into the 20-year bracket,
erative after a municipality has
600 pounda. Surgery and hoapital treatment in Allegan Health
you. The purpose of this commitbeen in the retirement system for
Mrs. Morford said
tee would be to provide means
The draft clerk said in explan- Center brought her down to 296 pounda and ahe expects to loie
five years.
Train* Move in City;
more. She underwent an operation for a tumor which caused a
of assisting regional and district
ation that men married after Nov.
Those reaching compulsory reliquid secretionin body tissue.
Mail Embargo Lighter
offices of price stabilizationin
1, 1950 are being included in intirement age are Abe Nauta and Electric
encouraginggeneral public knowIncreased activity was marked
duction calls. The board set the
William S. Shaffer of the Board
ledge and observance of regulatoday on the mail and rail fronts
Nov. 1 date last October, anticiof
Public Works; John Hooyer,
Holland Township Offers
(or
tions adopted in the inteiestof a
in Holland.
pating a rush in marriages among
Gerrit Slagh and KJaas Van DykC & O spokesmensaid that
sound national economy.
draft-aged men, she said.
en of the street department;PetOpposition in Two Races
"In appointing this local voluntrains 2. 3 and 8 would run today,
Men who were married between
er Zeldenruxt,park department;
teer committee,It Is respectfully
There will be opposition in two Allen F. Harris and Dick Langebut train 7 was indefinite. Train
Aug. 9, when the board sent its
3 runs through Holland to Chiraces in Holland township this jans, cemetery; Teunis L Dykstra,
suggested that you draw its memfirst quota, and Nov. 1, the later
bership from community leaders
year, according to Township Clerk hospital;Cornelius vander Meulen,
cago at 12:23 p.m.. and train 2
deadline, were given the chance
Kollen park may have a new representing principalpublicaWalter Vander Haar.
Sales of electric energy con- runs from Chicago through Holto prove their marriage plans
municipal judge; O. S. Cross, city
Ties Pruis will oppose Vander attorney; William Achterhofand tinue to climb at record speed in land at 4:10 a m. Train 8 also is dock for fishermenthis summer tions, radio and television stawere made prior to Aug. 9. If the
from Chicago, and arrives in Hol- if plans of Common Council ma- tions, advertising clubs, civic, laHaar in the race for township Sam Koning, street; and William
wedding was arranged after Aug.
Holland according to the Board of
land at 10 p.m Freights have terialize.
bor, educational,veterans, indusclerk. There are three nominees Hollier,cemetery (70 in August).
9 then the men are being drafttry, employers,retail and other
ed anyway, Mrs. Morford said.
The clerk further presented ex- Public Works. Sales in January l>een running all day, the spokesCircuit Judge Raymond L. for the two positionsas justice of
Council voted Wednesday night
organizations,and that its memSmith today filed an opinion of the peace. They are Peter Pyle, cerpts from minutes of a board were 16.2 per cent over the same man
Meanwhile,the Holland post of- to submit a figure In the interim bers be asked to await recommen"no cause for action" in the long Oliver Schaap and Claus Bus- meeting of the retirement sys- month a year ago which is contem, approvingdrafting of legis- siderably more than the normal fice revealed that the two-pound, budget for a new dock of oak pil- dations for their co-operation with
disputed case of the Singapore house.
the plans of this agency to explain
Candidateswho are not oppos- lation providing changes in the
'ad in which Allegan road auth10 per cent load growth average
oritiea sought to declare a public ed are John H. Holder, supervisor; act which would permit elective
i„.h.
acceptable. But other regulations
right-of-way on the property of John H. Maat, treasurer; Albert or appointedofficials to continue for many years.
Cemetery
commission
to
advertise
"Requestis also made that the
David A. Bennett, millionaireper- J. Kapenga, highway commission- in service after 70 under certain
If this growth continues,plant are unchanged.
Regulations are expected to for bids. The action came after compositionof your committee,
fume manufacturer,located on er; John W. Overbeek, member conditions. The clerk was in- capacity will have to be doubled
change at any moment, postal considerable agitation by many when appointed, be forwarded to
the north bank of Kalamazoo of the board of review.
structed to notify the department
every six years instead of every authoritiessaid.
groups includingone petition bear- your district price stabilization
Lansing — Lt. Gov. William C. river near Saugatuck.
There are no candidates for con- heads under whose supervision
10 years as before, officials said.
ing 450 signatures.
Vandenberg of Holland, today was
director so that our requests for
This means the right-of-way stables. Four are to be nominated. these men are working.
The average increase in eneffcy
Alderman Clarence Kammeraad specificassistance may be directnamed on the 16-member state will be closed to the public >
Council approved adjustments
sales for 1950 as compared with
who submitted the recommenda- ed through proper channels."
production council by Gov. G.
Judge Smith said he delayed his
in price on cemetery lots in ceme19-49 was 14.5 per cent. Largest
tion pointed out that the proposMennen Wilhams. The new pan- opinion until parties in the action
Mayor Harrington, who receivtery No. 3.
percentage increase in 1950 was
ed dock would last 15 years.
el’s work will parallelthe state had an opportunityto consider Tulip
ed the message Monday, said he
Claims end accounts totaled in sales to power customers which
A petition signed by 67 resi- was considering appointmentsto
civil defense council and is assign- a (settlement. He complimented
$26,314.15. Other claims' include
rose 18.5 per cent, while city residents
living on 17th St. from comply with the request.
ed the task of encouragingmaxi- attorneys for their efforts to
hospital,$9,766.98; library,$678.dential sales rose 12 per cent.
River to Columbia Aves. asking
production during the de- bring about a settlementbene80; park and cemetery. $4,782.04;
in
Although sales in 1950 increas- Continued cold and more >*iow council not to route truck traffense emergency.
ficial to public interest, and said
BPW, $67,654.87.Acting Treasured 14.5 per cent, the revenue re- were the forecastsfor the Holland fic over this street was referred Waakazoo Mothers9 Clab
Other members include: Dan it was no fault of the attorneys
er William Koop reported BPW
ceived increased only 10.3 per area for tonight and Friday. Low to the city engineerand street
Gerber, chairman of the state that the settlement failed.
collections of $52,964.97,miscelJoins Farm-to-Prosper
cent, indicating mostly an ineconomic developmentcommis- The two- page opinion covers
temperaturetonight was sup- committee.
laneous collections of $53,969.96
creased usage b> previous customThe ways and means committee The Waukazoo Mothers’ club
sion; Harry C. Markcle,director the history of the case, dating
posed to be f've above zero in the
and fall tax collectionsof $2,121.ers rather than the addition of
was granted authority to contract will joint the Farm-to-Prosper
of the UnemploymentCompensa- back to 1844 when the now buried
city
and
zero
in
the
suburbs
40.
Koop
was
given
a
vote
of
Common Council was asked
new customers.
tion commission;Controller Rob- village of Singaporewas platted.
Because of the blustery weath- with the low bidder for printing contest, it was decided at a reguWednesday night to help solve thanks for his interim service as
Since the additionaluse of elecert A. Steadman.
The history of the village is well
er. more rural schools closed for 750 copies of the new city charter. lar monthly meeting Thursday
temporary treasurer,work he
Requests from the Wooden night after representativesof The
John H. McCarthy, chairman of known and by 1900 nc one lived in one of Tulip Times's biggest pro- supervised in addition to his regu- tricity comes at the lower steps today. Among those that canceled
on the rate, the revenue does not sessions were West Crisp. Norde- Shoe Cab Co to alter the taxi cab Sentinel outlined, the program
the Public Service commission; the village and the sands of Lake blems— adequate rest room facili- lar duties es city assessor.
increase as rapidly as the sales.
Mauirice C. Eveland, banking Michigan had almost completed ties.
loos. Harlem. Oven. Coopersville. ordinance on a few counts were which has been in operation about
In connectionwith claims and
Total revenue received from
referred to the ordinance com- a dozen years in five west Michicommissioner;Ernest L. Anthony, the last rites of burial of the
In
a
communication from W. accounts, [the city clerk called at- the sale of electricity amounted to West View. Ventura.Reaverdam. mittee. tlx- safety commissionand
Michigan State college dean of ghost village.
gan counties.
Townline and Huyser.
tention to an invoice from Haragriculture;Grover C. Dillman,
Judge Smith said testimony A. Butler, president of Tulip Time rington Coal Co. pointing to sec- $844,458.82 in 1950 and the numMrs. Titus Van Haitsma. presiA minimum of nine above was the police chief. The company obMichigan College of Mining and from plaintiffs failed to establish Festival, Inc., council was asked tion 3.13 covering businessdealing ber of kilowatt hours sold was reached Wednesday and snowfall jects mainly to the section pro- dent of the club, will appoint a
Technology president.
evidence that any work was done to consider installingadequate with the city by officers. Mayor 40.236,859.Net profits cannot be measured 10 inches on the ground, hibitingptissengofsfrom riding in committee to study projects and
determined until the hooks ere
August Scholle, Michigan CIO on the road by public authority or
according to Hope college weather the front seat unless it is the make recommendations to the
Harrington submitted a statefacilities on the tannery lot.
closed and audited, but indicacouncil president; Leonard Wood- that the use of the road was acfourth member of a party, and to club.
observers.
ment
setting forth his interest in
As a second suggestion, council
tions are that they will be more
cock, regional UAW-CIO director; companied by any act which
Backgroundand purposes of
State conservation officials re- having a light on inside the taxi
the concern and that furnishing a
Edward T. Donahue, regional would give owners notice that was asked to consider pay stations crane and operator et a cost of $8 than for the previous year when vealed that the cold is beginning while carrying passengers since it Farm-to-Prosperwere explained
sales amounted to $163,483.82.
UAW-AFL director; Ernest Ross, their title was denied.
by Dick Collinsof the Sentinel,
to take a toll of deer and fish. In- interfereswith vision at night.
and as a third possibility keep all an hour was to the general wel
The BPW also reports that both
'The only evidence of public
In view of gradual deterioration who said the idea originatedin
AFL pattern makers league.
service stations open on Sunday fare of the city. Action was ap- the turbines at the James Do adequate grazing lands in the
Walker L. Cisler, Detroit Edi- proprietorshipis the claim that on
and provide competent help to proved by unanimous vote, where- Young steam plant have been put northernsectionsof the state lor of the two city-owned houses just Memphis, Tenn., several years
son executive vice president;John a single occasion in 1934 or 1935
as the charter calls for a two- in first-classcondition and have deer, and inadequate oxygen sup- south of city hall. Alderman Tony ago. It is primarily a program to
S. Coleman, Burroughs Adding there was some gravel placed on service the rest rooms.
plies in certain lake* for fish have Peerbolt of the buildings and promote wholesome community
The request was i-eferred to the thirds vote to approve such
been operating for more than a
Machine company president; Rob- the first 200 feet of thus road. The
been taking their toll of wild life. grounds committee recommended spirit at the grass-rootslevel, one
tion.
civic improvement committee
month without any indicationof
ert L. Biggers, Fargo division inference is strong that this gravthe houses be offered for sale and which encourages improvements
with suggestion that it meet with
further trouble. The breakdown
president of Chrysler corporation; el was placed on this road to keep
torn down to make a temporary such as beautification,
social disthe Tulip Time commission.
Accident* Occur
Sawmill Barns
in December has been attributed
and James T. Bolan, Gerity-Mich- cars of fishermen from getting
parking lot for city ball employ- cussions.safety programs and any
In
other
business,
the
safety
stuck in the sand. At present, an
Allegan (Special)—
sawmill to a combinationof several facigan corporation secretary.
es His recommendation was re- other project which might tend to
At Same Intersection
inspection by the court, it is ap- commissionreported that the owned by Glenn LaPrez located tors and steps have been taken to
Two auto accidents within 30 ferred to the buildings and improve community activity,he
parent that no passable roadway state highway department will on the north side of Allegan was prevent the reoccurrence of any
minutes
of each other were re- grounds committee, the ways and said.
carry
on
a
traffic
survey
with
a
Fourth Church League
exists to the northwest. The
destroyed by fire Wednesday. The of them.
means committee and the city Some suggestions for activity
In the water departmentthe ported this morning at the corner engineer with power to act.
claimed public proprietorship is view to recommending a traffic Allegan fire department respondfor the Waukazoo club were outMeets at Van Dyke
of 21st St. and College Ave.
signal
at
Eighth
St.
and
Lincoln
not such as would put a private
ed and succeeded in saving the increase for the year was small
Peerbolt also suggestedusing lined by Miss Cornelia Van Vooist
The
first
crash
at
8
a.m.
inAve. within the next two months.
The February meeting of the owner on notice that a public It was also announced that a adjoining' lumber yaH A defect- end amounted to less than 2 per volved cars driven by Chester Al- the GAR room as offices for the of The Sentinel, listing such posright
of
way
was
claimed,"
the
ive furnace is believed to have cent more water pumped. This
city treasurer and city auditor sibilities as promotinga PTA orFourth Reformed church Girls'
similar survey at 32nd St. and
orohahlv"as
was aue
due to
o tnc
the amount ofs. ^ou,,’
KloinhokKas(and ,l,‘nry
S( Alofs
W{u, and the present treasurer’soffice ganization.school grounds beauticaused the blaze at 6:20 a.m. Loss probaoiy
League for Service, was held opinion read.
The opinion pointed out the Washington Ave. would be delay- is estimatedat $5,000.
rain in 1950.
Tuesday night at the home of
driving cast on 21st, and Klein- for the city manager after one is fication, encouragingfurther stunorth
pier of the breakwaters can ed until the highway widening is
Miss Florence Van Dyke, East
heksel north on College. Damage hired. Peerlxdtsaid such action dy of music in the school and
completed.
38th St. Devotionswere conduct- now be reached only by climbing a
to each car was estimated at $200. involves a "touchy problem" in communityprojects.Both speakThe
problem
of
whether
to
allive dune 55 feet high which exed by Miss Van Dyke.
Alofs as ticketed for failure to ob- view of the current uses of the ers were introduced by Dick Millow
construction
of
two
service
Following a business meeting, tends into Kalamazoo river.
GAR room, and suggested it be liman.
serve
due caution.
The defendant is owner of more stations on West Eighth St. was
Two Sentinel sound films, on**
members rolled bandages for a
Accident No. 2 happenedat 8:30 referred to the buildings and
again
referred
to
committee
for
than 400 acres of land bordering
grounds committer and the ways taken during the. 1950 Tulip Time
mission station in Kentucky.
a.m..
involving
cars
driven
by
further study with instructionsto
Refreshments were served by Lake Michigan aid Kalamazoo report back to council. A comDaniel E. Meyer, route 3. and and means committee for study. festivaland the other a fantasy
river channel. A main dwelling
Counc'l approved a $7.50 mem- on Michigan seasons,were shown.
the hostess.
Joy
M. Hungcrink.20 East 17th
WITH
THE
FIRST
CAVALRY
munication from Mrs. Helena
During the business meeting,
The March meeting will be held and several cottages constitute Winter, secretary of the Planning
St.
Meyer
was
driving east on bership for Holland city as an anDIVISION IN KOREA- A Holimprovements claimed to be
at the home of Miss Joyce Strem.21st, and the Hungcrink car was nua! membership in the Michigan the club voted to purchasea new
commission,
stated
that
plans
of
worth $100,000. A narrow cement
land soldier has been ^warded the
ler.
traveling north on College Meyer Good Roads federation. It was electric stove lor the sch*>ol kitchroad which connects the main the commissionwere not far Bronze Star Medal for exposing
was ticketed for running a stop pointed out that if the federa- en. A second stove was considered
enough
advanced
to
eive
a
recomhouse with the cottages ending in
street. Damage tc his car was tion’s program is enacted into necessary in the hot lunch proan oval at the western extremity mendation in this particularsitu- himself to extremely heavy
Peter Hsieh Speaks
estimated at $250, and to the law. the gas and weight tax re- gram.
was built by the Cooks, predeces- ation but suggestedthat the city enemy fire to make possible the
Eight second and third graders
turns would he increased to apHungcrink car at $100.
To Mission Society
sucess
of
his
unit's
mission.
give
a
careful
study
to
the
numsors in defendant’a chain of title,
Officer Len Stcketee. after in- proximately $65,000 for the city. put on an exhibitionof folk dancHe
is
Corp.
Nicholas
Wagner,
about 1918.
ber of stations already in Holland.
Missionarywork in China was
vestigatingthe first rmshap. didn't
Council also instructedCity ing under the direction of Mrs.
The two applicationsunder con- son of Mr. and Mrs Ralph WagJudge Smith’s opinion covered
discussed by Peter Hsieh, Western
even have time to return to the Clerk Clarence Grevengoed to Arnold De Feyter.
ner,
197
East
8th
SL,
Holland
only that part of Singaporeroad siderationcall for servicestations
Five volunteers of the club will
Theological seminary student, at
station before he was called back furnish salary and wage data for
lying west of the encroachment, on West Eighth St. at Mill St. and .Mich.
a meeting of the Hope church since
to
the second crash by police Holland city to the Michigan assist next month when the OttaCorp.
Wagner
was
awarded
this
evidence was overwhelming at Pine Ave. Attdmey Vernon D.
Missionary society Wednesday
radio.
Municipal league which is collect- wa County Health department
that the dug-out road or east por- Ten Cate, representing the realtor decoration for heroism in action
afternoonat the church. He took
ing such data from Michigan cities will spend a day at the school givtion of Singaporeroad is a public on the Mill St. property, said the against the enemy on Sept. 13,
the audience through an imagin- highway.
to
l)e publishedin a statement ing inoculationsand booster shots
1950
ncar.Shindo,
Korea,
while
a
Sinclair Refining Co. has offered
Holland City Has 7,827
to the pupils.
ary day in the life of a missionlater.
$16,500 for the property,at Mill member of the U.S First Calvary
ary, depicting the hardships and
A
letter was read from Robert
Registered
Voter*
Division.
St. owned by Ray Knooihuizen,
privations.
Rev. Martin
Holland city currently has 7.827 Blackburn of the State Health Women’s Mission Group
While his company was attackand that the company has offered
Mra. James Wayer, president,
registered
voters, according to department stating he . had been
ing
an
enemy
hill
position,
accordto withdraw its plans for erecting
conducted the meeting and Mrs. Heads Calvin Board
City
Clerk
Clarence
Grevengoed. transferred to Allegan and Barry Meets at Trinity Church
ing
to
the
citation
accompanying
a service station at Eighth and
James K. Ward led devotions.
The clerk’s office arrived at this area and expressed his appreciaGrand
Rapids
(UP)—
The
Rev. Washington if the city okays the the decoration, it came under and
The Women's Missionary soMiss Elsie Stryker reported for
figure after checking all registra- tion to the Holland police departintense
Martin Monsma, pastor of the new site which measures 165 by was pinned down
ciety of Trinity Reformed church
the spirituallife committee.
ment
and
Inspector
Ben
Wiersetions,
on
file
there
This
included
GrandvilleAvenue Christian Re- 132 feet. Attorney Peter Boter enemy fire which mortally woundmet in the church Thursday afterMrs. Theodore Carter was in
removing files for the deceased ma for Co-operation in health proed three members of Corp. Wagcharge of the aocial committee. formed church in Grand Rapids, pointed out that the owner of the ner's machine gun crew.
blems and handling weights and noon with about 60 women preNicholas
Wagner
and
chocking
persons
who
have
is new president of the Calvin propertyat Eighth and Pine has
measures.
. sent. Mrs. L J. Kuyper presided.
“His courageous and 1 selfless moved out of the city.
"Realizing his halted company
college and seminary board of torn down a dwelling and is waitThe program committee conCouncil
authdrized
the . city
action'
In
the
face
of
enemy
fire,"
Holland's
official
population
is
would
suffer
many
casualties
unCase
a
ing for council action.
trustees.
sisted of Mrs. G. Douwstra and
clerk
to
attend
a
training
insti'
Grand Haven (Special) — The
The trustees, in session here for
The matter was referred to the less supporting fire cover was im- the/ citation continues, "enabled
tute for . municipalclerks, trea- Mrs. Arthur Schaap. Mrs. Douwcase of the Heidema Box and their winter meeting, also elected license committee and Alderman mediately forthcoming, Corp Wag- his company to leave their consurers
and finance officers.Feb. stra aLso was in charge of devoTEACHER
HIRED
cealment
and
proceed
in
the
atLumber Co. and Komejan Box Dr. John A. Van Bruggen. direct- Lloyd Maatman. member of the ner With utter disregard for his
21
and
22 at the University of tions.
Gobles— Mrs. George Mills has
and Lumber Co. against Adrian or of the National Union of planning commission, with instruc- own safety, moved though the hail tack to successfully obtain its
Don Lam. student at Western
Michigan.
joined
the
faculty
at
Gobles
high
mission.
of
enemy
fire
to
tak
over
the
idle
Komejan of Zeeland, which was to Christian schools, as vice presi- tions to report back to council
Theological seminary, waa guest
aldermen
were
present.
school
to
teach
English,
replac"Corp. Wagner’s > gallantry in
have been heard before Judge dent; the Rev. Richard Frens, re- with the understandingthat a gun position and single handgdly
ing Mrs. Barbara Swaney. who Mayor Harrv Harrington presided speaker. He discussed his sunv, Raymond L. Smith without a jury elected secretaryand Dr. J. T. special meeting may be called if open a deadly barrage upon the action reflects great credit upon
has
joined her husband now in the and Inspector Ben Wicrsema gave mer work at a mission atation in
himself
and
the
military
service,"
Tuesday, was settled late last Hoogstra of HoUand, assistant the time element becomes an is- enemy and neutralizedtheir fire,"
Kentucky.
the invocation.
armed services.
the citation concluded.
the citation reads in part.
sue.
secretary.
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
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For Heroic Action on Korean Front
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Holland Men Awarded AB Degrees

Two Townsbips

'

PeckooMalkm;

WanttoWithlraw

Watts Sentenced

Latvian Violinist
Gives

Programs

Voldemars Rushevics,

(Special)

—

Petitions requesting that Grand

Haven and Robinson townships be
eliminated from the bill preparing
a Sunday hunting ban in Ottawa
county were submittedto State
Rep. George Van Peursem and
Slate Senator Frank E. McKee
Monday.
Petitions ask that the issue be
•ubmitted on a township basis
only, and not on a county-wide
ba.sis,each townshipto make its
own referendum. Should the new
request be granted, the issue
would become a township affair

m
wm
Morris J. Wierdo

Wendell J. Rooks

with cities not voting.
Bills requesting the Sunday ban
were introduced Jan. 26 in the
House and Senate after the Board
of Supervisors adopted a resolution Jan. 10 to submit the issue

to the

legislature.

Requests for the ban had come
from Mra. Henry J. Kruithof, sec-

retary of the Ottawa County

Farm

Union; the Rev. Frederic C.
Dolfin. president of the Tri-Cities
Ministerial association,and '
Ottawa ChristianLeague.
Passage of the bill by electors
of the county would make Sunday
hunting and the possessionof firearms on that day illegal in Ottawa county.
There were 481 signatures on
the petition from Grand Haven

township and 248 from Robinson
township.,

Beacerdam

brilliant

Grand Haven (Special) — Jack Latvian violinist,entertained
Peck, 24, Grand Haven, who was Century club members Monday
found guilty by the court Jan. 24 night with a well chosen program
of a charge of feloniousassault was of violin classicsand favorites in
placed on probationMonday for the home of Daniel Ten Cate and
three years. Conditions provide he Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Ten Cate.
abstain from the use of intoxicat- With Dr. WilUam A. Govier of
ing liquors and from frequenting Kalamazoo as able accompanist,
places where it is sold, pay $100 he played the complete program
costs within 90 days, $5 a month with breadth of style and technioversightfees, find employment cal ease.
and keep employed, and cannot Mr. Rushevics, who was forced
leave the state without permis- to leave his native country with,
as he says, “his wife, two sons
sion of the court.
In placing Peck on probation, and his two precious violins,"is
Judge Raymond L. Smith said, now head of the violin department
“Ordinarily a young man who has at Kalamazoo college and serves
been adjudged guilty of the of- as concertm aster in the Kalamafense with which you have been zoo sympony orchestra.He used
charged could be sent away for a his Amati violin for his concert
long time. You were under great here.
He opened his program with
emotionalstrain and were attempting to drown your sorrows “La Foliia” by Corelli,arranged
in liquor. You had an opportun- by Leonard, and continuedwith
ity to commit the offense of rob- four classics. These were “Melobery, but you didn’t go through dy” by Gluck; “Rondo” by Mowith it. The court feels you are zart; "Grave," by Fr. Bach; and
not a person of very strong char- "Praeludium and Allegro,” Pugacter and that through your drink nani.
In the second group were “Royou have lost your wife and child."
Oren A. Watts, 71, route 1, mance," by Svendsen; “Caprice,"
Spring Lake, was sentenced to by the Latvian composer, T. KepiThe search for the oldest and the youngest perserve 5 to 10 years in Southern tis; "Spanish Dance” and "Gypsy
sons on Ice skates at the RecreationdepartMichigan prison at Jackson after Melody" by Sarasate; "Canzonet- ment's Ice Carnival held Saturday at the 19th St.
pleading guilty to a charge of in- ta" by d’Ambrozioand “Poem,” a
rink produced two with an age difference of 76
years. Youngest skater was Donnie Heerlnga, 4,
cest involving his 20-year-old charming piece by Fibich played
son of Mr. and Mrs. George H. Heerlngaof 564
with muted strings.
daughter.
In passing sentence. Judge Two encores included “Gavot- Lawn Ave. Donnie was equipped with • modern
set of double edged skates.His counterpart,H. B.
Smith said, "The nature of the te," by Lully and "Elfentanz” by
offense disgusts the community Jenkinson.
and we have here in this court a
Mr. Rushevicsalso played at a
strong policy to discourage such specialassemblyprogram at Hope
activity and I see no reason un- college this morning.
Ice
der the circumstances to make
Dr. Irwin J. libbers presided
any exception in your case. This at the Century club meeting. Dr.
sordid and disgusting conduct is and Mrs. J. J. Brower were chairnot to be tolerated and we must men of the social committee.
treat it in such a manner as to
The Recreationboard ice carserve notice upon all who may
nival, held at the 19th St. skating
contemplatesuch conduct that
rink Saturday afternoon, drew
they will be partially dealt with.”

Sunday Hunt Ban
Grand Haven
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Bigelow. 80 years old, wore s set of skates he’d
Inheritedfrom his father 71 years ago. His skates
were steel runners set in wooden bases and attached to regular leathershoes. Bigelow was here
on a visit from Grand Rapids and is the grandfather of Mrs. Ed Burns of 173 East 16th St. and
of A. B. Milton of East 27th St.

Enthusiasts Attend

Saturday’s Recreation Carnival

Circuit

Hears

Court
Cases

Robert W. Wojohn
Civil
were 15th St. He majored in music and
awarded bachelor of arts degrees has been a member of the marchGrand Haven (Special) —Ot(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
at Hope college on Monday. ing band, concert band and orMrs. Harry Palmbos of Hudson- Mid-year graduation exercises
tawa
circuit court jury will return
chestra, the instrumental ensemville spent Wednesday afternoon were held at Hope Memorial
Monday
to hear the case of Adeble and Musical Arts club. He will
about 1,000 skating enthusiasts,
with her aunt Mrs. Reuben Bo hi. chapel with 26 seniors receiving
enter Michigan State college in
line Brunink of Holland township
Chris De Jonge, Nelson and degrees.
Recreation Director Joe Moran
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
March to do graduate work in
against Robert and Roger Koning
Jim, and Mr. George Ohlman at
said this morning.
Holland graduates are:
music education.
The
garage on the Alfred SchuGrand Haven (Special) — In a
tended Farmer^ Week in Lansing
of Holland in which plaintiff
John Galien, Jr., son of Mr. and
Other seniors who received deFirst, second, and third place macher farm on the Hooter road
wedding performed in the Church
last Tuesday. Henry Ohlman ac Mrs. John Galien of 276 West 25th
seeks $3,000 damages for injuries
grees are Elmer Vruggink of
House parlor of First Presbyter- ribbons were awarded to competi- burned to the ground Tuesday.
companied them to Grand Ledge St., who majored In history and Hudsonvilie;Willard P. Hoekian church Saturday at 8 p.m., tors in the relays, in the waltz The cause of the fire wtiich was allegedly received ir an accident
and spent the day with relatives. political science and was an actSales
enga, Muskegon; Paul Eikenhout,
Sept. 27, 1949 near the entrance
Miss Donna Lou Terrill, daughter race, in speed skating and in the
Dr. G. H. Rigterink from Ham- ive member of Phi Alpha Theta,
discovered by the driver of a dairy
William D. Holwerda. Genevieve
to Baker Furniture Co.
of Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Terrill, 111
ilton, Dr. and Mrs. Howerd Yeak- national honoraryhistory fraternGrand
Haven
(Special)—
Countruck,
is
undetermined.
The
garSeeley and John C. Willits, Grand
puck race. Two awards were made
Miss Brunink, Baker employe,
South
Hopkins
St., Grand Haven,
ey and Mary Linda from Kalama- ity. He will be with the John Gaage was built last fall and housed
Rapids; Ronald J. Rosenberg, By- ty Treasurer Fred Den Herder
alleges that an auto driven by
exchanged vows with Kenneth D. in the figure skating division and
zoo spent Sunday with Mr. and lien Real Estate and Insurance
all
the
water
works
equipment,
ron, 111.; Henry D. Brankhorst has received a check for $125,Roger Koning and owned by his
Northuis, son of Mr. and Mrs. the two special awards were made
Mrs. Reuben Bohl.
agency following graduation.
including pump, heater and tank,
and William Smith, Chicago; Ken- 077.50 in sales tax diversion
father,Robert, forced her against
Elmer
Northuis, 112 East 19th St., to the oldest and the youngest
Mrs. Laurence De Vries visited
Wendell J. Rooks, son of Mr. neth B. Decker and Harold J. money collected for the quarter
all of which was lost. Schumacher
the brick building when it drove
Holland, before Dr. H. Grant persons on the ice.
’ with her sistersin Grand Rapids and Mrs. William Rooks, 190 West
ending
Dec.
31,
1950.
This
amount
Dykstra, Danforth,111.; La Verne
Judges at the carnival were Ed- entered the blazing building to across the sidewalk.
last Thursday.
Mason,
in
the
presence
of
125
7$th St., who majored in mathe- A. Sikkema, Morrison, 111.; Thom- will be distributed to various disward Prins and John Bellman. rescue the almost-newfamily car.
guests.
The case of Heidema Box and
Relatives gathered at the home matics.
as McCloud. Oak Park, 111.; Rich- tricts of the townships at the rate
The Douglas fire department was Lumber Co. and Komejan Box and
of Mr. and Mrs. John Bohl to help
Wedding
music
was
played
by Clerk of the course was Alderman
Morris J. Wierda, son of Mr. ard D. Stewart, Gary, Ind.
called.
of $6.75 per capita child, based
Lumber Co. of Holland township
Mr. Bohl celebrate his 79th birth- and Mrs. Frank Wierda, 399
Mrs. Louis Baldwin of Grand John Van Eerden. Roger Northuis
Paul De Kok, Sheldon, Iowa; on the school census of 18,530
"Religion” was the topic of the
was director of the carnival, and
day anniversary. Those present West 22nd St., who majored in Alfred
against Adrain Komejan of ZeeHaven,
who
accompanied
Rodger
children.
H. Arwe, Boonton, N. J
Woman’s club program
last week.
were Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Bohl religious education. He plans to
Northuis,brother of the groom, Peter Kroman served as figure
---- land will be head Feb. 6. PlainMary E. Voskuil, New Brunswick, The districts sharing (the first
and Barbara,Mr. and Mrs. Reu- begin employment with the John
soloist, who sang “Because” dur- skating judge. Moran worked as
N. J.; CollinsJ. Ottipoby, Laguna, figure representingthe number
ben Bohl, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Galien agency following graduaing the ceremony and "The Lord's starter.
plus interest on account dated
N. M.; Norman De Wolfe and of children and the last figure the
Bohl, Thelma, Vernon and Wayne tion.
Awards were given the follow- Fennville Methodist church. The June 25. 1949. On that date dePrayer” as the couple knelt. DurMartha
H.
Felton, Schenectady, amount to be received) follow:
Rev.
Richard
Cox
of
the
Ganges
and Mr. and Mrs. John De Graaf.
ing the ceremony soft music was ing persons in these events, in
fendant is alleged to have collectRobert W. Wojohn, son of Mr. N. Y.. and Faried A. Banna, BasHolland city, 3,460, $23,355;
Methodist church spoke on the
Dr. G. Mennenga of Western and Mrs. Paul Wojohn, 276 West rah, Iraq.
played on the piano by William each case the names being listed
ed $3,000 from Steven Speet, a
Zeeland
city,
1,134,
$7,654.50;
United
Nations
and
other
legislaseminary in Holland will conin the order in which they finLadd, cousin of the bride.
customer.Komejan is alleged to
Grand Haven city, 2,104, $14,202.
tive subjects. The speaker of the
duct the services in the Reformed
The ceremony took place before ished.
have given Speet a receipt for
afternoon was the Rev. Henry
Georgetown township district 1,
church next Supday.
the fireplace,which was banked BATON RELAY RACES
$3,000 but credited Speet’s account
Recreation Director
Bast, formerlyof Fennville, now
99,
$668.25;
No.
2,
39,
$263.25;
On Friday the Womens World
Boys Under 11 Years
with palms and ferns and mantle
for $1,500 and convertedthe balpastor of the Bethany Reformed
No. 3. 133, $897.75; No. 4 frl, 73,
Day of Prayer will be held in the Polio Gifts Still
First Heat: Ronald Wiegerink,
Speaks to Kiwanians
ance to his own use.
candelabraand large baskets of
church
of
Grand
Rapids.
Music
$492.75;
No.
5,
180,
$1,215;
No.
local church for all ladies of the
pink and white gladioli.
Ted Van Zanten, Gary Vanden
Suit was begun today by Evans
was
furnished
by
the
Methodist
Joseph Moran, directorof physi- 6, 188, $1,269; No. 7, frl, 509, $3,church and all the ladies from
The bride’s sister-in-law,Mrs. Berg, Wayne Mulder. Second church choir accompaniedby Mrs. and Retting Lumboi Co. of Grand
Vriesland church. Dr. Anna Ruth Short of
cal education in the public 435.75; No. 8 frl, 50, $337.50; No. Merlin Terrill, attended as matron Heat: Randy Brondyke, Jimmie
Rapids demanding judgment of
R. J. Rummell. Refreshments $1,530
9. 110, $742.50; No. 10 frl, 52,
Korteling, our missionary from
of honor, and Rodger Northuis as- Bocks, Ross Hamlin, Dick Breedplus interest and costs from
schools, outlinedthe recreation $351.
were served by Mrs. W. B. Wade,
India will be guest speaker. A
sisted his brother as best man veld. Third Heat: Bob Jansen,
Grand Haven Novelty Co., reprePolio contributionsin Holland program in Holland at the weekly
Mrs.
Orrin
Ensfield. Jr., Mrs. VicHolland
township
No.
1,
71,
short program is planned to be
Paul Terrill, brother of the bride, Bob Dykstra, Jerry Mulder, Dane
senting balance due on account
tor Egelkraut, Jr., and Mrs. Clargiven by members of both church- area have passed the $10,500 meeting of the Kiwanis club Mon- $479.25; No. 2, 252, $1,701; No. and Donald Northuis, the groom’s Scholten.
ence Arndt.
es.
mark, according to Campaign day night at the Warm Friend 3. 145, $978.75; No. 4, 143, $965.- brother,seated the guests.
Boys 12 and Older
A new furnace has been install25; No. 5 frl, 151, $1,019.25;No.
Mrs. Jo Oppenhuisen waa tak- Director Gebe Kuite who said Tavern.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Murdick First Heat— George Becker. Don
6 frl, 207, $1,397.25; No. 7. 249, end daughter Katheryn, Merlin Prins, Paul Wiegerink, Frank ed in the Methodist church and Justice
en to Holland hospital last week
every effort will be put forth the
Moran, who is also in charge of $1,680.75;No. 9 frl, 484, $3,267;
services were held in the main
/or observation .and rest.
Terrill assisted in receiving the Klomparens. Second Heat: HerauditoriumSunday after two
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Sikkema, coming week to reach the $16,500 city recreation, told Kiwanians No. 10 frl, 78, $526.50; No. 11 frl, guests.
bert Wybenga, Ken Mokma, Norm
weeks of necessary improvements
Lillian and La Vern of Morrison, quota for southern Ottawa coun- recreation is one of the funda- 54, $364.50; No. 13, 108, $729.
The bride wore a light brown Scholten, Stan Harrington. Third
111. were guests at the home of
Olive township No. 1 frl, 33, sharkskinsuit, a pink straw hat Heat: Roy Kramer, Ron Nykamp, and installation. Miss Celia Hans, Lists 7
mental needs of man. He said the
teacher, of Grand Haven, who
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van Farowe Schools so far have raised
$222.75; No. 2, 46, $310.50; No. trimmed with pink feathers and
Bob Balfoort, Allyn Kroll.
main basis of recreation as a prospent the weekend here with her
and Lorraine Sunday. La Vern 904.04 through the dime card
3 frl, 62, $418.50; No. 4, 32, $216; face veil; pink lace blouse and
Five traffic cases and two conGirls 11 Years and Under
parents, showed slides of Alaska servation charges were heard by
graduated from Hope college packs and through special pro- ject is the welfare of the people, No. 5 frl, 89, $600.75; No. 9, 73, brown accessories.She carried a
First Heat: Sandra Zuber, Lou
at the Sunday school meeting.
Park township Justice C. C. Wood
Monday, and is leaving for Cor- ects. Don Jacobusse, mayor of with the emphasis on health for $492.75.
cascade bouquet of white garden- Jeanne Poll, Mary Ellen Dalman,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keag en- last week.
nell universityin New York where Holland high, presented $170 to our youth.
Park township No. 1 frl, 45, ias with satin streamers.
Ruth Mokma.
tertained their 500 club of four
be will continue hie studies.
Robert L. Roeth. 18 East 16th
The important part the Park $303.75; No. 2, 195, $1,316.25;
Kuite at chapel exercises MonMrs. Terrill wore a light brown
Girls 12 and Older
tables Saturday evening. Mr. and St., paid $28.90 fine and costs
Mrs. Herm Berens and Mrs. day, representing a collection department plays in providing No. 3, 100, $675; No. 4 frl, 323, gabardine suit with matching
First Heat: Marcia Borr, ConGerrit Berens spent Wednesday
$75 Friday morning and $95 park facilities for recreational $2,180.25;No. 8 frl, 213, $1,437.- hat and brown accessories. Her nie Tuinsma, Joyce Van Lange- Mrs. E. J. Miles of Valparaiso, for failure to report property
Ind., spent the week-end at their damage accident in Park townafternoonin Grand Rapids visit- from a Dence of Dimes Friday purposes was pointed out by Mor- 75.
flowers were a cascade bouquet of veld, Isla Mulder. Second Heat:
ship.
ing Mrs. Ted Knap.
night at the Woman’s Literary an.
Port Sheldon township No. 1, yellow gladioli with light green Janice Mokma, Ruth Scholten, home, and attendedthe party.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard ScheerMr. and Mrs. Dan Bek ins of club.
Wilbur F. Potter, route 3, HudMoran also told about the need 28, $189; No. 2 frl, 46, $310.50; satin ribbon.
Eleanor Grevengoed, Thelma Bee- horn were Friday evening guests sonvilie,answered two charges.
Comstock Park, Grand - Rapids Some churches have not com- for added gym and swimming pool No. 3 frl, 58, $391.50.
lollow’ing the wedding a recep- len. Third Heat: Nancy Moran,
called on Mr. Henry Ohlman and pleted their drives.
facilities, voicing the hope that
Robinson township No. 1, 65, tion was held in the church par- Joyce Cook, Karen Damson, of his brother and wife, Mr. end He paid $12 fine and costs for folMr. and Mrs. Leslie Bek ins SunMrs. Robert Scheerhorn of Mus- lowing another truck too closely,
some organization or group will $438.75; No. 2, 45, $303.75; No. 3 lors. Those who assisted in serv- Clarene Olin.
kegon.
day.
and $7 fine and costs for speedmake an effort to obtain these frl, 95, $641.25; No. 4, 61, $411.- ing were the Misses Sandra FIGURE SKATING
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet and Heart Attack Is Fatal
Mrs. Aretha Thomas, who ing.
facilitiesfor Holland.
75; No. 5, 51, $344.25; No. 6 frl, Sherk, Ann Koppei, Molly Lock,
Wies
Vande
Kerkhoff,
Nick
family attended the marriage of For FerrysburgMan
makes her home with Mr. and Peter Anthony Weller, 669 GorMoran complimentedthe Ki- 52, $351; No. 7. 17, $114.75.
Diane Tomlinson, Susan Little Hovinga.
their niece and cousin Albertha
Mrs. Leon Shepard, spent the don St., paid $10 fine and costs
wanis dub for their interest in
Zeeland township No. 2, 120, Joan Gless, Bonnie Irving, Bar- WALTZ SKATING
Visser and Herbert Otten in the
week-end at her home in Ionia.
for making an improper left turn
Grand Haven (Special)— John youth in the community, calling $810; No. 3, 107, $722.25; No. 4 bara Obenshain, Barbara and
Girts, 11 and Under
16th Street Christian Reformed R. Lehmann, 54. died unexpected- particular attention to the athle- frl, 108, $729; No. 5 frl, 38, $256.Mrs. Alvin Rasmussen,Mrs. on US-31.
Mary Ann De Fouw.
First: Marlene Harbin, Carol John Welsh, Mrs. Henry Johnson,
church of Holland Friday evening. ly at 2:30 a m. Monday at his home tic program provided by the local 50; No. 7, 64, $432; No. 8 frl, 75,
Bert Ten Brink, 63 West Eighth
The couple is now at home on Sue Klaasen. Second: Lou Jeanne
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bek ins cali- 214 Maple St., Ferrysburg, followMrs. Eugene Ridley, also Miss St., paid $5 fine and costs for
service club every Thursday night $506.25.
the North Shore Dr., Holland.
Poll, Sandra Zuber. Third: Mary
ed on their sister and brother Mr. ing a heart attack. He was born
Patty Blanchard of Pullman, spent driving with an expired operator’s
in the high school gymnasium.
Mrs. Northuis is a graduateof Ellen Dalman, Ruth Mokma.
and Mrs. Hubert Heyboer and in Chicago, Sept. 24. 1896, and
license.
Wednesday in Kalamazoo.
Gabe
Kuite, program chairman,
Grand
Haven
high
school
and
atGirls 12 and Older
lamily in Vriesland Sunday.
Robert Van Loo, route 3, ZeelMrs. Lena Fisher of New Richmoved to Robinson township and introducedthe speaker. The in- Young Holland Resident
tended Albion college. She will
First: Marcia Borr, Connie mond submittedto major surgery and, paid $5 fine and costs for
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet, Beat- h°d lived in this section since a
vocation was given by Gaus Bus- Succumbs at Hospital
continueher second semester at Tuinsma. Second: Nancy Moran,
rice and Thelma spent Saturday child. He had lived in Ferrysburg
running a stop sign on M-21.
Saturday at Douglas hospital.
house.
Marion M. Bell, 37, of 1181 East Hope college. Her husband is a Clarene Olin. Third: Patricia
evening with Mr. and Mrs. Henry three years.
Blaine B. Ash, 177i East Sixth
Twelve
members
of
Damascus
Wilbur Cobb, president,con- Ninth St., died early Monday at graduate of Holland high school, Koning. Mary Jane Slighter.
Timmer in Byron Center.
lodge F & AM, atended the meet- St., and Leon A. Kraai, 570 CresHe was a carpenter by trade ducted the meeting.
attended
Hope
college
and
is
asHolland
hospital
following
a
two
SPEED SKATING
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Berens and was a member of Eagles
ing at Saugatuck Tuesday eve- cent Dr, each paid $12.40 fine and
year’s illness.Survivingare the sociated at the present time with
visited Mr. and Mrs. Herm Ber- lodge and the Polish Falcon sociBoys 11 and Under
ning. One of the Masonic lodges of costs for fishing without a license
wife, Marjorie;his parents, Mr. Vaupell’s Men’s shop at Holland.
ens in Bentheim Thursday after- ety.
John Baker, Randy Brondyke, Muskegon exemplified the third on Lake Macatawa.
Mrs. Gertrude Helmink
noon.
and Mrs. Abraham Frey of SterWayne Mulder.
Surviving are the wife, the
degree work for Saugatuck’s canling, 111.; three sisters, Mrs. FilMrs. John Posma was guest of former KatherineShear; one son, Succumbs at Home Here
Girls 11 and Under
Mrs. Elizabeth Rannion
didates. Supper was served at
more
Foist
of
Pasadena,
Calif.,
honor at a party in the home of Richard of Muskegon; two
Ruth Mokma, Lou Jeanne Poll, the American Legion hall to ac- Funeral Services Set
Mrs.
Gertrude
Helmink,
77,
of
Mrs. James Albert of Holland and Dies of Long Illness
her children Mr. and Mrs. Ivan brothers, Fred of Robinson townSandra Piersma.
commodatethe large group pre- For Aged Burnips Man
Posma ir Zeeland Monday even- ship and Henry of Hart; four sis- 720 Myrtle Ave., Central Park, Mrs. Lloyd Gowan of Sterling,
SPEED SKATING
sent.
died
Saturday
night
at
her
home.
Grand
Haven
(Special)
Mrs.
ing. Those attendingwere John ters, three step-sons.Fred Shear
111.; one brother, Robert, of Grand
Boys 12 and Older
Allegan (Special)— Funeral serMr. and Mrs. Wede Van ValElizabeth L. Runnion, 80, of 16
Powna, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ber- of Alto, John of Grand Haven and She had been ill several months Rapids.
Frank Klomparens,Paul Wieg- kenburg of Ann Arbor spent the vices were held at p.m. Saturday
and had a stroke last Tuesday.
Eastern Ave., died Friday morn- erink, Allyn Kroll.
ens, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop, Mr.
Corp. Glenn Shear of Ft. Knox, She was the widow of William
week-end with her parents, Mr for Francis A. Goodman, 78, who
ing after a lingering illness. She
and Mrs. Joe Huizenga and Mr. Ky.
Girls 12 and Older
was found dead in his home Thursand
Mrs. James Michen.
Helmink.
died at Lament.
and Mrs. Sherwin Hungerink. The
Connie Tuinsma, Janice Mokday
at Burnips. The rites were
Mrs. Mary Harding has gone to
Born March 4, 1873, in LakeShe was born in Three Rivers ma, Nancy Moran.
occasion being the birthday of
held in Sand Hill Methodist
Orlando,
Fla.,
to
spend
a
month
town township, she was the daughMrs. Posma.
Local Man Gets Fine,
Aug. 23, 1870, and had lived in PUCK RACE
with her son, Warren Harding and church, Burnips with burial in
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. JoSpring Lake and Grand Haven
Burnips cemetery.
Paul Wiegerink, Herb Wybenga,
Sentence From Court
hannes Den Uyl. She was a memfor the last 23 years, coming from Ken Mokma.
Death was believed to have
Mitt Alma Vander Hill
Ivan Bowen, 24; of 441 West ber of Central Park Reformed
Ravenna. Her husband, George,
been due to a heart attack.
22nd St., pleaded guilty in Muni church and the Ladies Aid.
died July 16, 1937.
J. Hilton Haven Dies
Honored at Luncheon
Surviving are two daughter*,
cipal Court Saturday to a charge
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Abraham Vander Wall
Mre. Bernice Eighmey, Erie, Mich.,
At Municipal Hospital
Mrs. Stephen Karsten and Mrs. of furnishing alcoholic beverages Luke Vredeveldof Grand Rapids;
Myron Benson of Spring Lake; Dies of Long Illness
Mrs. Norma Porter, Kalamazoo,
two sons, Henry W. Helmink,
Rein Visscher were hostesses at a to minors.
two sons, Ernest of Oregon and
two sons, Leroy and Clarence of
Grand
Haven
(Special)—
J.
HilJudge Cornelius vander Meulen South Shore Dr., and Willis J.
luncheon Saturday afternoon in
Theodore of Grand Haven; a sisZeeland (Special) — Abraham ton Haven, 64, of 309 Nprth Buc- Kalamazoo, 15 grandchildren and
Lie Karsten home. The event was imposed fine and casts of $54.70, Helmink, at home; 10 grandchilter, Mrs. Delia Niel of Scottville, Vander Wall, 81, of Forest Grove,
hanan St., Spring Lake, died un- 10 great grandchildren,^three sisgiven in honor of Miss Alma Van- plus a sentence of 30 days in jail. dren; four great grandchildren;
and 10 grandchildren.
died Saturday at the home of expectedlyin Municipal hospital ters, Mrs. Catherine Raabe, Burder Hill, who will be married to If the fine is not paid, an extra brother, Simon Den Uyl, Lakehis son-in-law and daughter, Mr. at 7:10 a.m. Monday. He was born nips, Mrs. SavillaBrower, Allegan
30 days will be added to the sen- town township, and a sister, Mrs.
Paul Holkeboeron March 27.
and Mrs. 'Steve Roelofs of Forest In Detroit in 1886. He spent his and Mrs. Margaret Markhan, HoiLicense
Plate
Sales
tence.'
Edward Lugers of Grand Rapid*.
An overhangingparasol with
land.
Grove. He died of a lingering illsummers In Spring Lake since
Bowen was picked up Saturday
colored streamers extending to
Slip to 1950 Level
ness.
1929, moving there about, 12 years,
•801/ place setting decorated the by Holland police, and the Charge
A retired farmer, he was active ago.
Marriage Licenses
Settled Oat of Court
dining room. The centerpiece was involves two boys and two girls
Sale of license plates at the in Forest Grove Reformed church
(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
He was associated with his Grand Haven (Special) — The
« heart-shapedcake topped with under 21 years of age.
Holland
Liceme
bureau
xlipped which he serves as elder, deacon
Ottawa County
father in the R. H. Haven Iron
last week.
t .bride and groom and fresh rose
and Sunday school teacher. He works and later with the Haven- case of Adeline Brunink of Hol• Ralph Henry De Young, 22,
buds.
land townshipagainst Robert and
Only 570 passenger license* was a member of the Forest
Car, Truck Collide
Grand Haven, and Arlene NeitBush Co. of Grand Rapids.
gift was presentedto the
were
sold,
to
bring
1951
*ale*
Grove school board for many Surviving are the wife, Liman; Roger Koning, scheduled to be
A car driven by Henry Ritz- ring, 23, route 1, Spring Lake;
heard before a jury today, ha*
bride-elect and the afternoon was ema, 63, of route 1, Fennville,and
down to the 1950 level
years.
Jason Rutgers, 19, route 1, Hola daughter, Marylin, of Spring been settled.The trial’ of Heide•pent aocialiy.
Three
hundred
non-passenger
Jack
Klner,
son
of
Mr.
and
a stake rack truck driven by
Surviving are three daughters, Lake; a son. Robert of Grand
ma Box and Lumber Co. and
Guests were the Mesdames James Rooks, 45, of 130 East 32nd land, and Maxine Van Huis, 24,
Mrs. Leslie Klner,. 17 West 10th
licenses were issued, including an Mrs. Ben De Vries, a missionary
John V«n Huis, Alex Van Zanten, St, collided at 11 a m. Monday at Holland;Charles E. Bailey, 20,
8t., Is a recent enlisteeIn the
order of 203 for the Holland Mo- in Katpadi. in southern India, Rapids; three sisters, Mrs. Paul Komejan Box and Lumber Co.,
route 3, Holland, and Mildred
Albert Buler, Peter Veltman, the corner of Ottawa Ave.
Air Force. Klner was sent to
tor Express company, bringing to Mrs. Roelofs and Mrs. Willard Kempter, Mrs. Norma Hurley and Holland township, against Adrian
Irene Nyhoff, 20, Holland; WilLackland
Air
Fores
base
In
870 the total licensesales for the Berghorst of Zeeland; two sons, Mrs. Carl Seltzer, all of Grand Komejan of Zeeland, scheduled to
Cmi-w Sl.ff.ni, Edward Bouws-’ 2Jat St! Damage0!! a$200 w^' «tU liam Appel, 19, route 1, Grand
Rapids, and two grandson.
Texas for basic trainingbefore
ma. Dav« V«nd«r Schel, Ted Boot mated to Ritzema’s 1951 model
week.
be heard before a jury Tuesday,
Ross and Clarence of Zeeland; 12
Haven, and Beverly George, 16,
he wilf be assigned to a regular
will be heard instead before the
ftfid John Vander Hill.
Licenses
must
be
in
use
by
car, and $100 to the Rooks truck. route 2, Spring Lake.
grandchildren,
and
one
great
Oil is produced in 26 states In the court without a jury, a jury havduty base.
March L
grandchild.
U. S.
7 . ing been waived
i\
Jr.
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Voice Recital Highlight
Indians Repeat

Of Woman's Club Party
Scoring

Rampage

Miss Helene Hekman of Chicago was the principal attraction
at the Woman's Uterary club an-

At Bloomingjale

nual birthday party Tueaday afternoon when she presented a
song recital. Formerly of Grand
Rapids and a summer resident of
the Holland area, Miss Hekman
has become a full-fledgedartist,
and delight her audiencewith
her lovely singing and charming
platformmanner.

Bloomingdale(Special) — Saugatuck’i

rampaging Indians

con-

tinued their scoring spree at
BloomingdaleFriday night, downing the Oilers 91-44 in an Al-Van
league game.

The

occasion was the celebration of the club house dedication
on Feb. 7, 1914. Mrs. Clyde Geerlings, who presided, commented
on the significanceof the day, and
Miss Martha Sherwood told about
the Kate Garrod Post education

The Tribe also bagged 91 points
against Rogers on Tuesday, winning that game 91-38.
Against Bloomingdale,the Indians had no trouble Friday night,
leading all the way. Saugatuck

Blue Bird

and Camp Fire

•

group* report varied activities
during the past few weeks. Plan*
for Valentinepartiee and winter
time activitie*continue to hold

the spotlight for the girls.
The Flying Blue Birds of Washington school met at the home of
fund which has helped 86 girls their leader, Mrs. Charles E.
scored 24 points in the first quarsecure a college education since Laitsch. The afternoon was spent
ter and led at the half, 44-28.
it was establishedin 1915. Contri- making felt Blue Bird pins.
The pace was just too much for
butions were made to the fund at
Carole Risseladareports that
the Bloomingdalecrew, and in the
the birthday party annually until the Singing Blue Birds met at the
third quarter the Oilers only
the total reached $5,000 about home of their leader, Mrs. Don
scored six points, while the Tribe
four years ago.
Kraai. The girls finished the gift*
scored 19.
141-pieceband took over, each band put on a group of selections.
Bands of Zeeland high school, Paw Paw high school and Kalamazoo
With Mrs. W/ Curtis Snow of they were making for Mother’*
In the fourth quarter, reserve
The
festival
was
arranged
by
William
Tower,
director
of
the
Zeeland
State high school made an Impressive picture when they united in
Hope collegefaculty at the piano, Day. Mary Ann De Kraker furnforward Bill Bale came in for the
band. Robert McEmber is director of the Paw Paw band and Elmer
Zeeland high gymnasium last Saturday for a concert which climaxed
Miss Hekman sang four groups ished the treat
Indians and scored 14 points, as
R. Beloof is director of the Kalamazoo State band.
the first annual Tri-City Band festival. Norman C. Dietz, director of
of songs, beginning with the aria,
The Cheerful Blue Birds enjoy(Prince
photo,
Zeeland)
the Tribe added 28 to the third(From
Wedneaday’a
Sentinel)
Central Michigan collegeband, was the guest conductor. Before the
"O
Sleep
Why
Dost
Thou
Leave
ed
a roller skating patty Saturquarter score. Other scorers for
Misses Phyllis Luidens, Harriet
the Indians were Bruce Greene
Pennington and Janet Vander Me," Handel; "Drink to Me Only day afternoon at the Coliseum.
at forward with 25 points and
Hoek of Hope college were week- With Thine Eyes," arranged by On Monday they met at the home
Gerry Bale at center with 22.
end guests of Miss Mary La Hui* Quilter; "But the Lord Is Mind- of their leader, Mrs. Egbert Gerful" from "St. Paul" by Mendels- ritsen and explored the art of
The Saugatuck reserves also
at her home here.
sohn;
and "Prepare Thyself Zion" making cookies.Plans for a tobogwon in the preliminary game 43Mr. and Mrs. Henry Redder of
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
from the Bach Christmas oratorio. gan party also were made. Ruth
36. The victory was the fourth
Jenison
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alnew basketballscoreboard,
Three Russian numbers formed Gerritsen is the scribe for thi*
consecutive for the Little Indians.
bert Nyhuis Sunday evening.
used
for
the first time at the ZeeRalph Troutman had 20 and Jack
Mrs. Harvey Brink attendeda the second group, "The Hills of group.
The Federal school Gypsy Blue
land-AHegan basketball game on bridal shower for Miss Agnes Gruzia,"Mednlkoff;"Ah Twine
Parker 9 points for the reserves, Local women will join women
Birds,
under the leadership of
No
Blossoms,"
Gliere,
and
"None
while Dick Spayde had 12 for the all over the world Friday in obJar. 26 is the memorial presented Mulder of Zeeland last week
But the Lonely Heart," Tschai- Mrs. C. Vande Water, elected the
Bloomingdalepoint honors.
serving- the 64th annual World
Tuesday
evening
at
the
home
of
to the school by the class of 51.
following new officers:President,
kowsky.
Next game for the Indians will Day of Prayer which this year
Members of the senior Hi-Y Mrs. Albert Hofman of that city.
Mary Jo Dokter; secretary, Lois
Green
Cornfield,'
Head;
be Friday night when they meet
Mr. and Mrs. Marinas Vande
follows the theme, "Perfect Love
club journeyedto the Grand RaBring You Colored Heidema; scribe, Cheryl ShinaGobles. The Tribe beat the Gobles
Guchte and children were supper "When
barger. The girls also had a doll
aggregation the first time the two Casts Out Fear."
to
pids YMCA. Thursday evening and guests last Saturday and also Toys," Carpenter; "In the Yellow
Dusk," and "The Bird of the Wil- show. Each girl told a short
The Rev. K. A. Van Baak. gradclubs met this season and Gobles
spent
the
evening
with
Mr.
and
enjoyed swimming in the pool.
derness," both by Horsman, fol- story of her own doll. Mrs. Vande
now has a 1-7 season record. The uate of Calvin college and seminMrs. George Sytsma and girls.
Later they had lunch together.
Holland's once beaten reserves
Water served hot chocolate and
Indians now have a six won. three
Members of the Junior Christ- Mrs. Albert Nyhuis spent last lowed. Miss ' Hekman then sang cookies.
ary who has returned after a hammered out an early lead and
"Velvet
Shoes,"
a
charming
song
last Al-Van league record, and are
ian Endeavor society and their week Tuesday evening with Mrs.
GretchenSchonfeld reports that
short period in China, will speak held it right up to the final 30
by Thompson; "Fear Not the
tied for third place.
sponsors, Misses Catherine and Effie Vruggink at Zeeland.
at the local gathering in Central seconds in loosing Tuesday night,
Night." Hageman; "A Birthday," the Ecetu Camp Fire group met
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
Zwyghuizen
Marian Bosch of the Second RePark Reformed church Friday at
Woodman; ’The Little Shepherd at the home of their leader,Mrs.
and then lost by a heart-breaking
formed church attended the Union and Harold. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
2 p m. Mrs. Van Beak also will be
Song"
and "Joy," both by Watts. W. Pluim. The time was spent
Rally at Trinity Reformed church Vruggink and family, Mr. and
40-39 score. It was the seventh
present.
Her
encore
was the Negro spirit- making invitationsfor the girls'
Holland on Sunday afternoonin Mrs. Justin Wabeke and boys.
parents and teachers to their ValMrs. George E. Kollen is chair- win for the Sexton reserves,
ual,
"Were
You There."
commemoraMonof the 70th anni- Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kunzi and
man of the planning committee in against one lass.
Tea. arranged by Divisions 3 entin© Day party. They also pracversary of the founding of C. E. family. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vanticed their play, ‘The Queen of
Holland. Mrs. Herman Rosenberg
and
4, followed in the tea room.
Holland opened the game by
At tne regular meeting of the der Wal and Carol. Mr. and Mrs.
Hearts", which they plan to give
will be chairman for Friday's
Chairmen were Mrs. Harold Niles,
taking an early lead and holding it
Ladies Aid society to be held at Willard Van Harn and Willard
at the party.
meeting. Music will be provided
Second Reformed church at 2:30 Lee, Mr. ami Mrs. George Vrug- Miss Harriet • Cook, Mrs. E. M.
Here are resultsof games play- by Mrs. Henry Voogd. accom- to finish the first half 19-14. In
The Luta Camp Fire group met
HerpoLshelmer,
and
Mrs.
Paul
the third quarter, the Sexton sep.m. Thursday, the Rev. Englund gink and children and Lester Vanat Federal school on Jan. 29. The
ed in the Holland Recreation lea- panied by Roger Rietberg at the
Jones. Members of the Education
conds picked up three of thase
will present a talk on 'The His- der Wal composed a tobogganing
gue in the Armory Saturday, Feb. organ.
time was spent knitting and makcommittee poured. An attractive
five points and entering the final
tory of Communism".The devo- party last Saturdayafternoon and
ing plans for a dinner on Jan. 30.
floral centerpiece was arranged
stanza, the game became a niptional sendee will be in charge of went to Newaygo.
ElizabethVer Hey is scribe for
American League
and-tuck battle, with Holland
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Mo- by Mrs. Harold Van Tongeren. the group.
Miss Evelyn De Free. Hostesses
iJ
Mrs. Geerlings appointed a nomholding a slight scoring edge.
are Mrs. C. Poest and Mrs. H. len of North Blendon were supper
The Odakonya Camp Fire group
0
Wreckers ............................5
But the Little Reds were not to
Baron. Group meetings will be guests last Thursday and spent ating committee to report Feb. met at the home of their leader,
2
Wolverines ..........................3
20.
Members
are
Mrs.
Orlie
Bisbe denied, and with 30 seconds
the evening at the home of Mr.
held after refreshments.
Mrs. Andries Steketee. They
Indians ................................3
3
hop, chairman,Mrs. H. J. Knut
remainingtook possession of the
The Junior class of Senior high and Mrs. John Poskey.
started on the new Camp Fire
Badgers ................................
0
6
ball and raced down-court to
Mrs. Effie Vruggink of Zeeland son, Mrs. M. L Hinga, Mrs. Peter project, "Dolls to Foster Friendschool has elected "Almost SumAnd they call it the Sunihine
Results of Feb
games:
score. Holland trailed by one point
spent
last Thursday morning with Notier and Mrs. Willard Wlchers. ship.” The girls are to make dolls
City! Believe it or not, Sam
mer," a three-act comedy by
Wreckers 24. Badgers 16; WolA payment of $1,500 on the mort for children who have never had
but went back up-court for a last
Weatra, bundled up for real
Christopher Sergei as their class Mrs. Albert Nyhuis.
verines 32, Indians 19.
try
that
missed
and
the
game
The
men’s
society
held
its gage was also announced,leaving any, and will be sent to such
winter
weather,
waa
not
phoplay.
The
performance
will
be
diNational League
ended.
tographed in atormy Michigan,
rected by Miss Van Dam assisted monthly meeting in the church a present indebtedness of $1,000 countries as England, France,
L
on the club house.
Although their second loss, the
but
aa
he
waa
walking
down
Holland, Italy, Greece and China.
by Mrs. Lampen on March 14, 15 basement Tuesday evening.
0
Left Overs ............................
6
reserves have lost only one conthe
atreeta of St. Peteraburg,
The
Ladies
Missionary
and
Aid
While some of the girls were cutand 16. Those participating as
3
Spartans ........
Fla. Sam, a Holland realdent,
ference tilt and now have a 9-2
ting patterns and Ironingout matcast members include Bob Myaard society met in the church base- Mrs. Stewart Presents
Globetrotters ........................
2
4
donned all the clothinghe could
season record.
erials to be used, the rest of the
as Paul Jones; Irma Derks his ment last Thursday afternoon.
Hoboes ..........................1
5
find to keep warm in the SunScoring for Holland was Vangirls were playing games.
girl friend; Eugene Kuyers as The mission study was on Ken- Program on Decorating
Results of Feb. 3 games: Left
ahine City, but when thia photo
derwall and Kempker. 10 each:
The TittabawasseeCamp Fire
Paul's friend; Viola Disselkoen, tucky and the Bible study was
Overs 23, Globetrotters 17; Sparwas
taken,
he
waa
on
hia
way
Moran and Israels, 7 each; and
"Color Harmony and Interior group didn’t i»ven notice that it
Paul's sister; Roger Snow. Paul’s taken from John 8:1-12.
tans 18. Hoboes 12.
to a store to buy some ear
Visscher, 5.
Decorating" was discussed and il- was zero weather on Monday evefather;Joan Kraai. Glen De Free.
muffs and red flannels. Hia adlustrated for members of the Hol- ning, Jan. 27, when they met at
Milt Meysard, Edna Sprik and Mrs. E. Ryder Honored
vice to Holland friends planHope Student Speaker
land Camp Fire Leaders associa- the American Legion hill for a
Judy Ypma.
Solo-EnsembleFestival
ning warm winter vacations In
tion Monday night by Mrs. Mary meeting of tobogganing.During
AH the women of all denomin- On 72nd Anniversary
the sunny South — be sure to
At Missionary Meeting
Scheduled Here Feb. 24
ations are invited to attend the
pack your winter clothes along
A group of neighbors staged a Stewart,local Interiordecorator. the week they plan to check their
Rev. and Mrs. E. A. Van Baak'
Miss Beatrice Smith. Hope colwith your swimming suits.
service at Second Reformed surprise party Monday afternoon Mrs. Stewart outlined fundament memory books for honors earned
Oversees, women of 91 countries
Applications are pouring in
lege student, was speaker at a will join in prayer for* lasting
church at 2 p.m. Friday in obser- for Mrs. E. Ryder on her 72nd al principles of decorating and and to be awarded at the Council
from six surroundingcounties to
meeting of the Maplewood Wom- peace and strengtheningof the
vance of the Women’s Work^ Day birthdayanniversary.The event choosing colors for a "happy Fire next week. Mrs. Pippel, Mr.
Arthur C. Hills, chairman of the
en's Missionarysociety Tuesday bonds of Christian unity. The solo and ensemble festival to lx? Birthday Party Given
of prayer which is held annually was hrid at the home of the hon- home," one which suits all mem- Yntoma, Ms. Klaasen and Mr. and
bers of a family and fits the in- Mrs. Poll accompanied the Camp
at the church. Miss Smith told prayer, first spoken by Christian held in Holland Saturday. Feb. 24. For Sara Mae Dixon
the first Friday of Lent. Mrs. ored guest.
Fire guardian,Mrs. Becker, for
dividual personalities.
of her work last summer at the women in the Fiji islands. 30 miles
Bastian
Kruithof
of
Holland
will
A
group
gift
was
presented
and
More than 1.000 studentsplus
Using her large supply of fabric the tobogganing.
Jewish Community center in Chi- east of the Internationaldate parents and friends will be in
Mrs. Paul Fallis and Miss Mary be the speaker and Dr. Tena Hol- re fresh men fs were served.
Last week the Wachewee Camp
cago. She explained the program line, is echoed in hundreds of lan- town to participate and listen. E. Dixon entertained at a surprise keboer, who plans to leave in the
Attendingv were the Mesdames and wall paper samples, Mrs.
carried out, mastly with children, guages and dialects around the The event covers district No. 7, birthday party Saturdayafternoon near future for foreign missionary Ben Ten Cate, Peter Schippa. Ben Stewart "created" two rooms for Fire group, under the ’eadership
and told of Christianteachings world until the final "Amen" is comprising Muskegon, Newaygo, honoringSara Mae Dixon on her work, will conduct the devotional Elferink,Miles Folkert, George the audience. She matched fabrics of Mrs. Arthur Van Raalte, visitspoken in the cold of Alaska end Montcalm. Ottawa, Ionia and 10th anniversary. The event was workship. An offering will be reed the City hall. Clarence Grevenoffered with a social program.
Regnerus, Woodruff and Peter for draperies,and furnishingsand
the tropic warmth of the Tonga Kent counties.
goed, city clerk, took the girls on
held at the Dixon home.
wall
colors.
She
also
discussed
Mrs. James Baar. president,
ceived for Korean relief.
Talsma; also Mrs. Ryder's daughislands in the Southwest Pacific.
Ten contest centers will be held
Games were played and favors
individual decorating problems a tour of the buildingand explainconductedthe meeting which opAt
the
midweek
prayer
service
ters,
Mrs.
A1
Lamberts,
Mrs.
Bert
Services are held in churches,
ened with group singing. Mrs. hospitals and prisons. Special pro- providing for all woodwind, brass, were given to each guest. Cake of Second Reformed church to be Shumaker and Mrs. Pearl Allen of posed by various members of the ed different procedures that go on
percussion and piano solo and en- and ice cream was served
in the various rooms. The girls
association.
Rodger Dalman led scripture arid grams have been prepared for
field at 7:45 p.m. Wednesday eve- Benton Harbor.
sembles.A twirling contest also
Invited were Nancy Nienhuis.
Wayne Fieldhouse, member of also went on a sleigh ride party
prayer.
children in many places. The tra- will be a part of the festival Marcia Barber, Karen Andreasen, ning, the Rev. H. N Englund will
during the week. Each girl took
Music was furnished by a ditional offerings,which exceeded Deadline for all solo and ensem- Gretchen
Weerd. Susan begin a series of studies on the Demand for natural gas may rise the Knickerbocker fraternity of her own lunch. The group divided
Hope
college, spoke brieflyon the
and
fall
with
the
seasons,
or
with
girls quartet from the Junior CE, $255,000 last year, are divided be- ble entries is today.
Book
of
Galations.
Brown. Karen Cumerford. Linda
variations In the temperature. Ho Foster Parents plan. The Knicker- in half and the two groups reSandra Schaap, Dorene Scheer- tween the National council'sdiviAdjudicatorswill be: Piano. Koopman. Lois Brondyke, Joyce
sions
of
home
and
foreign
mishorn, Mary Lou Jaarda and Linda
Anthony Kooiker. Hope college. Peters. Pam Miller and Marcia The state of Michigan was the natural gas companiesput away a bockers have been supportinga ported to the Camp Fire offics
and made their memory books.
first to introduce roadside parks surplus to be used when needed. young Greek boy whom they
Holland; reeds, Dwight Dailey, Sue Bailey of Grand Rapids.
Streur. They sang "Go Tell It sions.
This
year's
theme
was
chosen
More
than
100
billion
cubic
feet
are
and
picnic
tables
to
America.
More
Tlnivcrsity
of
Michigan;
reeds,
adopted
several
years
ago
through
Out" and "Grand Old Story."
by church women in Germany Kenneth Vander Heuvel. Holland;
Wholesalers of auto suppliesand than 3,000 picnic sites and BO road- stored each year, in depleted oil or the plan.
During the social hour, refreshfrom I John 4:18. The theme is
Mrs. Albert Timmer, Camp Fire
ments were served by the Mes- chosen each year by a different reeds, William Drukenmiller, petroleum had about 513 billion in side parks are located along the gass wells near points of the greatest consumption.
highw'aysof the state.
dames Walter Poll. Meinard national group. Mrs. Welthy Hon- Hope college;strings.Emil Raab, sales in 194K.
executive director,told the group
Bade, Marvin Dobben and Don singer Fisher of New York City, University of Michigan; brass,
of a doll project in connection
Donald Jackson, Michigan State
with the foster friendshipproject.
Thomas.
chairman of the World Day of college; brass. Karl Schlabach,
to
for
Camp Fire Girls and leaders will
Prayer committee, said, "The peo- Benton Harbor; brass. Stanley
ple of the world today are fearful Bauman. Elkton; percussion. Leon
make cloth dolls and clothe them
Mrs. J. Kruid Entertains
of each other, and their distrust Knapp, Grand Rapids; twirling,
for children in European countries
An effective zone defense put
can bring about the destruction Merl Smith, Syracuse, Ind.
who never have owned dolls. Most on by the Zeeland reserve squad
Methodist Builders Class
that they fear. It is time all of us
groups already have begun the enabled the Little Chix to eke
Mrs. John Kruid, 546 West 22nd were reminded of One who said
project which will be completed out a 29-27 victory over the HolMrs.
Amelia
Souter
love
can
bring
courage
and
St., entertained members of the
during the Camp Fire National land Christian Little Maroons in
Builders class, First Methodist peace.”
Dies at Son’s
Birthday Week observation in the Armory Tuesday night. The
church, Friday night. Mrs. WilMarch.
contest was close throughoutalMrs. Amelia Souter, 81, wife of
liam Lindsay, president,began the Former Holland
Mrs. Peter Kromann. Camp though Zeeland led most of the
meeting with an article on Abrathe late Thomas E. Souter, died
Fire council president, briefly dis- way.
Dies at Chicago
Thursday afternoon at the home
ham Lincoln.
cussed new sales policiesset up
The Zeeland defease kept the
Devotions were in charge of
of her son and daughter-in-law,
Maroons from getting close shots,
by the national organization.
Mrs. Marvin Rotman who chose
Mr and Mrs- Ray Souter. 234
Refreshmentswere served from forcing them to shoot from out
"Prayer," for her theme. Hymns morn.nt IT
West 18th St. Death was caased
a
table attractivelydecorated Christiandidn’t have too much
morning at her homo, 3340 West by a
She had
also were sung.
with a valentine centerpiece and success in the way of outcourt.
Fulton Blvd.. Chicago,where she
It was announced that an
been ill since Jan. 2 w-hen she
red tapers. Mrs. Adrian Van Put- shooting, consequently the defeat.
amount of money still must be had lived the last 15 years. She suffered a stroke.
ten was in charge of refreshments Only Jerry Schipper could hit for
was the widow of Gustave Louraised by the class to support two
Mrs. Souter was born July 19,
which featured cakes made by the Dutch from out-court with
den.
lepers instead of the usual one.
any consistency. Zeeland led 10-9
mothers of Federal school.
She was born Dec. 14, 1895, in 1869, in Germany to the late Mr.
Mrs. Victor Van Oosterhout anand Mrs. Fred Meyer. She came
at the end of the first quarter and
Holland, to the late Mr. and Mrs.
nounced a new cabinet has been
here at the age of 12.
upped their margin, t/’ 20-13 at
Hospital Notes
Derk
Van
Oort.
completed and will be placed in
Surviving
are
two
daughters,
halftime.
(From
Wednesday’s
Sentinel)
Surviving are two daughters.
the church for class supplies. It
Mrs. Aaron Keeley of Pontiac and
Chrlstain narrowed the count to
Discharged from Holland hosMrs.
Elaine
Wilson
and
Mrs.
' was decided by the class to pack
Mrs. August Van
Veene of
pital Tuesday were Mrs. John just one basket in the third
Helen
Stone
of Chicago; a son,
boxes to send to sons of members
Scott and son, 349 College Ave.; quarter but couldn’t close the
Gordon, serving with the Marine Portland; one son, Ray, of Holin service.
land; six grandchildren; two sisMrs. Hubert Weaver and son, gap. It was still 25-23 at the
Corps
in
California;
two
grandThe Sunshine package was
ters, Mrs. Esther Frundt of Hol1717 EaM Bownan, South Bend, quarter's end. Each club scored
awarded to Mrs. Lee Hessler, a children; two sisters, Mrs. Maggie land and Mrs. Ted Steffens of
Ind.; Joyce Van Lente, route 6; only four points in a slow final
Murphy
of
Chicago
and
Mrs.
Fred
new member. Mrs. Ferris Lanham
Seattle, Wash.; two brothers,Paul
Mrs. Edward Kobylenski, 15 South period.
Bell,
Sr.,
of
Holland,
and
a
broanother new member, also was
Richard Sharda led the Maroons
River; Andrew Ruys route 4.
ther, Dick Van Oort of Holland. and Ernest Meyer of Kalamazoo.
present.
Hospital births include a son, with eight tallies while Paul HeyMrs. Ethel Knutson read a letRichard Dale, bom Tuesday to hoer and John Vanden Bosch led
Mrs. Mary Moored, 81,
ter from Dr. Stoffaker who is at Lenten Series Scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. John Gates, route 1; the Chix with eight apiece.
the leprosy miasion in Africa.
a daughter, Mary Lou, bon} today
Dies
at
Zeeland
Hospital
Games were in charge of Mrs. At Central Park Church
While the skunk, hare and the
to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence HerRotman and prizes were awarded
Zeeland (Special)—Mrs. Mary
bert. Saugatuck; * son, John porcupine are not exactly mental
Special lenten services have
to each member. Refreshments
Cnarlea,born today to Mr. and giants, and are about the size of a
beep planned at Central Park Re- L. Moored, 81. wife of Sherman
were served by Mrs. Kruid, assist'possum, their brains are much
Moored
of
Salem
township,
died
Mrs. Nelson Klungle, route 4.
formed church for each Thursday
ed by Mrs. John Slagh.
larger than the 'possum.
Friday afternoon at Zeeland hosAllegan
Mrs. Lindsay, led closing devo- starting this week through March
. Birth* In Allegan Health Center
22. The aeries of messages will be pital. She had been ill several
tions.
Mrs. John Boeve of Zeeland
given
by
Mr.
Kooiker,.
pianist.
A musical program will be pre- aten; standing, William DruckenInclude a daughter to Mr. and
given by the Rev. Harland Steele, Weeks.
Hostesses for the March meetmiller, Mrs. W. Curtis Snow, Rob- Mrs. Baughman, soprano soloist, Mrs. Raymond Bodine, Otsego; a was soloist at the Beechwood
sented
by
faculty
members
of
*fte
Mr. and Mrs. Moored were
ing will be Mrs. Louis Miles and Temple Time minister. '
Hope college music departi^ent ert W. Cavanaugh and Anthony will sing, accompaniedby Misa son to Dr. and Mrs. John Rynear- Reformed church evening service
. The public is invited to the ser- active in Burnips Methodist
Mrs. Ledyard Lindsay.
Holleman. Flute • duets _ will be son, Allegan;a son to Mr. and Sunday.
church. She w&s a school teacher for members of the Holland Ro- Kooiker.
vices.
the Druckenmillers, Mrs. Ephraim Cook, route 3. AlThe faculty members have pre- played
Subjectsof Rev. Steele’s ad- until four years ago when she re- tary club and their guests at annual Ladies Night Thursday.The pared an outatanding program in- with Mrs. Karsten accompanying.legan; a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Case Settled
tired.
She
taught
for
many
years
dresses will be "Behold the SavMiss Holleman and Mr. Kooiker
Grand Haven (Special)— The ior,” for Feb. 8; "pehold the Gar- near Cadillac and also at several program will follow a 6:30 p.m. cluding vocal numbers, flute and will present several piano duets Glenn Gillette, PlajnwelL
piano selections.
banquet
at Hope church.
schools
in
Allegan
county,
includjury case of Thomas M. Cory of den." Feb. 15; "Behold the TraitAMBULANCE SERVICE
The first part of the program as the fifth group of program On Old nflaslon Peninsula, near
Guest artists shown left to
Hudaonville against Ben Meekhof or," Feb. 22; "Behold the Judge- ing Fennville, Burnips and Dorr.
ft
East
0th
Phone
numbers.
Concluding
the
program
will
be
presented
by
Mr.
CavanTraverse
City,
cherry
tree*
grow
Survivingbesides the husband right, front row, are Mrs. William
of Jenison, in which plaintiff was ment," March 1; "Behold the
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Druckenmiller,
Miss
J
a n t i n a augh, bass baritone, who will be will be duets By Mrs. Baughman, 20,000 to the square mile. This is
are
a
brother.
Ernest
L.
Chapseeking $25,000 for alleged per- Thief," March 8; "Behold ' the
GilbertVander Water, Mgr.
Hark accompaniedby Mr*. Snow. The and Mr. Cavanaugh. TTiey will the largest concentrationof cherry
'manent injuries, scheduledto be Cross," March 15: "Behold the man of Grand Rapids, and several Holleman, Mrs.
be accompanied by Mrs. Snow. trees in America.
i second group of selectionswill be
Baughman,
Mrs.
Helene
P.
Karnieces
and
nephews.
heard Thursday, has been settled. Place," March 22.
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(Followingis the 493rd in the
weekly articles taken
from news of the Hollmd Dally
Sentinelpublished more than 35
series of

Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Hope college president,and
Mrs. Lubbers, entertained about 50 guests at an
informal breakfast Monday at their home on the
Hope collegecampus. Guests of honor were the 26
seniorswho received bachelor of arts degrees from
the college earlierin the morning. Their families

such a proportion of the entire space very much like the rule of gold,
occupiedby the error bears to the but they are as far apart as the
whole space occupiedby such adver- poles. The rule of gold delibertisement.
ately shuts the door in the face of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
those teachings which our Lord
One year 52.00; Six months 51.25; both practiced and made imperathree months 75c; Single copy 5c.
Subscriptions payable In advance and tive in the lives of those who
will be promptly discontinued If not would be His followers.He was
renewed.
apparently nPt concernedwith
Subscriberswill confe' a favor by
reporting promptly any Irregularity things as such but He was deeply
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
concernedwith them insofar as
they might contribute to the es(Following is the 25th in tho
tablishment of His kingdom.
' BOY SCOUT WEEK
new
series of weekly articles takWe take time out to pay tribute No one would for a moment
en from news of the Ottawa Counsay
that
He
did
not
care
wheto Boy Scout Week on their 41st
ther people were sick or well, ty Times published in Holland
• anniversary. According to our in* whether they had food or did not
more than 45 years ago.)
formation more than 17,750,000 have it, whether they were op' American boys and men have pressed or not; but He was. most Hope college opened for the fall
^ sworn by the Boy Scout oath and concernedabout the opportunities term on Wednesday morning with
. laws. These millions have all bene- they had, about their inner life, appropriate exercises, according
; filed from their association and their conception of God and what to a story appearing in the Sept.
scout activities such as living in their duties to Him were, and
22 issue of the Ottawa County• the out of doors. Further statist- what their duties to one another. Times published in 1905 by M. G.
; leal information lists more than These do not loom large where Menting. The program included
. 2,750,000 boys and men enrolled the rule of gold is in the saddle. addresses by Rev. J. M. Kruidenin more than 75,000 different unWhen the church is at its best ier and Dr. S. M. Zwemer.
; its- .
it is careful to place its faith and
John Grevengoed received the
This is a fine record and it its practice alongside each other.
• should be kept moving along. If We may point with pardonable appointment of clerk in the post
office.
‘ you are not in scouting and you pride to the story of the church
• wish to have a part, contact the in this respect through the cen- Edward Nies left for Lansing on
Tuesday to resume his studies at
local scout area leader Judson G.
turies. Some times this aspect of the Agricultural college.
Leonard. Area Field Executive,
its life has overshadowed that of
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Chippewa district, 80 East 18th
its faith and at other times the Decker. 233 West 12th St., Mon| Street, Holland,Mich.
changes have been rung on faith day, a son.
This is just another anniversary
G. J. Diekema left for Washing' week but it provides an excellent while the practical side has been
overlooked and neglected.
ton, D.C., Tuesday to resume his
opportunity for every father and
The New Testament preserves duties on the Spanish war claims
mother to help their sons to para
balance between the two and committee.
r ticipate activelyin the Boy Scout
that is what Jesus would have. It
The Rev. W'illiam Wolvius. pas, program.
is. unfortunatethat we have al- tor of the Fourth Reformed
lowed this largely practical side church, is on « four week's vaca; OLD AGE GIVES ADVICE
press association reporter of faith to fall mostly in the hands tion. He will visit in Pella, la.
A son was born Tuesday to Mr.
whittled a beautifullysentimental of secular societies.The life of
' story out of the 107th anniversary Jesus and of His apostles and of and Mrs. John Oosting. 30 East
of a Michigan Negro. It was in- the early church leaves no doubt 18th St.
Mrs. T. A. Boot entertained the
evitable that the colored man, as to the proper relation between
who lives in Pontiac, should be faith and works. That lesson is ladies of the A. C. Van Raalte
asked to give advice on the tough- written large over the records Corps yesterdayat her home, 62
est problem that faces mankind the early church has left for us. West 11th St.
The 25th Michigan Infantry will
If there is nothing in our relitoday. The sentimental notion is
widespread that somehow mere gion except a beautifultheory hold a reunion at Decatur, Oct. 3

In the Good

Old Days

•

<

.

. A

wisdom. we may as well dismiss the whole and 4.
During the storm Saturday afmatter. But there is more in it
than that, and the beautiful and ternoon, lightning struck the
merciful side of it has been many store of John Reder at Olive Centimes manifested. There are hosts ter, starting a small blaze. With
of people who are exhibiting the prompt work it was soon extinspirit that Jesus showed when He guished.
Prof. John Nies. inMiuctor in
stood before the multitudes that
were hungry and gave them food the Lewis Institute,Chicago, reto strengthenthem for the day's turned Monday to that city to retasks. If there is anything that sume his duties.
Captain Austin Harrington,
will save our social order from
decay it is the cultivation of the with the Macatawa Park Co. for
wholesome if folks would do "more mind that was in Christ toward 20 years, has resigned his position
prayin' and lovin’.” But it is hard others. This mind is desperately with the company.
The Rev. A. T. Luther and famto see how this could have much needed not only for us who have
relevancy to the Korean situa- something to share, but also for ily were tendereda reception by
tion. For it is of course obvious others whose very life depends on the ladies of the congregationin
that the “prayin’ and lovin’ ” the type of ministry we can ren- the church parlors last Thursday
The pastor has been returned here
would not be done by the Korean der.
or Chinese Reds. At least Uncle
This sharing embraces more for the third year.
A party of boys and girls surJoe seemed to have in mind that than money. Of course money is
it should be done by those who Included. We must possess money prised Master Henry Hesselink at
are now engaged in a desperate before such sharing can be ex- his home southeastof the cityof years will give

Joe

Clovese, of Pontiac,
was not at all backward in obliging the reporter; such people
never are. When asked what he
had to say and advise about the
crisis in Korea he came up with
the following profound analysis:
“TTiere wouldn’t be no trouble in
Korea if folks would do more
prayin’ and lovin’."
In one way Uncle Joe had something there. It would doubtless be
Uncle

m

m

February 11, 1951
JetiM Meets Human Need
Mark 6:34-44
By Henry Geerlings
The religion which Jesus promulgated has an intensely practical side. He had much to say
about what one should believe,
but He did not stress that at the
Thf Home of the
expense of what the outward and
Holland City New*
active side of our life should be
Publiihed Every Thurs-i
day by the Sentinel
like. Perhaps it is .scarcely posPrinting Co. Office 54-56\
sible to stress the matter of our
West Eighth Street. Holland. Michigan.
faith too strongly, but it is possible to lay too little emphasis
Entered as second class matter at
the post office at Holland,Mich., on the necessity of good works.
under the Act ot Congress, March 3. If there is one sermon our Lord
1879.
delivered that is stamped with
W; A. BUTLER. Business Manager the imperatives of good works it
is the Sermon on the Mount. Of
Telephone— News Items 3193
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191 course He never forgot faith, for
hidden in with what we are to do
The publisher shall not be liable there is always to be discovered
for any error or errors In printing
any advertising unless a proof of what we are to believe.It can be
such advertisementshall have been said that in the gospels each is
obtained by advertiser and returned given its proper place.
by him In time for correction with
Here we are carried to the very
such errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon; and in such case If opposite of what our lesson indiany error so noted Is not corrected, cates. The golden rule may sound
publishers liability shall not exceed

number

Holland

SSI

and friendswere

Invited to join them at the Lubbers home. Seated In foreground, left to right, are
the Rev. Herman Rosenberg, Ronald Roeenberg
and R. J. Rosenberg, and back, Paul De Kok,

McCloud. Dr. Lubbers is at right.

Library Adventures
By Arnold Mulder

Franklin Street Christian Reformed church for 10 years, has declined the call extended to him
by the church at Douglas Park,
Chicago. The Rev. Garret Hoeksema of Bethel Christian Reformed church has declined the call
from the Maple Avenue church of
Holland — G. R. Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Kollen
entertainedthe members of the
board of education and their wives
Monday evening at their beautiful
home on West 13th St. A sumptuous six course dinner was served
after which Mrs. Kollen and E. E.
Fell gave their respective reports
on the doings at the Playground
Congress, held recently at Grand
Rapids.
A newspaper,that when printed, was sold for five cents, is now
in the possession of James Annis.
106 East 13th St., who has refused
$25 for it, began a story in the
Wednesday, Nov. 22, issue. It is
a copy of the first newspaperpublished in Michigan and in a few
months will be a century old. The
late Mrs. Elmore Annis, mother
of the present owner, secured it
long ago from a traveling musi-

The death of Sinclair Lewis “good of the things as they are,
once more calls attention *o the to use Kipling'sfamous phrase.
When Sinclair Lewi* won fame
idea that there ought to be a
and notoriety with “Main Street,"
classification:n liction that
in 1920, there were many charges
lacking today. In the various pub- that his portraitof the American
lications and radio reports since small town was distorted.And of
Lewis died in Rome he was in- course those critics were right.
variably referred to as a distin- But that was nothing against Singuished novelist.For all practical clair Lewis as a creative writer.
purposes that designation was ac- For “Main Street” is not a novel,
curate enough. After all, he was in the proper sense of the word,
the first American novelist to win it Is a literarycartoon. We don’t
the Nobel prize, and in the cita- condemn a cartoonist for painting
tion given by the Swedish Aca- pictures of Uncle Sam or John
demy he was described as a nov- Bull or John Q. Citizen or the
elist.
bloated capitalist or, more recentIt is necessary, however,if we ly, the equally bloated labor
wish to call things by their right leader because those figures are
names, to qualify the word "nov- not what is called “true to life."
elist.” For Sinclair Lewis was not They are not meant to be true to
a novelist in the same sense in facts, They are meant to reveal
which Henry Fielding and Jane the inner truth of things.
That's true also of “Main
Austen and Charles Dickens and
Thomas Hardy and Theodore Street," and of most of Sinclair cian.
Dreiser were novelists.All those Lewis’s other books. They are not
What imagination has done for
writers,and many others,whether photographs or portraits; they
the world was interestinglydesare
caricatures,
literary
cartoons.
they were primarily realisticor
cribed by William E. Vander
romantic in their attitude,wrote Applying fo them the standards
Hart in a paper read before the
novels that were their own justi- of criticism that are applied to
Social Progress club Tuesday
novels
that
are
truly
novels
is
ficationas reflectionsof life. Sinevening entitled."A Flight of the
clair Lewis was primarily a satir- talking beside the. point. No matImagination."The meeting was
ist who used the novel form to ter how often you prove that
held at the home of Supt. and
Sinclair Lewis distorted the Amdramatize his satire.
Mrs. E. E. Fell, 33 West 11th St.
erican
businessman
in
"Babbitt,"
This statement does not mean
Marriage licenses were issued
that Sinclair Lewis was less great the American doctor in "Arrowto Herman Kok, 24. Jamestown,
as a writer than any of the others smith,” the gospel minister in
and Miss Ada Verways, 21. Grand
named. A satirist may be as great “Elmer Gantry.” you have proved
Rapids.
a creative writer as a realistic nothing whatsoever.
Yet that is what has constantly The Rev. H. J. Heynen has been
novelist. Some satirists, like Jonaordained as pastor of the Christhan Swift for instance,have been been done ever since Lewis betian Reformed church at Beaverincomparablygreater as creative came an Issue in contemporary
dam
recently vacated by the Rev.
American
literature.
And
that
is
writers than others who wrote
A. Keizer, now pastor of the
what we call novels proper. But what is being done today in the
church at Overlsel.
no reader in his senses would call various comments called out by
The first meeting of the Hope
Swift a novelist.He merely used Lewis's death. He Is condemned
college week of prayer was held
the story form to point up his by some on the ground that he
did not do what they believe he Wednesday morning when Dr.
satire.
That was true, to a smaller de- should have done. But a writer Is Willets of the First Methodist
church, Grand Rapids, spoke on
gree. of Sinclair Lewis. His books entitled to be judged by whether
come much nearer to the novel or not he did well the thing he the subject ’The Sincerity of
form than the books of such writ- intended to do, not the thing his Christ." He chose for his topic,
"Thy Father Seeth in Secret.
ers as Swift. But any reasonable critics say he should have done.
That Holland shall experience
criticism will keep in mind that There would be no trouble if we
there is a difference between had the same kind of word in fic- an evangelistic movement of no
books in which satire is primary tion that we have in the art of mean sway early next spring, is
and books of which the primary drawing — something comparable the burden of a plan being worked upon by the churches of this
purpose is to paint life for the to “cartoon."
’

city, according to a story appear-

ing in
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of mixed
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The Rev. Lambertus Veltkamp,
who has been pastor of the

Robert Wojohn, Henry Bronkhorstand Thomas

Miss Alberta J. Visser

m

years ago.
The executive committee is not
sparing in their praise of those
who were instrumental in making
the 56th annual convention of the
Michigan State Sunday school association a success in Holland, began a story in the Tuesday, Nov.
21, issue of the Holland Daily
Sentinel published in 1916.
A useful gift has been made to
the Holland high school by James
Price of Grand Rapids, an architect formerly of this city. It is a
load of scenery to be used in the
high school stage for the different
plays presented by the classes and
organizations.
Marriage licenses have been
issued to Clarence Breen, Holland,
22, and FlorenceFisher,21, Grand
Haven; Adolph Erickson. Norton
township, 25, and Jessie M. De
Witt, 22, Spring Lake.

the Thursday, Nov. 23,
pursuanceof that aim,

issue. In

the first real action will be sn
enormous mass meeting of all the
churches of Holland to be held in
the Third Reformed church next
Sunday afternoon from 4 to 5 p.m.
On Thanksgiving Day the annual Holland High-Alumni game
will be staged on the 19th Street
gridiron. Under the captaincy of
Roy Ashley, a squad of old high
school football flames has been
perfecting its signals and loosening the kinks’ in the running apparatus and by next Thursday
will be in a position to give the
school team s real drubbing.
A crowd of 450 witnessedthe
opening game of indoor baseballlast night at the high school gym,
between the Chemicals and old
time Interburansfor the benefit
of Arthur Vanden Berg. The play
was fast and exciting from start
to finish with the Chemicals getting the large end of an 8 to 2

m

Mr. ond Mrs. Andrew J. Post
(du Soar photo)

Mss
Wed

Ruth VanZyl

Verna
to

Andrew

J.

Post

Hope church, attractively decor- Mrs. Past plans to complete her
ated with greens and white and studies at the University of Michlavender flowers,was the scene of igan.

a wedding Saturday afternoon They will live in Ann Aiixir.
when Miss Verna Ruth Van Zyl
became the bride of Andrew 'J.
Post. The bride is the daughter
Holland Archers

of Dr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Zyl of
Holland and the groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Post of

St. Louis. Mich.
Dr. Marion de Velder read the
double ring ceremony at 4:30 p.m.
in the setting of ferns, white and
lavender stock and baskets of

Hold Weekly Shoot
The Holland Archers held the
weekly shoot at Holland high
gym Wednesday evening with the

snapdragons. Bouquets of lilies following scores being posted:
Class A
were placed on the altars and
Marve Wabeke 740, John Lam
bells and ribbons marked the
722. Glenn Brower 710, Neal Houtpews.
Mrs. W. Curtis Snow, organist, man 696, John Mulder 660, Webb
presentedprelude selections and
also played the wedding marches.
Soloist was Miss Louise Hoffs, cou-

Dalman

481.

Ken Van

Class B
Null 676,

Wayne Har-

rington 662, Harvey Clements654,
Barbara Van Kolken 638, Al
lege student,who sang "At DawnHamclink 613. Bud Van Tak 612,
ing" precedingrtie ceremony. As
John Borchers 608, Bob Oosterthe bride approachedthe altar she
sang “I Love You Truly.’* Durii>g baan 607, Nick Havinga 570, Bob
the ceremony, she sang "Bless Merrick 563, Sara Brower 555,
Lx's Lemson 552, Harold AchterThis House."
hof 541. Neal Van Zyl 538, Hank
Bridal attendants were Miss BarLemson 528, Joey Wabeke 494.
bara Jean Irelandas maid of honor
Class C
and Mrs. Allison Van Zyl and Miss
Betty Baldus as bridesmaids. Jack Klomparons 462. Harold
LaVonre Van Zyl and Larry Neil Dalman 461, Earl Welling 456,
Van Zyl, niece and nephew of the Mel Jousma 437, Jo Hamclink 345,
Marion Lemson 285, Glad Jousma
bride, were junior maid of honor
and ring bearer. Attending the 267. Athalie Clark 235.
sin of the bride and an Albion col-

groom as

best man was Merton
Peacock of St. Louis. The bride's
brothers, Neil and Allison Van
Zyl. were ushers. Mr. and Mrs.
Gail B. Van Zyl. brother and sister-in-lawof the bride, were master and mistress of ceremonies.
For her wedding, the bride
chose a gown of white sheer velvet. styled with high ruffledneckline, buttons down the back of the
bodice and long pointed sleeves.
The full skirt ended in a long
train. She wore a fingertipveil of
illusion and carried white orchids
with a white Bible. The bride was
escorted to the altar by her
father, who gave her in marriage.
The bride’s attendants wore
gowns of dark green velvet with
off-the-shouldernecklines and full
skirts with short trains. They carried arm bouquets of white and
lavender stock and heather. The
junior maid of honor was dressed

Winners of the tournament

shoot were: Class A. Marve Wabeke, first and John Lam second.
Class B. Wayne Harringtonfirst
and Harvey Clements second.

Class C. Jack Klomparens first
and Harold Dalman second. Shooting 54s were Marve Wabeke with
two and John Lam with one.

Legionnaires Drop

Ploeg presided at the
punch
bowl
and Miss Betty Otten
gamble to blast some “prayin’ perienced, but it does not require last Monday evening.
palms and candelabra decorated
and lovin' ’’ qualities into the much of it. A man once remarked
Correspondenceincluded: the parlors of Fourteenth Street and Roger Van Wyk arranged the
gifts.
Reds by methods that are far re- that when he had accumulated a Drenthe— Many of our young peoChristian Reformed church FridayServing were the Misses Anmoved from those tactics.
Another strong fourth quarter
million dollarshe would begin dis- ple have left for the various in- night for the wedding of Miss Algeline and Jean Kraai, Thelma
The mental picture that Uncle tributing it among others. The stitutions. Theodore De Vries.
fell short Saturday night as the
berta Joyce Visser and Herbert
Joe seemed to have in mind is hard fact is he never began dis-|?°rt. A'
Holland Legionnairesdropped
and B. Masselink Otten. The Rev. William Van Zoet, Charlotte Nagelkirk and
that of the peace loving peoples trihiitincT
Ann Arbor, Mi&s Hattie Mas- Peur.som performedthe double BeatriceVisser, cousins of the
their second straight W3JBL
tributing because he never saw
of the world going all out in praybride.
game to Grand Rapids Thomasma.
even a sizeable fraction of a mil- selink for Kalamazoo to attend ring ceremony.
ing, and in loving even those who
Out-of-townguests attended
68-59. The Ix'gion had a strong
lion. Such foolishpromisesare so State Normal. Henry E. Seinen
The bride is the daughter of from Grand Haven, Muskegon,
are in the very act of shooting the
and
Dick
R.
De
Vries
left for Big
fourth quarter against Whitehall
utterly senseless that they fail
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jake
Visser, 148
daylights out of the pray-ers and
Dowagiac, Grand Rapids, Jamesearlier last week that also failed
to impress anyone. He misses one Rapids to attend Ferris Institute, East 17th St., and the groom is
lovers. If Uncle Joe had come up
town and Zeeland.
in a lavendermarquisettegown to kill an early game deficit, acof the secret joys of life who has Gerrit and Henry Branderhorst, the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
with some method of persuading
The bride and groom are gradufeaturing a hoop skirt. She wore countingfor the other loss.
not learned to share by practicing Henry Moes and Bert D. Roelofs, Otten, 93 East 34th St.
those same Reds to do at least
ates of Holland Christian high
Jr., William Vis. John Nykamp,
In Saturday's game, the Thommatching
gloves. The ring bearer
Miss Helen Hoekstra played
some of the praying and loving, *•
wore dark green trousers and a asma quintet claimed it had been
Now
and then one* hears of a left for Holland to attend Hope pre-ceremony music and the tra- school. Mr. Otten moved to Holhe might be worth listeningto.
land from Sheboygan,Wis., six
openly pointing for the Legion
college,Miss Hattie Lubbers went
white jacket.
Now Uncle Joe is only a 107 person who says that he enjoyed to Grandville to attend the high ditional bridal marches. Soloist, years ago.
Two hundred guests attended since the locals in a game earlier
year old ex-slave and Civil War making money, but never knew school and Miss Mattie Kiel went Evert Van Den Brink, sang "BeFor their wedding trip to Chi
the
wedding reception ifi the this year snapped a 37-game win
what
joy
really was until he because" and 'The Lord's Prayer." cago Mrs. Otten wore a rose knit
veteran. By this time he is probestablished by the Grand
to Burnips Corners to attend the
score.
church parlors.Punch was served streak
The bride wore a white slipper dress with brown and white accesRapids club.
ably so mixed up mentally that gan giving it way. One can reason high school.
by the Misses Betty Nash, Elaine
himself to the conclusion that it
The
Holland
Gun
club
met
satin
gown
fashioned
with
a
Viche does not quite understand what
The Legion started off cold,
sories and a corsage of white
The foDowing teachers have
north of the city yesterday on the Ireland and Marion Eastman and
it is all about. If he w’as the only Is more blessed to give than to again resumed their work: Henry torian collar, tiny buttons down roses.
trailing at one point in the initial
range and had quite a lively con- gifts were arranged by Mr. and
one who indulged in advice of receive but to be able to say that K. Boer and Miss Jeanne Van the front to the waist line, long
stanza by a 21-6 count before
The bride was feted at several
that kind the pronouncement giving is one of the profoundest Dam at Drenthe. Albert and Miss puff sleeves ending with ruffles showers, given by Mrs. C. Petroel- test. Martin Vander Bie made the Mrs. Robert Van Zyle and Miss they began to find the hoop. At
might he ignored with a tolerant joys of lile is going even further. Dena . A. Ridderingat South over the hands and a full skirt je, Mrs. D. Visser and Mrs. H. highest score at 72, Lee De Fey- Lucille Schutmaat. Hope Schut- fhe half, the score was 41-29,
ter coming next, with 69 to his maat was in charge of the guest
The miracle of the feeding of
smile. But the fact is that exThomasma.
Drenthe. Anthony Ver Hulst at extending into a train. Her finger- Visser; Mrs. J. Otten, Mrs. C. Otactly the same wisuom is heard the five thousand Is reported in Forest Grove, Anna R. Wiggers at tip veil was held in place by a ten and Mrs. R. Otten at the R. credit, while C. Van Zylen and C. book. Mrs. George Schutmaat and
The Legion ralliedin the final
again and again from all sorts of all four of the gospels, but John West Drenthe,Jacob Wiggers at satin braided tiara. She carried Otten home; Mrs. C. Ter Haar J. Dornbos had 68 chalked down. Mrs. Marinus Hoffs poured at the quarter, oiitscoringthe opponent
buffet
table,
decorated
with
bells,
John
Hoffman
also
did
creditable
rostrums and is spoken by all alone tells us that it was a lad Bentheim and Jennie Masselink a bouquet of white roses and car- and Miss Betty Visser at the
15 to 7, but it wasn’t enough.
work making a core of 67, just candles and white bouquets. As- Legion cente- Dick Nieusma bagwho furnished the five loaves and
sorts of “social psychologists.”
and Ed Hunderman at Grand nations.
home of Mrs. H. Visser in Zee- one below Van Zylen.
sisting about the rooms were the ged 22 and Van Dorple 11 for
We are all agreed that more two fishes which became the basis Rapids.
Miss Botty Visser attendedher land, and Miss Betty Otten at the
Missionary Harry P. Boot of Mesdames VV. Dornbush. Lester Legion scoring honors.
“prayin’ and loving” would be a of the miracle. One wonders who
sister as maid of honor. She wore
John Riddering and Marinus De
Otten home.
this city will leave for Amoy, Schaap. T. De Graaf and Paul
good thing. What most of us taught that boy to give. It was a Kleine, who took advantage of a gown of American Beauty tafChina, on Friday Nov. 24. He is Douma and the Misses Marjory
really want to know is how the very simple act, and without show
feta
styled
similar
to
the
bride’s
the excursion to Colorado, have
returningfor the third time to Mulder. Barara Lindeman, Gloria HCHS Card Campaign
world's aggressorsare going to too. He manifestly did not expect returnedand report a good time. with three-quarter length sleeves. Suburban Beechwood
the Orient.
Dykhuis and Marian Stolp.
be encouraged to do more “pray- anythingin return. It was an act
Exceeds $3,500 Goal
Joe A. Wiggers left for Addison She carried a bouquet of white Stops Federal Cagers
Clarence Breen and Miss FlorMusic at the reception was proin’ and lovin'." In World War II that seems to have been spontanroses
and
carnations
tinted
with
high school.
Holland Christian’ssenior class
ence Fisher were 'united in mar- vided by Miss Eastman, who sang
we "persuaded" the Nazis and eous. While others were accumupink and wore a wreath of flowChristmas
card campaign went
Suburban
league
Beechwood
riage
yesterday
afternoon.
Mrsi
“Always" as the bride cut the
Fascists and Japanese with can- lating and saving and hoarding
ers in her hair.
stopped the Federal school five Breen was a former employe at wedding cake, and by Misses over * its $3,500 goal, it was annon blasts and bombs. At the mo- he was working at the giving end. Circuit Court Grants
Janice Kay Visser, sister of the
nounced today by Floyd Brouwer,
Monday afternoon 25-10. The win- the News office.
Carol and Jane Hoffs, who played.
ment that seems the only way to
It should scarcely be necessary
bride, was flower girl. She wore
campaign business manager.
Four
Divorce
Decrees
ners led the entire game and now
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goodyke of
“persuade”our former allies, the to pause here long enough to inOut-of-town-guests attended
a white taffeta gown, white nyBrouwer reported that the class
have a 4-2 season record for lea- Borculo announce the approaching from Fenton, Caro, Mt. Pleasant,
Reds. If you think you have a dicate that unless the generous
Grand Haven (Special)— Four lon gloves and a wreath of flow- gue play while the Federal club marriage of their daughter, Marsold a total of $4,326.39worth of
Ann Arbor, Saginaw, St. Louis.
better way write 300 words
spirit is put into the hearts and divorce decree/* were granted in ers in her hair. She carried a bashas yet to win its first league garet, to Joseph Kremer of Zee- Muskegon, Grand Rapids and cards in its campaign this year.
minds of children and youth there Ottawa circuit court Monday.
ket of rose petals. The ring bear- game.
He estimated that flic profit
land on Nov.. 30.
TraverseCity.
will be little of it in mature manBeatrice Lance of Crockery er was Arvin Visser, nephew of
Appeal Reduces Fine
The subs from Beechwood also
Marriage licenses were issued
Mr. and Mrs. Past left on a would surpass the $2,100 mark to
hood and womanhood.The lad township received a divorce from the bride. He wore a dark blue
showed how it was done in their to A. W. Kiviatkowskiand Fran- wedding trip to northern Mich- set e new school record.
At a liquor law violationar had only a few loaves and fishes,
Fred Lance. Barbara Wozniak re- suit and carried the rings on a preliminarygame, downing the
peal hearing in Lansing, the penCaptains of the various teams
ces M. De Voe, Tallmadge town- igan. For travelingthe bride wore
while others around Him had nets received a decree from Edward satin pillow.
Federal seconds 12-6.
alty against Boulevard Bar-B-Q,
ship;
Julius Kark Albrecht and a cardinal red knit dress, brown were Milt Beelcn, Sherwood Kok,
full ot them, but it was He who Wozniak, both of Grand Haven.
Reuben Otten assisted his broroute 4, Holland, was reduced to
Hermania Vllek, Holland; Joe accessoriesand an orchid corsage. Bernard Mulder and Bob Hcetgave while others were driving Neither couple has children.
ther as best man. Ushers were
aeven days suspension and fine of
Geerds
and Nellie Reitsma,Hol- Her pearl and gold necklace and derks.
hard bargains.Unless we have
Loyd Feriend was awarded a Delmar Visser. brother of the Witness Test Run
The senior class held its annual
land.
bracelet were gifts of the groom.
decree from Ferne Irene Feriend bride, and Floyd Heerspink.Mr.
Allegan (Special) — Mayor R.
celebration
banquet in the gym
The
high
school
lecture
course,
Mrs. Post, a graduate of Holand custody of the minor child and Mrs. Chris Otten were masposition on an offense of selling
A. Wilcox. City Manager Philip the C. W. Best Artists’ series, land high ischool, attendedHope last Friday evening. Guests were
was awarded to the father now ter and mistress of ceremonies. Beauvais and members of the
members of the high school faculbeer to minors, was a 15 days susWest of Iron River lies Ottawa living at Fife lake.
A reception for 94 .guests fol- council went to Beloit, Wis., Tues- will be concludedthis evening by college one year and Central ty and their wives.
pension and $150 fine.
NationalForest, Michigan’slargMary M. Klein was awarded a lowed in the church parlors. dey to see test rons on the city’s the third of the three listed at- Michigan college for two years.
tractions.Salvi, the harpist,Hel- The groom is a graduate of St.
est Its 1.700,000acres encompass divorce from Leonard Klein, both Tables were decorated with AmToday, nine out of 10 Jobholders
Natural gas Is usually found with
new diesel engine. The auxiliary en Brown Reed, soprano, and Louis high school and is now a
some of the state's wildest country, of Grand Haven. Mrs. Klein was
erican Beauty rases and white power unit is expectedto be deIn
America are covered by some
rude o|| Jn undergroundvaults of
Edith Harris, accompanist, will be •tudent at the University of Michunexcelledfor game, recreation restored her former name of Mrs. tapers.
•hale and sand.
type of vacation-payment plan, acliveredin about two weeks, if the the trio of artists to entertain this
and rugged beauty.
igan Forestry school. He is a cording to the Michigan Tourist
Mary SinnetL
Miss Agnes Beagle and Harold test is approved.
evening.
member of Sigma Pi fraternity. council.
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Zeeland

State Pie Baking

ten waj feted were given by Mrs.
Harris Dyk and Mrs. Chris Otten. The honored guest wilV be a

Special Meeting Held

By Advisory Board

February bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Berneth Lemmen The advisory board for Assem(From Monday'* Sentinel)
are the parents of a baby son bly 16, Rainbow .or Girls, held a
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Van Kley Gilt
bom recently in Zeeland hospital. special meeting Monday evening
and sons and Miss Anita Van
Mr. and Mrs. William Meyers
Kley left Thursday for New Port
'Hie Warm Friend Flower shop attended the 25th wedding anni- at the home of Mrs. William
Richey, Fla., to visit their parents,
suggests that February
the versary of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Broker, chairman.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Van Kley.
month of hearts and flowers, so Dykema of Grand Rapid* last FriA petition for three girls was
Mrs. J. P. Vanden Bosch re- on St. Valentine's day remember
approved and turned over to the
day.
cently visited her children Mr. and
to send flowers to those dear to
The Curry School Mother’* club mother advisor,Mrs. Lovell Eddy.
Mrs. Elmer Boer in Columbus, you. Send fresh cut flowers,
met last Thursday. A nurse from An amendment was made to the
Ohio.
plant or a dish garden, the Warm
The Rev. John Guichelaar, pas- Friend is ready to take your or Michigan State college spoke on by-laws.
Luncheon was served by the
the care of teeth.
tor of North Street Christian Reder and deliver it. Deliveries are
•
i
formed church conductedservices mode in Holland and surrounding Mr. and Mrs. Bert Mulder and
•on Bernard and Henry Langeland
at Milgrove and Horshoe chapel
area.
on Sunday. William Buursrm, The Warm Friend Flower ahop of Grand Rapids are motoring A new type of hard carbon, simto Bellflower California on their ilar to graphite,is being manufaeCalvin seminary student, conducthas been on Washington Square
tured from natural gas.
ed services in the local church. for more than five years and be way out they stopped at Camp
Hood,
Tex.
to
spend
the
weekMr. and Mrs. William Van fore that it was located in the
Haitsma and sons have returned Warm Friend Tavern for one end with their nephew Ralph Rotman son of Mr. and Mrs. John
to their home east of Zeeland afyear. George Minnema, owner and Rotman.
ter spending several weeks with
operator, has had 23 ycers’ ex
We are happy to report that
relatives in Redlands.Calif, and
correct sagging springs,brake asrvlcs equipment
perience as a florist and is happy at present John D. Mohr is feeling
for turning down brake drums and specialized other places of interest.
and able to assist you in planning quite well.
Miss Lila De Pree, student at any decorations for your home.
brake service. The owners were appointed United
Frank Wlerda celebrated his
Illinois university, Chicago, Is
Motor Service dealer which Includes Delco batComplete flower arrangements 83rd birthday last week. Attend
spending a two weeks vacation at
All Makes
teries, ignition, shock absorbers,fuel pump, genfor weddings are capably handled big guests included his children
the home of her parents Mr. and
erator and starter service. They are authorized to
by the shop owner and his em- and some of the grandchildren.
give warrantyservicefor all Delco parts on GenMrs. Adrian De Pree, South Cenployes. Mrs. Core Prince and Mrs. Refreshments were served to 25
eral Motors cars and trucks. A customers’ parking
tennialSt.
Shirley Driesenga. Hours are 9
Motor Saloa
lot is availablefor shoppers.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert G. Pyle of a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily except on guests present, who also remembered Mr. Wierda with gifts for
HUDSON DKALIR
Zeeland, route 2 and Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday, when the shop is

Suggestions

Contest Scheduled

»

ForFeb.l2andl3
' Teen-Age
Compete

Girls Will

for Prizes

At Grand Rapids Event

•

If

many Michigan farm

folks

eating in restaurants these days
do not order cherry pie for dessert, here’s the reason.

More than a thousand teen-age
girls have probably been filling
their families to the throat with

The one-itop H and B Super Service station it
owned and operated by Don Hartgerink and Herman Blok. It la located at 125 West Eighth St.
The station was built three years ago and is
equipped to service your car throughout.The
owners handle a full line of Standard OH products, tires and auto accessories.Their equipment
Includes motor analyzers for tune-up work, Bear
wheel aligner and balancer, spring atablizerto

the delicacy while practicing for
the state Cherry Pie Baking contest. It’s to be held in Grand
Rapids, Feb. 12 and 13.
Neighborhood and county contests have been held to select
county entrantsfrom nearly 60
of Michigan’scounties.Some
counties have had as many as 50
entries.

Elzinga-Volkers

s

New Plant

Build

the occasion.

B. Speet, Holland, are visitingin

col-

Ottawa County

They also have constructed
Wyoming township buildings,several REA power buildings,Miller
Industries,Hubbell Mfg. Co.. Muskegon Christian high school and

Real Estate

Tampa. Fla. and seeing sights in
other places of interest.
Mrs. Hendrick Vander Goot of
Onde-ga. Wymseradeel,The Netherlands was a rebent visitor at the
home of her cousin Mrs. A. Wildschut. South CentennialSt. She

»

closed at noon.

W. 9th

SERVICE

Street Phone

724*

Local Realtors’Board

Allendale

Re-Elects Officers

1

Satp 9t

All officers were re-elected at
(From Friday’s S«»ntlnfl)
Ed Harter was pleasantly sur- the annual meeting of the Holland
expects to return to her home in prised Monday evening when the Board of Realtors Friday at the
April after spending about a year "NeighborhoodClub" together Dutch Mill restaurant. Officers
in this vicinity. She made Grand with their husbands came to his are John Gallon, president; RusRapids her home dauring her visit home to help him celebrate his sell A. Klaasen, vice president;

Transfers

several churches.

The Miller Industries new plant
at Reed City, is an example of the
type of construction work done by
Elzinga and Volkers, Inc., contractors and engineers. Peter Elner also gets a trip to ™ic;,E° ,0 zinga, president and treasurer,
compete on Feb. 22 in the nationJohn VolkerSi vjC€ president Enlist

©

road"

Haan

lege.

ant State 4-H club leader at Michigan State collegeand member of
the committee, thinks thus will be
the largest contest in history.
The contest is sponsored by
the cherrv processors and growers
and the State Cherry commission,
who offer expenses to the state
contest for all county winners
and prizes for the first three in
the state contest.The state win-

>

COMPLETE SERVICE

Women’s dormitory at Hope

Mrs. Corrine Ketchum, assist-

hostess.

I

|

With

Harold De Feyter and wf. to
Grace Hyma Lot 62 River Hills
Sub. No. 3 Twp. Holland.
79th birthday anniversary. Eats Jacob Grasmeyer. secretary and
Jacob Van’t Hof to Lorenzo R in this country.
Crandell and wf. I>ot 45 EverMr. and Mrs. Louis Hendricks including a decorakxi birthday treasurer.
in
green Sub. Twp. Tallmadge.
and Mr. and Mrs. John Hendricks cake were not forgotten.
Burt Saunders, executive vice
The honor gue.st recently re- president of Michigan Rea! Estate
Anna Calkins Wonderly to Wil- of Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs. Nick
al contest.
and secretary, are owners of the
turned from a stay in Florida Boards with offices in Lansing,
Educational trips at Grand Rap- firm. Henry Zoet was superintenFour more men from the Hol- liam Bronsema and wf. Lot 112 De Witt of Grand Haven left last
where he visited his nieces. He is spoke on many phases of the real
Monday
for
a
vacation
visit
with
ids are planned for the contestQeo. Mlnnama, owner
dent of the Miller job. The firm's land area have enlisted in the City of Grand Haven.
ants, too. Winners will be an- office is located at 96 East Sixth
Frances Zuidema to Roland Van relativesin Sunnyvale, Calif, and well and active and during the estate business with particular
Washington Square
nounced at a luncheon, Tuesday St., and consists of an office, Navy, according to the Muskegon Dyck and wf. Lot 82 Blk 7 Cen- other western places of interest. blueberry season he keeps busy in emphasis on civic and legislative
Naval recruiting station.
The following were recently the Henry Pot ge ter blueberry matters.
noon. Feb. 13.
woodworking shop and storage The men signed upon Jan. 30. tral Park Twp- ParkGirls must be between 15 and space. It is conveniently located
Theodore Vander Ploeg and wf. elect ixl officersof the Kum Dubl patch which covers several acres,
and were scheduled to leave for to Dene Muller Pt. Lot 10 Hene- Class of the First Reformed in assistingas overseer and other
21 years of age and winner of a with plenty of parking space.
One-fourth the standing saw timthe Naval training station at veld’s Plat No. 13 Tup. Park.
county contest to compete for the
church: president,Willard Han- activities.
ber in the U.8. is dougla* fir.
The
organization
was
built up Great Lakes, Hi., for boot trainHarter is a friend of the many
state honor. Their method of preHurlon Cryderman and wf. to sen; vice president. Melvin Bouparation and quality of the pie during the war and is winning an ing.
Richard E. Owen and wf. Lot 79 ma; secretary, Mark De Jonge; who are engaged in the picking
enviable reputation for outstandIncluded are two Holland men. Plat of Berlin Twp. Wright.
will count 80 points on the final
treasurer.Al Kuyers; Mrs. J. of the fruit. He lives with Mr.
ing work. They employ a compe- Ernest H. Wingard, 2-14 Vest
score. The other 20 points will bo
Arthur Aukeman and wf. to Nieboer. assistantsecretary'ti™- William Easton, a brother-inscored on poise, posture, groom- tent staff of skilled workmen. A Ninth St., and Gary W. Vande Roger A. Peuler and wf. Pt. SEi surcr. William Schipper is instruc- law. He has been a resident of
permanent crew of 100 men is em- Vusse, route 1.
ing and ability to express herself
22-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
tor of the class and was presented Allendale lor many years. HandiCorn* Over and Sn Our
ployed and the number of employOthers are George J. Morren, Stanley Alward and wf. to Her- with an appreciation gift at the craft being one of his hobbies he
in telling how she bakes her pie.
Selection
es is double during the summer route 2. Zeeland, and Abbott
man Voldman and wf. Pt. SW 1 annual meeting. The program fea- has spent many hours making
We're Hie "doctor*"foe
months. Several well-experienced Gaylord Davis, 247 Grand Ave.,
RECONDITIONEDand
20-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
tured moving pictures shown by householdand other gadgets for
OmI Wail for
foremen are among the employes. Saugatuck.
Gradus Ten Brink and wf. to the pasetor, the Rev. J. den Ou- his neighbors who always enjoyed
GUARANTEED
Equipment of Elzinga and Volto Calth Yoa Unprepared
The Naval recruiting officer is Karl Probst and wf. Pt. SWi 22- den.
the surprises.
kers, Inc., is of the latest type and at the Holland post office each
Guests at the party were Mr.
The missionary organizations of
8-16 City of Grand Haven.
fits every need in general con- Monday end Friday.
Jacob Cook and wf. to Joseph the First Reformed church will and Mrs. John Schout. Jr„ Mr.
j trading. It consists of trucks,
H. Coon and wf. Pt. Nl Si NW4 hold a union service in the church and Mrs. William Hovingh, Mr.
Hollars Reaiy Roofim
concretemixers, concrete vibraNEI SWi. 21-8-16 City of Grand parlors on Tuesday evening Feb. and Mrs. Frank Sheridan, Mr.
tors, mechanical concrete floats First Charch Group
6 at 8 p.m. The Rev. Walter de and Mrs. John Potgeter. Mr. and HI Lincoln Avo. Phona 1210
Phsnti 9051 — Ev*. 66714
Haven.
and troweling machines, all types
Margaret A. Lewis to Oscar Velder recently returned from Mrs. Tom Rosema and sons. Mrs.
Honors
Dr.
Scudder
of hoists, elevator and power saws
Howard Anderson and wf. Pt. China, will address the group.
Clyde Bosker. Mrs. T. Hubbel
of every description.
A pot luck supper and program Lots 14, 15 Blk 19 Akeley’s Add
The Rev. Joshua Hogenhoom. and Mr. Harter. An enjoyable
Volkers, a contractor for 25 were given Thursday evening by
Church ExtensionDirector of the evening was spent by all
City of Grand Haven.
years, is experienced in all types the Women’s Missionarysociety
Martin P. Heyboer and wf. to Reformed church will be guest
Mrs. Albert Sail was hostess]
LINE
of construction and is in charge of First Reformed church. Ninety
James H Zuidersma and wf. Pt. speaker at a meeting of the Mu- at a bridal shower recently, givof
of all field work. Elzinga is in attended the supper at which the Ei W4 NEJ 25-7-13 Twp. Tall- besheraat .Society in the parlorsof en in honor of Miss Viola Often.
charge of estimating, office work womcr entertained their husthe Second Reformed church at Fifteen guests were present.Two
•
and contracts.
bands. Mrs. Bastian Kruithof preJohn L. Jancen and wf. to Wil- 7:45 p m. on Tuesday evening other showers at which Miss OtThe firm has built many of the sided and Mrs. William Goulooze
*
liam Van Dyke and wf. Pt. Ix>ts Feb. 6.
newer buildings in the city includ- led devotions. Dr. AlbertasPiet19, 20, 21 Aling’s Add. Zeeland.
ing Consolidated Distributing Co.,
ers gave the closing prayer.
Addition of 15 per rent nickel
Jennie Boldt to Garrett J. Schut
Holland Junior high shop, StandCongregation members were in- and wf. I.ot 7, 23, 24 Blk 1 Hu- and 5 per cent zinc to gold produces
ard Grocery, Oldsmobile Sales vited to attend the program, givson's Plat and NEi NWi 33-6-13 white gold.
DEPENDABLE
and Service building and the new en in the church auditorium in
Twp. Georgetown.
honor of Dr. Ida Scudder, misFred J. Kieft and wf to E.
SALES and SERVICE
Dutch-Kraft
sionary who will celebrateher 80th Grubman and Sons Pt. WJ NWi
653-655 Michigan
Phone 3249
birthdayanniversary this year. SWi SEi 21-8-16 City of Grand
Formerly
Won-Koie
The Rev. Ralph Kortelingand Haven.
OTTAWA AUTO SALIS, INC.
his wile. Dr. Korteling. missionth,
Robert II Wright and wf to
You'll cover drab
NOW
aries in India, presented the pro- Allen L. St ruble I>ot 24 Hcnewallpaper with
UNIVERSAL GAS
JOHN
gram.
Dr.
Korteling
told about vcld's Plat No. 2 end pt. SW frl
PETER
I
freah
paatela!
CONVERSION BURNER
S. A.
INC.
their work in India. She also hon- i 16-5-16 Tup. Park.
firvea yoar present funuiw or
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
Gertrude Mouw to David C. COVERS OVER ANY SURFACE
ored Dr. Scudder and told of her
boiler famous Lennox gas heating
IN ONE COAT— Dry In 2 Hours
outstanding missionary service. Boyd and wf. Pt. I/>ts 23. 24
12 West 7th
Ph. 86571
efficiency, quietneae,and troubleRev. Korteling showed a colored Weersing's First Add. City of Holfree service! Simple in demgn.
film, "Passion Play," showing the land.
May to irarfan, Lennox "Mellow
play as it was performed by InRuth Romeyn et al to Fred A
Warmth” control* hold room
ELECTRIC CO.
Sherwood and wf. Ixit 63 Vrededian natives.
temperature* constant to within •
fractionof a degree. Call ua today
The Rev. Seth Vandcr Werf veldt’sSub. Tup. Park
50 West 8th
Phone 4811
for expert installation!
Robert Danhof and wf. to Margape the clasing prayer.
vin Verplank and uf. Pt. NWi
There are no lean than 32 well NEi 19-5-14 City of Zeeland.
equipped ski areas In Michigan, acOivti a bitter lusfrt
Nelcy A. Pedersen and wf. to
cording to the Michigan Tourist Arie Dykstra and wf. NJ SEi
council.
Lotts longtr
SWi 17-5-15Twp. Holland.
VMTS UMBT RMUNTinS IEI
Reconditioned and
Edward L. Johnson and wf. to
INDUSTRIAL
Good Food
MEBS V WEI M
BUR*
Givtt more protection
Leroy B. McCracken and wf. I/>t
Guaranteed Used Cars
COMMERCIAL
14 Braak’s Sub. Twp. Spring Ukc.
RESIDENTIAL
Prevails
Costs loss
Peter G. De Boe and wf. to STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Henry A. Parehert and wf. Pt.
CONSTRUCTION
Washing
Greasing
Lot 1 Blk 16 Munroe and Harris
5 West 8th St.
116 East 14th St
Holland. Mlelb
Phone 2284
M East 6th 8L
Add. City of Grand Haven.
Simonizing
CHEVROLET, INC
Holland Phone 2736
Cornelius De Vries -and wf to
Albert Dykstra and wf. Pt. SEi
M-21 and Woverly Road
Zeeland Phone 3147
Servlc* Dept. — Phone 2386
30-6-13 Tup. Georgetown
221 River Ave. Holland, Mich.
Buy Lennox
You Buy Quality
Phones 66360 and 67221
Peter Dykmen and wf. to John
Cooper and wf. Pt. Ei NEi SEi
24-5-16 Twp. Park.

Four Area

Men

FLOWERS
WARM

Navy

^

FRIEND

FLOWERS

•

USED CARS

CoUWMlto

RUN-DOWN ROOFS

LINCOLN AVE.

CARAQE

COMPLETE

madge.

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS

and

PHILCO STOVES

NOW

BUY

D0ZEMAN REFRIGERATION

Avenue

USED CARS

mm

DAGEN,

ELZINGA t VOLKERS,

St.

INC.

ESSENBUR6
SL

LENNOX

DUTCH MILL

RESTAURANT

GENERAL CONTRACTING

Where

ENGINEERING

FRED’S CAR LOT

MR

ALWAYS BUYING

HARRY K00P
HEATING

DECKER

—

SCRAP
MATERIALS

—

!

Louis Padnos
IRON and METAL CO.

INSURANCE
—

OUR PLEDGE

120 River Ave.

—
It's A

Sound Insurance For Every Need
Carefully

Written

—

Conscientiously Serviced

—

U WEST

John Golien,

USED CAR

Care Called For and Delivered

REASONABLE PRICES

Jr.

RHONE 2512

STH STREET

G.M.A.C.

See eur priced Advertisement
In the ClassifiedSection.

MOTOR

TUNE UP
BRAKE JOBS - COMPLETE OVERHAUL

ECONOMY

HAD'S

SUPER SERVICE

Sandwich-SodaBar

Don Hartgerink

INSTALLMENT PLAN

COMFORT...

H. & B.

BIG SELECTION

GALIEN AGENCY
John Golien

CAR WASHING
BRAKE SERVICE

Good Time To Buy A

125 W. 8th

— Herm

8t

Blok

Phone 7777

150 EAST

8TH

PHONE

7997

8T.

^

COMPLETE
PRINTING

aive Recirculating Registers

SERVICE

Phone 66422
Your Bulck-Pontlac Dealer

So ceiling

.

.

.

eliminate cold

9 East 10th Street Phone 2321

air returns. See this revolu-

warm

air

heating system

Car!

Wo
Off

Ropair All

Loaky Roofs!

We'll recover old roofs
like new . . . install new
ones reasonably. Estimates furnished prompt-

Phone 7225

today!

Kindt

Whether before or

3ruicq Cokea

after the

J SPECIALTY'

theatre, or for a sandwich at

noon, enjoy our convenient-

YOUR INSURANCE

ly-

GEO

tuwefa WITH YOU!

MOOI

CONTACT US FOR LOW RATES

State' Farm Insurance Co's.
Auto
Fire
Lite

—
—
UN VAN
SON
Avenue
.
LINTE

177 College

•

ft

Phone 7133

VAN HUIS

provide even heat from floor

UNITED MOTOR SALES
723-13 Michigan Avenge-

-

cuts installation cost. Exd*-

tion* ry forced
of

STEKETEE

The modero way to heat
your home with oil. New
lexible tube delivery system

All The Latest Modern Equipment

To Give You The Best of Service On Any Make

CRANE

with

869 River Ave.

TER HAAR AUTO CO.

•

‘Who’s

NEW

LUBRICATION

i

FOR THAT BIRTHDAY.

your favorlt# beer or wine.

ANNIVERSARY or

Open noon

until midnight.

WARM FRIEND

RUBEROID PRODUCTS

TAVERN

PHONE 3826

WEDDING
HOLLAND

ROOFING CO.
29 Ecst 'th Street

676 Michigan Avenue

ly located Bier Kelder for

Wo Havo Tho

Answor

Plunbing & Healing
Michigan and 29th Street

Phone 200? - day or nlnht

TRIUMPH BAKE $H0P
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE

2477

Dutch Pour

It

*
-

On

A
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'1
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7
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7
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Final

In Initial Half

To Score Easy

Win

The Holland Legionnaires came
a long way during the fourth
quarter of the game with Whitehall in the Armory Thursday
night, but missed the top of the
mountain by three points, 51-49.
The Legion closed a gap that
had existed from the first quarter and was fighting in the closing
minutes of play, but the deficit
was too much. That deficit had
at one time reached 15 points and
generally throughout the game
hovered near the 10 point mark.
Holland’sproblem during the
first half was trying to control
the lanky Ed Felt, Whitehall
center,around the backboard. The
Legion had trouble in the backboard department all night, and
as a matter of fact, had trouble
under both backbcards.

team walked over Benton Harbor,
ence game Friday night at the
Armory.
A packed house watched a contest that more closely resembled
football than basketball in the
last half, with both squads opening up with rough house tactics.
players were ejected from

the game— Roger Eggers for Holland and John Benning for Benton Harbor. Three others left on
fouls before the fray was finished.

total of 46 personalfouls

were called, with 24 coming
against Holland and 22 against
the visiting Tigers. The result waa
noticeablein the scoring columns,
too, with the Dutch collecting18
points from thw charity circle out
of 29 attempts, and Benton Harbor gaining 15 points on free
throws from 27 tries.
Holland got off to a flying
start and built up a nine point
lead before the Tigers broke into
the scoring column. With Roger
Eggers operating from the center

“Kalamazoo" meant "boiling pot" in Indian language — and the Kalamazoo river at Allegan hat
been looking just like a boiling inferno during
these cold zero mornings this week. The mist

land sparkle. Ordinarily, the rapidly flowing
Kalamazoo river does not freeze o\eer, the weather
this season was too much. It also froze over last
year.

whistle.

Cold

Suburban Teams

Benton Harbor moved in the
second period, and at one point
closed the gap to a five-point
margin for the Dutch. But Hol- Play

Three

land shook off the Tigers’ feeble

Harrington school's Suburban
league basketball teem strengthened its hold on first place Friday
night by drubbing Federal, 34-8.
The game was the first of three
played in the North Shore comend of the quarter, the scoreboard
munity hall with all proceeds goread 56-32 in favor of ‘he home
ing to benefit the polio drive.
In the second game, also a Suburban league tilt, Beechwood
stopped a Waukezoo team that
threatened during the entire
game, 18-14. Beechwood led
throughoutthe game, but Waukazoo was fighting all the way.
The third game was a non-

With seconds remainingin the
third stanza, Eggers and Benning
had a slight misunderstanding,
and the referees called a double
foul and waved both players to
the showers. Benning would have
had to leave anyway, as it was
his fifth personal.

In the final canto, the Tiger
regulars paced by Roger Findley
and Chuck Parrott built up a 1510 advantage against the Holland second stringers to mold the
final 66-47 count.
High point man for the evening
was Eggers who ' meshed 19
counters. For Holland, guard Bob
Tasma was next in line with 11,
while Maentz had 10 and Bekius
nine. Holland hit on 34 per cent
of their outcourt shots, connecting
on 24 of 70 shots.

league fracas between Lakeview
of the Suburban league and New
Groningen.Lakeview won, 33-10
and held
lead throughout the
game that was never threatened.
Between the games, a group of
youthful dancers, led by Mrs.
Arnie De Feyter, put on an exhibition of square dancing.
Standings in the Suburban
league at the end of the first

a

block of play:

W4
3
2
2
o

Eggers, f ......... .....8
poolittle, f .... ... 2

3

Armstrong,
Maentz, g

5
2
3

3

19
5
7
10

5

11

1

2

5

Klomparens ...... ..... 0
Bekius ................... 3
Witteveen ............. 0

0

2

0

3
0

3

9

0

Hulst .................. 0
Van Eenenaam .... 0

0
0

0

0
0
0

18

26

66

1

... 1
4

Tasma, g ............. 4
Van Dyke ........... 2

24

3
3
4

1

Benton Harbor (47)
Findley, f ........... 3
1

1

7

Parrott, f

1

2

6

3

5
5
5

13
12
10
3

6
Benning. c ..... .. 3
B. Michael, g ... 4
Valle, g ............... 0
G. Michael ..... .. 0
Fillman ................... 0

Swansor

.............

2
1

2

1

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

16

15

22

47

...............

bers of the

1

buds

i

on

them.

Troughton,g
Kech, g ......

Bayne

........

1

1

...

1

0

-

2
21

1
2
9 20
Legionnaire (49)

who

.

1

DeVette, f ........... 5
Nieusma, c ........ 6
Scholten. g ........... 0
Martin, g ....... ... 1
Fortney ................
.... 0
Van Dorple ............ 0
Vander Kuy
... 2
Sctiippers ..........
.... 3
Van Liere .......
..

19

1

3

Vander Yacht (left) and Pvt. Ronald J. Fortney of
n0 \1?,.?re•t*tloned at F°rt H<>od, Texae, taking trainingwith a
Pvt .Wilbur C. Vander Yacht (left) and Pvt Ronald J. Fortney of
unit of the famed 8econd Armored divieion. Vander Yacht la the ton
of Mr. and Mrt. Andrew J. Vander Yacht of 341 tatt Fifth St

_

Fortney

Score by quarters:
Holland ............17 18 21 10-66
Benton Harbor .... 8 16 8 P—47

Olive Center

3
3

4

1

1

2
0
0

5
3

1

0
0
11

5

1

2
1

3
28

enga in Crisp Monday evening for
its first meeting this year.
The lesson or lamp shade making was presented by Mrs. John
W. Nienhuis and Mrs. Fred Veneberg. They also explained how to
obtain the most efficientuse of
lights without causing eye strain.
They also introduced a new type
of light bulb, recently placed on
the market. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Harold Vander
Zwsag and Mrs. Jack Nieboer.
Albert Arnoldink of Holland is
staying with his children, Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Veldheer He
has been in ill health for some
time.

Clyde Nieboer hid the cast iemoved from his leg at Zeeland
hospital Saturday, and is able to
get around his home with crutch-

Arbia.

Officials

tories.

Win Rotating Trophy
Seven district officersand committee chairmen from the Chippewa district, Boy Scouts of America, attended an executiveboard
meeting of the Grand Valley
council Thursday night in Grand
Rapids, and brought home the rotating attendancetrophy for the
second meeting in a row.
Those who attendedwere Cesey Brewer, Bill Aldrich. Gene
Vande Vusse and William H. Vande Water from Holland, and John
Kole, Mike Meindertsma and
Robert De Bruyn from Zeeland
The only officer unable to attend
from this district was Wendell A.
Miles, who was held up by business.

Peter

14

Hsicti, a Chinese student at

West-

ern Theological seminary.

Theodore Boot presentedban- Held at Lieuwen Home
ners for perfect attendance to
neighborhood get-together
Beechwood Reformed church, was held Thursday afternoonat
Fourth Reformed church. Sixth the John Lieuwen home. 316 'West
Reformed church and Zeeland 18th St. Mrs. Lieuwen and Mrs
Second Reformed church.
Russell Visser were hostesses.The
Of the 470 members enrolled event honored new neighborsin
from Holland and Zeeland,427 the block.
were present. The program was
The afternoon was spent social-

Dr. Edwin H. Boldrey,retired

A

6

HaifeniteWill Give

Banquet Invocation

3
2
5
51

1
closed with prayer by Peter Hsieh.
4
0
The first American newspaper
0 advertisement was printed in the
5 Boston News Letter in 1704.

Holland police will take the
blood to Holland hospital where
Chemist Herbert Bulthuis will
type all units that night. The units will be taken to Lansing early
Tuesday morning and will be
flown out of Lansing to the west
coast and Korea.
The main demand Is for type O
(also known as type-4) blood
since this type also can be used
on patients with other blood
types. To accommodatethe demand. some units may be ahifted
around in Lansing
Units are flown 24 to the case,
and Holland hopes to send two
cases of 48 units to- Lansing.

Neighborhood Party

14

and luncheon was served.
Guests were Mrs. John Vande
Wege. Mrs. M. Timmer and Dave,
Mrs. G. Bruins, Jimmy and Jeannie, Mrs. John Batema, Mrs. M.
Boos. Mrs. C. Ritterby, Carl and
Mary, and Mrs. Milton Wyngard-

Grand Haven

minister, will give
the invocation at the Lincoln Day
banquet Feb. 13 at 6:30 p.m. in
the VFW hall in Holland,spon-

sored by the Ottawa County
Young Republicans' club.
Ticket sale has been rapid, and
Friday has been set as a deadline
for obtaining tickets.

ly

2
There are an estimated 43.7,000
49 oil wells in the U. S.
en.

Face

In charge of the ticket sale in

Holland are A1 Dyk, Kenneth
Schripsema, Eleanor Duffy, James
F. White and Robert Kouw, and
in Zeeland, Randall Decker and
Robert Den Herder.
Frank G. Millard,attorney general of Michigan, will be speaker.

Exams

invited.

America's largest and finest low-priced car!

TH« Smart New Styleline De luxe 2-Door

tjes-refreshingly new •

—with tinw-provd

ket of balloons,provided the guest
of honor with clues to the whereabouts of her gifts.
Games were played and prizes
awarded to Mrs. A. Van Huis,
Mrs. James Zwiers, Mrs. N. Nag-

Cflulb
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
-proved by more than a billion miles of
performancein the hands of hundredsof
thousands of owners.
•CtmtiMlkn*f PtutrtliJiAuttmnc Trummium tnd lOi-bj.
mint tptnrulm D* Lux* MhUi »i ixlrt (*u.

AMERICAN BEAUTY DESIGN-Brilliant new styling . . . featuring
entirely new grille, fender moldings and rear-enddesign . . .
imparting that longer, lower,
wider big-car look that sets Chevrolet apart.

Huis.

Offered on

•h Hassevoort and Mrs. Henry McKee of Muskegon have

strikingly oeautiful lines, contours and colors . . . with extra
sturdy Fisher Unisteel construc-

intro-

Iwn ... Curved Windshield and Panoramic

Hassevoort spent Friday after- duced identical bills in the house
noon at the home of Mrs. Harm and senate to authorize a vote in
Looman.
Ottawa county on the Sunday
hunting ban..
The bills,as introduced Jan. 26,

Visibility. . . combining safety and comfort

call for^the following: to prevent

Paying traffic fines in Munici- hunting for game on Sunday in
pal Court Friday were Lavern Ottawa county, to authorize the
Casemler,40 East 26th St., who arrest of persona violating the
paid 13 fine and costs for running provisions of this act, and to prea stop street; and George L. Mar- scribe the penalty, and pro\ide a
ion, 142 West 14th St., whb paid referendum.
|7 fine and costs for speeding and
The bills were offered after a
running a stop street
request of the Ottawa couqty
Board of Supervisors which took
Africa has a coastlineof 19.000 action a few weeks ago to force
miles apd an area of about 11,629, a public vote on the question of

Sunday

hunting.

^

Buy

the car that’s refreshinglynew, and

thoroughly proved, too

POWER

elkirk and Miss Delores Oonk.
Duplicate prizea were given to
Miss Van Huis.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess,assisted by Mrs. John
De Haan, Sr., and Mrs. John Van

Billi

t

WITH FINEST QUALITY ALL THE WAY THROUGH

Haan, 791 Central Ave.
Little Mary Lynn De Haan.
dressed in a matching rain cape
and umbrella and carrying a bas-

Two

S«4m

at Pearl Harbor in 1826.

AMERICA-FREFEIRED BODIES IY
FISHEI— With new and even more

300 aquara miles.

To care for the heavy influx of
donors, the Red Cross will have
on hand three physician*, four
nurses, three nurses’ aide*, three
gray ladies and three canteen
workers, plus several to take his-

NR-

State
fractured his leg in a skiRep. George M. Van Peursem of
ing accident on Dec. 22.
Mrs. Carrie Rozema, Mrs. Sar< Zeeland and State &n. Frank

Two Drivers Fined

CE

organizations. Marshall Elzinga, president,presided.
The song leader was John Swieringa, accompanied by Mrs. Richard Staat of MaplewoodReformed church. A piano duet was given
by Misses Joan Jalving and Jean
Spruit of First Reformed church
o' Holland, and Roger Mulder, ac-

Sunday Hunting Ban
Grand Haven (Special) —

He

clinic.

70th Anniversary
Boy Scout

the fighting front.

body to the donor headquarters at
the Red Cross office at 6 East
Eighth St. Some wivee also will be
donors, as well as other volunteers at the regular bi-weekly

Junior CE Organkations

Sunday by Holland and

on

VFW volunteers will gather at
the VFW hall first and go in a

Five Hope Cagers

Evelyn Folkert of Overisel,
Gaude Boers and Mr. and Mrs. Miscellaneous Shower
Hienie Hassevoort of Harlem
were entertained at the home of Honors Maxine Van Huis
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hassevoort
Miss Maxine Van Huis was
Tuesday evening.
guest of honor at a miscellaneous
The Home Economics club met shower given Wednesday evening
at the home of Mrs. Gerrit Driez- at the home of Mrs. William De

es.

blood

it the ton of Mrt. Allot Fortney, 49 Eait 18th 8t. Hit wife,
Mri. Bette Anne Fortney, lives at 139 East 16th St.

The guest speaker was

3
13
15

will donate blood for aervict-

Vander Hill received a communication from national VFW headquarters urging co-operationin
the nationwideproject for whole

Pvt. Wilbur C.

13

FG FT PF TP
Schroterbocr, f

no

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moored
The newspaper report bears out of Burnips entertained a group of
Shaunding's recollectionsof a pe- relatives at their home Wednesday evening.
culiar weather.
Where calves had been frozen Local friends received word of
Draft
to death on the hoof a few days the death of Lambert Smitter of
previous, the weather turned to Falmouth, who died Jan. 28 at
Bay City hospitalfollowing major
Five members of the Hope col- a balmy 87 degrees.
lege basketball squad leave for
"There never was even a frast surgery. Funeral rites were held
Detroit Feb. 8 to take their pre- after March— we could have plant- Tuesday, Jan 30. Survivingare
induction physical examinations ed corn." Shaunding continues. the wife, Theresa; two children,
The five men are Bud Vande
"And that next summer was the Elmer and Ida, and two grandWege, Junior Bremer, Ron Bos, hottest we'd ever known. It was children.
Mr. ana Mrs. Kenneth Moored
Don Piersma, and Ken Bauman. over 100 degrees and I got the
And because of that the Hope- only case of sunstroke I ever and family spent last Sunday at
the home of relatives.
Calvin college game, slaved for had.”
Religious slides were shown
the 8th, has been shifted to the
Sunday by Mrs. Earle J. Stine to
following evening, Feb. 9.
the educational unit of Burnips
Principal Raymond Holwerda of Regular Meeting Held
Methodist church during the SunHolland Christian high has kindday school hour.
ly consented to take over the By Royal Neighbors
Thursday night booking at the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Van SlootThe regular meeting of the en had as recent guests their
Armory and has given the college
Royal Neighborswas held Thurs- children. Mr. and Mrs. Adrian
the Friday night booking.
day night. Mrs. Leona Norlin, or- Compagncr and Da by of OakOriginally, Christian was to
land.
have played Grand Rapids Christ- ede, presided
Cards were played and prizes
Mrs. Irene Smith and daughian in the Armory on Friday.
But all the Hope college players were won by the Mesdames Ann ters. Janice and Diane, of Dorr,
going for the physicals on Thurs- Rose, Minnie Serier and Alice were visitors at the home of the
former'sparents, Mr. and Mrs.
day have draft deferments that Rowan. Lurch was served.
The juvenile group will have a Roy Raab, last week.
will keep them out of service unpotluck Valentineparty Monday
til June, and will be available for
First American warships arrived
play the remainder of the season. at 7:30 p.m. The adult group is

4

5
3
4
3

..................

"So we let five or six of them1 Ftii pn i
stand, just to see what would I
rf (//O
happen.
"And to our surprise, those Burnips primary room school
trees produced great big fine children did not have classes Monpeaches that year. The trees were day and Tuesday because of the
loaded. Underneath the black illness of their teacher. Mrs. June
bark, new bark grew a half-inch Moored.

UUI

2

f

ter.

Mrs. Thomas Longstreet and
"We had to take out about five
Mrs. Frank Working were in
acres of peach trees that had been
charge of refreshmentsfollowing
frozen— the bark turned ebony
the ceremonies.
black. Almost even- fruit farmer
Preceding the school of instrucsuffered the same lass," Shauntion dinner was served to 25 in
ding recounts.
the Tulip room of the Warm
"But right after that cold spell,
Friend Tavern. The visitingoffithe weather turned unseasonably
cers were house guests of Mr. and
warm, and before we could get
Mrs. Olen Andersen during their
all the trees out. we discovered
stay in Holland.

1

.

. . the

new

1951

Chevrolet!
It’s more
its

Fen"vl,,#*

.

(Sentinel photo)

River

Avenue

!

So powerful and efficientthat Valve-in-Head
design is the trend-leaderof the industry

dependable, more desirable, from

time-proved Powerglide Automatic Trans-

t

Take one look at the following features—
and then visit our showroom and see Chev-

mission* for finest no-shift driving and
Silent Synchro-MeshTransmission for finest

rolet for 1951 in all its sterling quality-and

standard driving at lowest cost to

low-pricedcar. Better see il-todayl

$
room

its

time-

MODERN-MODE INTERIORS— With

upholstery and appointmentsof
oustandingquality, in beautiful
two-tone color harmonies . . .
and with extra generousseating
for driver and all passengers.

MORE ROWERFUL JUMBO -DRUM
IRAKIS (with Oubf-Uftrlntkfi
.braka J/n/ngiJ-Largest brakes in
low-pricefield . . . with both
brake shoes on each wheel selfenergizing . . giving maximum stopping-power
with up to 25 Co less driver effort.’
.

you’ll

know

it’s

#

Americas largest and

Phone 2387

finest

SAFETY-SIGHTINSTRUMENT RANK
-Safer,more efficient . . with
overhanging upper ’crown to
eliminate reflection! from instrument lights ... and plain,
.

easy-to-read instruments in front of driver.

! TO
WIaJviJ

IMRROVED CENTIR-ROINT STM)-

fUjggtg

Ctntar-Pahtt Dailgnl—
Making* steering even easier at
low speeds and while parking

. . .

just as Chevrolet’s

famoua

Knee-Action Ride is comfortablebeyond comparisonin its price range.

DECKER CHEVROLET. Inc
221

•

proved Valve-in-Head engine performance.

MORI PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLET! THAN ANY OTHER CAR!
jMI.. Esta Anderson, of 17i/; East 13th 8t., demonatratea the way
Ihe figuredout that ehe waa the winner In the fifth weekly "Hidden
Name contest being sponeoredby Holland merchante.Randall
vande Water, part-timeSentinelemploye, ehowa her the 72 one dollar gift certificatee preeented by the merchante. In a letter to the .
Chamber of Commerce, Eeta urged that the "carnivalpart" be kept
out of Tulip Time. Her letter wae selected at the week’s winner,
and her name appeared In the puzzle printed each Monday in The
Sentlne . Eeta is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Anderson of

post

men in Korea.
Arrangementsfor the clinic
were made after Commander Don

Zeeland

FG FT PF TP

Henry Walter*

2144, Veterans of Foreign War*,

making the score 46-37.
Then came the fourth quarter
power effort, which the Legion
club had seemingly felt would
come, eventually,and come it did.
but a little late, and not quite
strong enough.
High for the Legionnaires was companied by Paul Lucas, gave
Dick Nieusma with 15, trailedby a saxaphone .solo
Russ De Vette with 13. No other
Devotions were conducted by
Legionnaire had over six points.
juniors of Second Reformed
The fracas was the opening con- church. Zeeland. Seven of the
test in the second half of the
people were dressed in cosWMBL split season. Next game young
tumes for the theme “Around the
for the Legion club is against
World." The seven countries reThomasma Bra*.
presentedwere Holland, China,
Whitehall (51)
Mexico, East India, Japan and
Morris, f ............ 6
Paescon, ............
.... 6
Felt, c .................
... 5

mem-

from 5 to 7 pun. for 50 to 70

thick."

(66)

FG FT PF TP
c

a Piker

Allegan (Special)— "Not within
the memory of men has the temperature dropped so low— it Is be- Eastern Star Chapters
lieved the entire fruit crop of
Have Annual School
the lakeshore is last.
‘Temperaturesranged from 24
Officersof Holland chapter No.
to 44 degrees below zero and in
429, OES, and Star of Bethlehem
some places, the ice was 30 inches
chapter No. 40, OES, took part in
thick on the Kalamazoo river."
the annual .joint school of instrucIt is a February newspaper
tion for Eastern Star. Friday
weather report, but it doesn’t
evening in the chapter rooms.
describe the recent cold snap; the
Instructor was Mrs. Pearl
news pertains to a February Chubb, worthy matron ot Michifreeze in 1899.
gan. She was presented with a gift
A man who vividly recalls that and a pair ot small wooden shoes.
bitter winter is Oscar Shaunding,
She was accompaniedto Holland
75-year-old Allegan resident,who
by Mrs. Isabelle Courtney, grand
worked on a fruit farm that winRuth.

L some Crawfords had

Herrington............................
0
2
Pacing coach Du.. Farnum’s Beechwood ............................
2
Tigers was Parrott, * with 13 Lakeview ..............................
3
points. Benning scored 12 and Waukazoo ............................
Federal
.......................
4
Bill Michael 10.
Standings show league games
The Dutch take to the road for
two games next week, meeting only.
Lansing Sexton on Tuesday and
Grand Haven on Friday.
........

Wave Was

Compared With 99 Snap

Games

claws and held a 35-24 advantage at the half.
The Dutch cagers rang up 21
points in the third period, with
Eggers, Tom Maontz and Ron
Bekius leading the way. At the

five.

Blood for Korea!

Mark

point,

Monday

The Holland Community Blood
bank will stage a clinic Monday

honors for the winners.
The first quarter was slow,
with the Legionnaires contenting
themselveswith long outcourt
shots and with giving the backboards to Whitehall. Score at the
The 70th anniversary of the
first quarter whistle was 16-10,
Junior ChristianEndeavor was
Whitehall. At the half it was 30observed in Trinity Reformed

as they dropped another

Scheduled

Here on

22. Whitehall. The third quarter
church
didn’t help the Legion cause any,

rising from the river coated the trees with fairy-

opened up a 17-8 lead a» the first

.........

Clinic

Felt netted 14 points to tie his
left guard, Paescon, for high point

of the pivot circle, the Dutch

HoUand

Blood for Korea

To Stop Opponent

66-47, in a Southwesternconfer-

A

Quarter

Spurt Not Enough

Holland high school's basketball

Two

1951

Holland, MichiQtm

*

'X. -
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13 Rural Schools

PP

t, 1951

WANT-ADS

Overisel
(From Wednetday’s Sedttnel)

Cancel Sessions

LOANS

•Hie Christian Endeavor of the

Reformed church met on Tuesday
evening with Harlene Harmsen

Due

to

Weather

and Donald Dampen as
Their topic

An

estimated three inches of

new powdery snow

fell

on

some rural areas Wednesday and
driving hazardous thorughout the area.
At least 13 rural schools can
celed sessions here because of
the severe weather. These included karlem, Olive Center, Borculo,

traffic accident. Two cars came
together at 6:45 a.m. at the bottom of a hill one -quarter mile
west of the Graafschap road, and

On Road

Money

Phil Strengholt (left) and Robert R. Horner don Dutch coetumea
to get into the Tulip Time eplrlt as they check some 250 requests
for housing facilities with Dorothy Schultemaat Chamber of Commerce headquarters.The housing bureau is sending out cards to
persons who offered rooms last year. Others interestedare asked
to write the Chamber of Commerce for such a card. Questionnaires
also are being sent to outsidersrequesting information on housing
(Sentinelphoto.

facilities.

Tulip Time Housing

Allegan (Special)— Approval of
the highway legislation sponsored
by the Michigan Good Roads federation now being considered by
the Lansing legislature, would Although today’s blustery snowmean an increase in revenue of storm makes TXilip Time seem far,
about $18,000 to Allegan, the city far away, the Tulip Time housing
bureau is busily at work.
council learned Monday night.
To date, there have been about
The report was part of a
lengthy agenda preparedby City 250 inquiriesfor housing facilities
during the 1951 festivalMay 16
Manager Philip Beauvais.
The report of the city’s state through 19. end housing co-chairtrunk line maintenancereturn for men Phil Strengholt and Robert
the last quarter showed $4,156.88 R. Horner are acknowledgingreJohn Baker to Tena Kronequests as soon as they come in. meyer. Ft. SEJ NW1 21-5-15 twp.
due the city.
assisted
by
Dorothy
Schuitema
of
A lease between owners of the
Holland.
Harding market and the city, per- the Chamber of Commerce.
Thomas Halley to Henry Ketel
As previously, the Tulip Time
mitting use of the market's large
and
wife. Ft. lot 2 blk. E west
parking lot for public use, was to housing bureau is operating under
add. City of Holland.
lx approved. The lease calls for a plans set up by the HoDand TourBernard Swieringaand wife
ist council.
$1 annual payment by the city.
P. Vandcr Meulen and
The council learned the city The bureau already has sent Richard
wife. Lot 32 Vanden Bosch’s sub.
out
double
postal
cards
to
persons
would be host on Wednesday,
City of Holland.
March 21, for the regional meet- who listed rooms last year in en
Russell Klaasen and wife to
ing of the Michigan Municipal attempt to set up local facilities.
Robert J. Kouw and wife. Ft. lot
The return card contains a conleague.
26 A. C. Van Raalte's add. No. 2
venient chart listingthe number

Bureau Busy

at

Work

Ottawa County
Real Estate
Transfers

Gemmen and

Larry last week
Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Mannes Folkert
and Frieda wrere Saturday afternoon visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ter Haar of Forest Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Nykerk and
family of Richland were Sunday
guests of Mrs. Sena Schlpper and
attendedevening church services
with her.

week

For Month

s

Quota

county included on the February
draft call were released Saturday
by local board No. 74 of Ottawa
county.

Red Cross headquarter* were buey Monday when

VFW

veteran* converged on the place to donat*
blood for Korea. VFW donor*, left to right, are
Lewi* Ploeg, Pete Elenbaa* and Don Van Duren.
Red Cross volunteer worker*, left to right, are
Mrs. Letter Pool, Mr*. A. Van Lopik and Mr*.

Return From Florida

Herbert Coburn. Immediately after the blood waa
taken, the unit* were aent to Holland hoepltal for
typing and on Tueaday morning the ahlpment waa
taken to Lanaing. Thera were 42 donor* at Monday’* clinic.
(Penna-Saa photo).

Honeymoon

The girls 4-H club of Sandy
View school met in the home of
Joyce Peters Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gemmen
and Larry were Friday evening
guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Sherwin Hungerink and family of Beaverdam.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dampen
and family were Thursday evening
visitorsin the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Le Verne Dampen.
Maggie Dampen was an all day
guest in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Sander Lankhert and family
last

Men

Grand Haven (Special) — Un
of 37 men from Ottawa

Mr. and Mrs Nelson Gemmen
and Alan from Allendale visited
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred

37 Ottawa

names

stroke
a few months ago and now is staying with his daughter, Mrs. Erwin
Hoeksema in Holland, is failing
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Folkert attended the worship service in the
Reformed church Sunday morning
They are living in their house
again in the village.
The annual business congregational meeting of the Reformed
church was held Monday evening

Crisp, Vriesland,

Manager Reports

Draft Board lists

Reformed church.
Mr. Barveld who had a

Sherboume, Ottawa, Maplewood,
Eagle, West Robinson, Waverly
and North Blendon.
Traffic was tied up for more
than two hours Wednesday on
South Shore Dr., due to a minor

other early morning commuters
had to detour around the scene
because they couldnt’ get enough
traction to get up the hill.
Robert Hoatlin of Central Park
ran into the rear of a car driven
by John Brower of Virginia Park
and the two cars were part-way
on the road causing the detour
No injuries and only slight car
damage were reported.

A

ance" was taken.
The Ladies mission guild of the
ChristianReformed church w
held last week Thursday evening.
Last Sunday a receptacle was
placed in the Christian Reformed
church for contribution for the
March of Dimes campaign for Infantile Paralysis and the coming
Sunday one will be placed in the

made

West

228 Washington, Grand Haven
Adv.

leaders.

"Christ calls."

special offering for “unified Fin-

Hol-

land Tuesday night, according to
the Hope college weather station.
The blowing and driftingsnow
fall, coupled with diving temperatures, had various effectson the
Holland area— it closed schools in

Nordeloos,

was

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland

Included in the February draft
are 1 men from Holland and four
from Zeeland.
The men will report to the Armory in Grand Haven at 1:15 p.m.
on Feb. 14, and leave by bus for
Detroit.
The next group to leave for Induction from the county will be
called on March 19, when 36 men
will be aelected.
Besides the Holland and Zeeland calls, the February draft
Includes seven from Hudsonville,

three from Grand Haven, two
each from Spring Lake and Jetti-

son, one each from Conklin,
Faith We Serve."
Mrs. Harold Lohman submitted Vriesland and Coopersville, and
to major surgery at the Holland six from outside the county.
The men to be drafted,listed by
hospital last week and is recoverpost
office addresses, are:
ing satisfactorily.
Holland — George E. Atwood,
It is reported that the offices
of the Hamilton Manufacturing356 Washington Ave.; John T.
Co. are being moved to the Hol- Vergeer,50 East 15th St.; Gor-

land area in a recently built don H. Keen, 51 West 18th St.;
equipment plant on M-21, although John J. Ten Cate, 157 West 21st
much of the machine work will be St.; Stanley Van Herwyn, 60
East 16th SL; Lawrence T. Fincontinued at the old locationhere.
Jack Rigterink was returned cher, 196 East Ninth SL; Ronald
home last week from Blodgett Jousma, 60 East Eighth St.; Jack
Ver Murlen, route 4; Andrew S.
hospital in Grand Rapids following a facial operation and is re- Jonker, 255% West 12th St;
Clarence F. Walters, route 6.
ported to lx? doing well.
Dr. Z. Veldhuis, local veterin- Zeeland— Robert J. De Free, 61
arian, recently attended a vet- West Cherry St.; Justin Elhart,
238 Lincoln SL; John Geurink,
erinarian conference at Michigan
Jr., route 1; Richard De Kleina,
State college in East Lansing.
route 3.
Several local farmers attended
Hudsonville— Melvin J. Vander
"Fanners Week" activities in
Molen, Gerald Veldman, Albertus
East Lansing last week.
The Hamilton Celery Growers Byker, Marvin Warners, Henry
Cooperative building which has Zylstra, Edward Emelander, Ger-

Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Folkert
and family were after church
callers in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Mannes Folkert and family
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Gemmen
and Larry were Sunday evening
supper guests in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Elzinga of

been idle for many months was rit Huizenga.
Grand Haven— Kenneth Johnsold recently and will be occupied
by the Ottawa Foods, Inc., owned son, Robert Lampson, Alvin Diepby Mr. Werner of Grand Rapids house.
Spring Lake— Harry Bulthouse,
The company expects to begin opJames
B. McKay.
eration of the plant soon.
Jenison— Elmer Klawiter,MinMrs. E. Gunneman of Overisel

Grandville.
Della Agteres who submitted to
surgery in Holland hospital returned home Saturday.
Dr. John R. Mulder of the Western Seminary was guest minister
in the Reformed church Sunday

has been spending a few weeks ard Vlsser.
Others from the county— Carl
in her daughters home, the James
E. Burns, Conklin; Russel Hulst,
Koops family.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Klingen- Vriesland; George Hudson, Coop-

while the Rev. Marion Klaaren
ersville.
berg were welcomed as new mem
Outside the county— Raymond
filled a classical appointment in
bers of the local Reformed church
of rooms, description,first or seTanis
and Marvin Mercuase,
Milo Oosterbaan and wife to the Beaverdam Reformed church.
by transfer of letter from the Ov
cond floor, bath, rates, and possiGrand Rapids; August Gumser,
Coralyn
Scholten. Ft. lots 7, 8 The choir sang in the morning
orLsel
Christian
Reformed
church
M. Everett
bilities of providing meals. The
Seattle,Wash.; John Ver Strat,
services and a duet was sung by
blk. A City of Holland.
and Ottawa Reformed church,
Tourist council reserves the right
Byron Center; Willis Postmus,
Andrew Rogers and wife to Man' Ellen Wolters and Mary
spectivcly and Mrs. Wilbur Ross
to inspect the rooms.
Los Angeles: Jay De Vries, LanGlenn Mulder and wife. Ft. EJ Ann' Klaaren. In the evening serand
daughter,
Lauralyn
Oleste,
In answering requests to rent
sing.
NEJ NWi 17-8-15 twp. Crockery. vice Dr. Mulder spoke a few
were transferred from the local
rooms, the bureau is mailing quesVictor Van Fleet and wife to words of farewellto two young
church roll to the Grandville Retionnaires establishing the numA gold button, award for loyal ber of persons in the party, the John Franzburg.Lot 84 and pt. men of the church Norman Barkel
formed church.
Chester Nykerk who are
service, will be given to M. Ever- nights they will need lodging, lot 79 J. C. Dunton’s add. City of and
The Mission Syndicate fellow
scheduled to leave for the armed
ett Dick of 113 West 11th St., at what type eccommodations,cook- Holland.
ship supper is scheduled to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bosma
Daniel J. Markhan and wife to forces on Feb. 8.
ceremonies in the Masonic Tem- ing facilities and mode of travel.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sluiter held in the local Reformed church
Having returned from a wedGeorge Peterson and wife. Lots 8,
ple at Grand Rapids when tjie
on Feb. 21.
The latter is important since 9 Hawley’s add. twp. Wright.
served as wedding attendants.
ding trip to Florida,Mr. and Mrs.
Scottish Rite Masons have their
Donald Koops entered Holland Talk on
visitors driving their own cars can
The bride's wedding ensemble
Luella Slater to William Wachwinter reunion, Feb. 13, 14 and be placed anywhere in the area
Harold Bosma are now at home was a gray suit, dark blue acces hospitalSunday for surgery Mon
ter and wife. Ei NWi NEi 21-815.
day morning. He is reported
Morris F. Cole, president of th«
and those arriving by train should
at 7Ito East 13th St. They were series and a corsage.
Dick came to Holland in 1901 be placed nearer the center of ac- 15 twp. Crockery.
be doing well.
Exchange clubs in Michigan, admarried
Jan. 12 in the parsonage They left on their wedding trip
Gerard
Kragt
to
Clifford
Kragt
and in 1902 joined the Holland tivities.
Carl Henthorn.son of Mr. and dressed local Exchangites at their
reception for 35
of North Holland church by the following
and wife. Pt. EJ WJ SEi 23-5-15 Iasi
lodge and became an officer.In
Mrs. Clinton Henthorn. expecLs to regular noon luncheon meeting
guests at NetherlandsInn.
Rev. Ellsworth Ten Cloy.
twp. Holland.
1914 he was made local chairman
leave for military service this Monday in the Warm Friend
Mrs. Bosma is employed at the
Mrs. Basma is the former LlenWilliam T. Boersma and wife
for the Masons for the western
week.
Allegan (Special)— A new ordTavern.
to John S. Bouwens. i,ot 100 and
rietta Rus, daughter of Mr. and Baker FurnitureCo. office and
half of Michigan. Holland lodge
inance placeu on first reading beThe speaker remarked that the
Kettle
pt. 99 Country Club Estates sub.
Mrs.
, iTVai
Neal
Rus.
JV\4.T.
The
AIIV P,l
groom
is the Mr. Bosma is employed at Chrisputs on the 22nd degree.
fore the city ' council Monday
Exchange
clubs of this country
twp. Holland.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Bosma.1 Craft Corp.
Coopersville
Others of this area who will atnight will place the first real conare held in high esteem by the naEzra
E.
Cassady
and
wife
to
tend these meetings in Grand Raptrols on operation of taxi cabs in
tional government because of
Marvin A. Cardinal and wife. Lot
church mot for a regular meeting Diet in Newaygo at 72
to
ids are Mayor Harry Harrington,
Allegan.
their many projects along the line
34 Evergreensub. twp. Tallmadge.
on
Thursday
afternoon
of
last
Judge O. S. Cross, A. M. Swenaon
Heretofore, cabs have operated
Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs. of national defense.At the nationMartha
M.
Bemahl
to Harold
week in the church parlors,with
and the Verplanksof Zeeland.
In the first recreation "B" leaa simple ordinance that
Grace Breen. 72. route 1, Coopers- al convocation of Exchange club*
S Winters and wife. Pt. NWi under
(From Wednesday’*Sentinel)
Mrs. Peter J. Muyskens presiding.
gue game on Tuesday night’scard,
provided a $10 license fee and
held last summer in Washington,
NWi
35-8-16 twp. Grand Haven.
Dr. Richard Oudersluysof Devotionsand the program were ville, died Wednesday tfter a D.C., top secret maps from the
the Kopper Kettle quint won a
cab stands
Mrs. Anna Mulder
Emma Glueck to Charles Alvin located
Under the new ordinance, cabs Western Theological seminary in charge of Mrs. Roy C. Maat- lingering Illness in the home of a Pentagon were shown to the delerip-snorter from the Hotshots by
Matkovich and wife. Lot 17 and
a ore-oided 40-30 tally.
must be licensed,ax.d drivers giv- conducted services in the local man, Mrs. Harry J. Dampen and daughter, Mrs. Dick Posthuma of gates in a meeting from which
Succumbs at Home
pt. 18 Glueck’s sub. City of Grand
en a permit after they have pass- Reformed church Sunday. Rev. Mrs. Henry Kempkers. They dis- Hess Lake, route 3, Newaygo, the press was excluded.
The winners really poured it on Haven.
Mrs. Anna Mulder, 77, died in the first half to pile up a loped a physical examination. Taxi Muyskens' family did not leave cussed missionarywork in Ara- where she had been living three
Cole reminded members that
Harold G. Steele and wife to
Tuesday afternoon at her home, sided 21-5 margin over the collegowners must show sufficient li- for Annville,Ky., on Friday as they bia. Mrs. Z. Veldhuis read an ar- year*.
they are now called upon to throw
Andrew
J.
Droge
and
wife
Pt.
ticle on stewardship and a prayer
Besides the daughter, she Is sur19 West 18th St. Death was caus- ians at halftime. From then on
ability insurance, use only fouroverboard all non-essentialsto naplanned to do, because of unfav14-6-13 twp. Georgetown.
session closed the program, com- vived by two other daughters,
ed by a stroke suffered three the winners coasted to an easy NEi
door cabs, and allow their cabs to
tional security."Our great danger
orable weather and road condiLeo
Earl
Tuttle
and
wife
to
weeks ago.
win as they played their most in- John H. Hoek and wife. Pt. Si have periodicalmechanicalin- tions. The Rev. Muyskens left on mit tw reports were heard during Mrs. Peter Miorman of Coopers- lies in the fact too many of us
the business session. Social hos- ville and Mrs. L. W. Riemersma
Surviving are two sons, Henry spired basketball of the season.
spections.
take too many of our privileges
Sunday to fulfillhis evangelistic
SEi SEi SEi 27-8-16 twp. Grand
tesses were Mrs. John Brower, of Grand Rapids; seven sons,
and Jerry of Holland: two brothCruising to solicit fares is forBruce Ming was the big count- Haven.
and blessings too lightly,’ he said.
appointments at the Annville inMrs. Ben Wing, Mrs. John Ben- Peter of Holland, John, Frank,
ers, Henry H. Schrotenboer and er for the winners with 17 points.
bidden and control of fares Ls put
Eternal vigilanceon our part to
stitute althoughhe would arrive
Mary Allen to Michael A. Grzyb
Grover. Paul and Ben 'f Coopersnink and Mrs. B. Lugten.
Albert H., of East Saugatuck;two Fritz Yonkman led the losers with
under jurisdictionof the council.
ward off signs of internal decay
a day late, and the rest of the
and wife. Pt. NJ SWi NWi SWi
sisters-in-law,Mrs. John H. 12.
Miss Della Bowman has return- ville and George of Grand Rapids; in our society and the sacrifice of
23-8-16 twp. Spring Lake.
family remained at home.
Schrotenboer and Mrs. Gerrit H.
In the- second game. Neil Dyked
from a two-week visit in Flor- three brothers,Frank Timmer of many privilegesnot necessaryto
Ivan S. Wickham and wife to Mrs. Freye Succumbs
Donald Van Doornik is in the
Ada, John of Cascade and Peter
Schrotenboer of Holland: one stra led the Independentsto a 34ida.
our national security is the only
Tom O. Gulliford and wife. Lot
Army hospital at Fort Dearborn
of Grand Rapids; 24 grandchildren
brother-in-law, Marius Mulder of 23 decision over Felon's Sunocos.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Dampen
way w« can discharge our duty to
14 blk. 6 Leggett’s add. City of At Home of Daughter
near Detroit, where he expected
and
12
great
grandchildren.
Holland, and two grandchildren. Dykstra made seven points.Hoffpeoples of high and low estate,
Grand Haven.
to submit to surgery tor severe attended the funeralof Jim MarkMrs. Johanna Freye. 83. died
Friends may call today at the man paced tie losers with six
the speaker said.
Edward L. Johnson and wife to
sinus infections.He is a veteran ham in Holland. He died last
Tuesday
at
the
home
of
her
Nibbellnk-Notier funeral home points.
He was introduced by Jake Fris,
Roy K. Johnson and wife. Lot 16 daughter. Mrs. Dora Russcher, 75 of World War II, with active duty week at the home ot Mr. and New Trial Denied
from 7 to 9 p.m. and at the resiThe final game saw the Hoosier Braak’s sub. twp. Spring Lake.
Mrs. Robert Hall, his grandchil- Grand Haven (Special)— In an state past president.Dr. John R.
in
the
Pacific
area.
West 18th St. Mrs. Freye is formdence Thursday from 2 to 4 and Hotshots outdo Elzinga and VolkHenry O. Rottschafer and wife
Miss Della Van Der Kolk who dren, at Chippewa Beach. He was opinion filed in the OtUwa circuit Mulder presided.Rex Chapman
7 to 9 p.m.
erly of Overisel and the widow
ers 31-19. On the winning side it
to Martin Van Hekken and wife.
suffered
a severe back injury spending a few weeks in the Hall court Wednesday, Judge Raymond introduced the Junior Exchangite
was Jacobs at the head of the Lot 74 and pt. vacated alley B. L. of the late Derk Freye.
Smith denied Leendert (Leonard) for the month, Tom Maentz, junmore
than
two weeks ago in Mus- home.
Surviving,
besides
the
daughter,
scoring column with 14 points. Scott’s Elmwood add. Holland.
'The Senior and Junior High Vander Jagt’s motion to reconsid- ior at Holland high school.
Icy Corners Blamed
kegon
was
placed
in
a
cast
last
are two sons, Tony of Overisel
Lugers topped the losers with six
Commanders John Bremer and
Christian Endeavor groups met in er a motion for leave to file a deRoy K. Johnson and wife to Edand Harm of Muskegon: four Tuesday at.Hackley hospital and
points.
For Auto Accidents
ward L. Johnson and wife. Pt. brothers, William Dannenberg. was returned to her home here joint session Sunday with Mrs. layed motion for a new trial. Van- Don Vander Hill of the Veteran*
lots 62 and 63 Brandt and GilleJulius Tripp of Holland, a former der Jagt was sentenced to life im- of Foreign Wars, were guest*.
, Two traffic accidentsblamed
Grand Rapids. Gerrit, Tony, and Thursday by ambulance.
land’s plat twp. Spring Lake.
The Women's Missionary so- member in charge of the topic prisonment June 14, 1949, on a Vander Hill spoke briefly on the
on icy streets happened Tuesday
Exec. Est. Anthonie Vande Hein, all of Overisel, and seven ciety. of the local Reformed discussion,"Christ Calls — In rape charge.
VFW project of blood plasma for
morning.
grandchildren.
Korea.
Guchte Sr., dec. to Marinus Vande
At 8:30 ajn. at the comer of
Guchte and wife. Pt. NWi NWi
Eighth St and Garrison Ave., cars
25-6-14 twp. Blendon.
Holland Resident Dies
driven by Albert R. De Weerd, 68,
Marinus Vande Guchte and wife
of 172 East 14th St, and Thomas
to Cornelius A. Hoffman and wife.
Unexpectedlyat Home
De Vries, 66, of 103 East 21st St,
made fun out of it because there
Pt. NWi 25-6-14 twp. Blendon.
Burnips (Special) — A 58-year- about 10 years ago, and for most Center in a new dress.
collided.
"Clothes have been the worst was no use to cry.”
Simon Knope; and wife to FredHerman De Boer, 79, ot 353
of those years had two or three
De Weerd was turning from
old Burnips farm woman, who
problem!" she exclaims. "This
Dr. M. S. Roberts, Kalamazoo West 21st SL, died unexpectedly
erick Varder Lugt and wife. PL
treatments
a
week
for
dropsy.
Eighth St. to Garrison Ave., and
two week* ago had a nine-foo’t During the last year, she had tried one took six yards of cloth, and surgeon, performed the operation. Monday at hie home, ot a cereSEi 23-7-14 twp. Allendale
•lid into the De Vries vehicle,
Henry Knoper and wife to Clar- circumferenceand weighed more to continue her housework by my daughter used almost every Two days later, Mrs. Levandowski bral hemorrhage.He was born
which was turning from Garrison
ence Mulder and wife. PL SEi 23- than 600 pounds, is one of the "hitching" a" chair around. Final- scrap making it."
was getting out of bed for short March 12, 1871, in the Nether^
to Eighth. Damage ^of $150 was
7-14 twp. Allendale.
Dr. Goude said hospital atten- periods.
lands, and was the son of the late
ly, she could only sit end peel por
happiest persons alive today.
estimated to the De. Vries car,
dants tried to get her approxi- When she left the hospital last Mr. and Mrs. George De Boer.
ta toes and mend.
Dowm
to
296
pound*,
Mrs.
Gerand $50 to the De Weerd vehicle.
He lived in Holland 32 years
When Dr. A. G. Goude, Hopkins mate weight by using two scales, Saturday,she weighed out — on
trude Levandowski is singing the
Mont Dies
De Weerd was ticketed for cuteach having a limit of 300 pounds. one scale — at an official 296 and was a retiredfurniture workdoctor,
recently
diagnosed
her
praises
of
her
doctors
and
hospiting a comer.
Grand Haven (Special)—GraveBpth hit their capacity.
pounds, and saw her toes for the er. He was a Spanish war veteran,
At 9:20 am., cars driven by
side services were held in tal attendanU,looking forward to condition as a rapidly growing tuBefore the operation, Mrs. Lev- first time in years.
and a member of Sixteenth Street
Richard Rossiter,18, of the Coast
Marne cemetery Wednesday many healthy years, and perhaps mor that should be removed,Mrs. andovwiki underwent a five-day She wore home the same six- Christian Reformed church.
Levandowski
was
frightened.
She
getting
down
to
a
sleek
200
Guard station, and Cornelius T.
for the infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Surviving are his wife Gerremembered her previous doctors' slow decortipression process, in yard dress, but it didn’t fit.
Vermurlen, 53, of 549 State St.,
Gerald Weatherbee of Marne. The pounds.
widow, she is particularly trude; one son,, the Rev. George
doubts
that
her
badly-strained which 18 gallons of fluid was
"I
was
just
waiting
to
die,"
she
collided at the comer of 16th St
baby died at birth in Municipal
drained from her body drop by happy looking forward to taking Herman De Boer, pastor of First
and Harrison Ave.
hospital Tuesday night. Surviving begins her story. "A doctor told heart could stand the ordeal.
drop. -This was a touchy part of the household burdens off her son Presbyterian- church, Marion.’T
felt
that
since
she
had
enRossiter told police he couldn’t
are the parents and the grand- me years ago I would never live
her treatment, because of danger Charles, 17, who has done mo*t Kan.; one grandson, George Hamdured
the
condition
so
long,
she
through
an
operation.
But
I
did!
stop because of the ice. The Verparents,Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
8tat* Treasurer D. Hale Brake
of the housework for some time. ilton De Boer: one sister, Mrs. R.
of
shock,
had
a
fairly
good
chance
of
sucmurlen vehicle Was forced from
Weatherbee,Marne, and Mr. and I never thought I would feel so
will be In Holland next TuefBut the jolly patient’ came As a young woman, Mrs. Levan- Kuntiz, the Netherlands; pne bit*
cessfullyundergoing surgery," Dr.
the intersection into an utility day for the Lincoln Day ban- Mrs. Paul Laisure of Newaygo. good again."
dowski weighed around 130 ther, in Pella, Iowa.
Mrs. Levandowski’scase is con- .Goude said. "Her chances were through without a complaint.
pole. Damage of $300 was estiArrangements were by Kamquet in the VFW hall at 6:30
"When
I
had
to
turn
over,
I
sidered a rare one and has at- greatly increased when we found
pounds, she recalls. She gradually
mated to Vermurlen’s car, and p.m., aponeored by the Ottawa meraad funeral home.
•Thera are more than 41,'
tracted much attention among there were no other complica- would call ’timber!’, and a nurse, Increased her weight, but not ab$125 to the Rossiter car. Rossit- County Young Republicane
offices In the • United 8'
would
call
for
help,
and
they
,
Seven Michigan counties have physicians of the area.
club. Attorney General Frank G.
er was given a ticket for failure
Us
more than 300 lake*.
Sh« began putting on weight She came to Allegan Health would turn m^ovar, 1 always normally until her illness
Millard will be main speaker.
to observe due caution.
City of Holland.
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Whooping Cough
Hits Ottawa

Local

filHWi

Anew;

(Special)— A to-

whooping cough
reported in Ottawa

tal of 27 cases of

county so far this year.
The areas in which the cases
occurred are: Georgetown township, 10 cases; Grand Haven
township, 8 cases; Grand Haven
city, 7 cases; Olive township,1
case; and Port Sheldon township,
1 case.
It is felt that there are considerably more cases that are not
being reported. Parents are urged
to report all cases of whooping
cough as well as suspiciouscases
to the health department.
Whooping cough is especially
dangerous in infants. There are
four steps to follow to prevent
them from getting the disease.

ed

in

the community. Don’t take the
baby shopping or into any crowd
2. See to it that your baby's
Immunization against whooping
cough is started by the time he is
six months of age and completed
before his first birthday.
3. Make sure that your baby
has a booster shot against whooping cough when he Is three years
4.

Have your

child’s

t

State Forester Tells Club

of age.

About Roadside Program

Chief Forester E. C Eckert of
Whooping cough is mast communicablebefore symptoms are the Michigan State Highway derecognizable. A child will show partment sketched for Holland Eight Drivers Fined
symptoms of whooping cough Tulip Garden club members In Municipal Court
about 7 to 16 day’s after exposure. Thursday afternoon the history
First symptoms resemblea cold and scope of the department's
Eight drivers paid trafficfines
with little temperaturerise. The Roadside program. The club met in MunicipalCourt Saturday.
cough and characteristic whoop in the Hope church praish hall.
Mrs. Marion Stryker, 105 West
Michigan’s Roadside program, 20th St., paid $5 fine and casts
usually follow.
begun 23 years ago, is the oldest for running a stop sign. Paul V.
in any state, according to Eckert. Klomparens, 80 West 14th St.,
He explainedthat itwasnitated paid $2 parking fine. Donald
Unofficial
with the job of controllingthe use Stegehuls. route 2, Byron Center,
of the roadsides by the public paid two SI parking .incs.
utility companies, to prevent muPaying SI parking fines were
tilation of trees and protect what Leonard A. Bareman, route 2; A.
was already there. Five years Hoogstrate, 173 West 16th St.;
later a tree planting progiam was Richard Cart land. 728 Wisteria
Unofficialstandings in a few of
begun and work of beautification Ave.; Robert Walker, route 3;
the many cage circuits of interest
to Holland’s basketball fans were graduallywas broadened to in- Phyllis Mulder, 737 Pine Ave.
compiled.The standings include clude erasion control, covering
road banks and varying roadside
league games played through the
Circuit Court Cases
planting, he said.
week ending Feb. 3.
Eckert
told
of
a
more
recent
Southwestern Conference
Headed by Two Suits

Cage

Kalamazoo

.....
...........................

6

Muskegon ...........................
.... 5

development, the creationof roadside
parks and pkmir spots. About
1
2 3,100 picnic tables have been

L

placed along our highways,and
4 that this unique provision is ap5 preciated is proved by the large
5 number of lettersof appreciation
received by the highway department. the speaker said.
Al-Van League
Local club members were interL
... 7
2 ested in hearing how various garLawton ................................
Covert ................................
2 den clubs throughout the state
... 7
Fennville............................
... 6
3 have worked with the highway
Saugatuck ...........................
.... 6
3 department in its roadside proBloomingdale.....................
.... 4
5 gram in carrying out special proLawrence ............................
... 3 6 jects in their own localities. The
Goble* .................................
8 National Federation,of Garden
clubs has had certain US. highTri-CountyLeague
ways designated as Blue Star
L Memorial highway in memory of
Otsego ................................
.. 4 2 servicemen killed during World
land
3 War II. Garden clubs of Jackson.
... 4
Allegan ................................
... 4
3 Kalamazoo. Litchfield and other
Bangor ................................
... 3
3 cities in the state have made dis.... 4
Holland ...............................
Muskegon Hgts ................ .... 2
Benton Harbor ..................
..... 2
Grand Haven ......................
..... 1

3

W

W

.............................
.... 3

Plainwell............................
...

2

4

time). It sank 12 minutes later.
The department said no information is availableon the type of
mine which was involved, or
whether it was floating or stationary. Survivors were taken

to th* trainingof controltower

operators.

Doris Wightman of Kalamazoo
were home for the week-end with
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wightman and to help their
sister, Caroline,celebrate her

model.

LST Comstock and Improper Corn Picking

12th birthday anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye and Mr.
and Mrs. Alva Hoover returned
Monday from their visit in Flor-

Show

ida..

Mr. and Mrs. Elgie Brooks
were Kalamazoo visitors Monday.
Rudolph Schmidgali and daughter, Margaret, Chicago, were at
the farm home in Ganges for the
week-end.

times.

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Allen are
on a vacation trip to Florida for
a few Weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vander
Mark and two daughters of Grand
Rapids, spent Sunday in the A. N.
Larsen home.
Frances and Caroline Wight-

A

man

entertained the girls of the

4-H club at dinner last Tuesday
in the Wightman home.
Several of the Youth Fellowship
members attended the mid-winter
institutein Kalamazoo Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Voss have
returned home from their visit in
California with relatives.
Mrs. Bessie Berry celebrated
her 87th birthday anniversary
Jan. 29 at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. F. G. Mosier. where she hat

ardson.

has lieen commenced in Ottawa

Chamber Steps

Up

been living for the past two yaart.

Coat and Apron

me

roi/iu iooking at

Circuit court by the Grand Rapids
Service. Inc.,

against Roy E. Young and Bern-

Membership Drive

ard W. Visschers, doing business
William J. Olive's team forged
as South Shore Supiior club, 1441
ahead
today in the second week
South Shore Dr., Holland, seeking
$754.91 plus interest at 5 per cent
since Aug. 31. 1950. The amount
is allegedlydue plaintiff from defendant for labor, service and work
performedby plaintiff for defendant at the latter’srequest.
In anotner suit Albert B. Thorstein of Coopersville is 'keeking
510,000 judgment against the Mutual Benefit Health and Accident
associationof Omaha, Neb. Plaintiff claims that on March 16. 1949.
he look out health and accident

of

Nfi*uestC«t

the Chamber of Commerce

membership drive over the te^m
captained by Phil Strengholt.

Membership chairman Earl
Price has extended the drive another week and said workers arc
meeting

a warm

tinctivecontributions to this

W

\

ihusWbtMTaeLu,

response from

prospective members.
It was pointed out that Chamber membership affords the citizen a chance to take part in the
civic and cultural life of he community through participation in
Tulip
Time, industrial queries,
defev^nt
school programs' and others .

5

...

communications school. The
school covers every phase of
communicationsfrom operating
and repair of radio, telephone,
teletype, facsimile equipment

Grand Haven (Special) —Suit

insurance with the
living memorial. US-31, passing company, paid his premiums and
through Holiand, Is part of this complied with all regulations of
the company, and that when he
City League
project.
L
Eckert cited the need locally of applied for insurance coverage
Fox Jeweler* ....................
... 7
1
planting along the new cut-off when his wife, Edna, became serAlien’s Radio ....................
... 6 2 which connects M- 21 east of Hol- iously ill. May 11. 1949. he was
Washington Square ........... 4 4 Ind with US-31 at West Olive. refused payment from the comPete’s Place .......................
.... 3
5 Those working on the roadside pany.
Meyer’s Barbeque ....... .... 3 5 program are glad to have local inKole’s Autos .......................
7 terest co-operaticn on such pro.... 1

Paw Paw

Pvt. Leon Barbour, 18, son of
Mr. and Mr*. W. D. Barbour,
South Shore Dr., it at Keesler
Air Force base, Biloxi,Miss.,
where he is training in the

Bowling

•chool.”

W

Next in line were one permit
for church remodel, $1,500; one
commercialrepair, $1,000; one
industrial remodel, $800; and one
commercial remodel, $350.
Fees collected during the
month totaled $227, including $84
from building permits. Heating
permits, accounted for $135, while
$8 was paid for sign permits.
During this week, five permits the evening features.
Mr. and Mrs. John McVea left
were issued at valuation of $24,Tuesday
for a visit with their bro975. Included on the list were
three new homes, one basement ther Sam McVea and family.
Lucille Wightman of Hart and
enlargement, and one kitchen re-

Permits Issued:
later transferred to the hospital
Jacob
Siebelink, 140 East 31st
ship Consolation, which arrived Causes High Losses
St., build new residence and garat Pusan Saturday.
Some recent reports of corn age, house 28 by 44, garage 22
The Partridgehad a crew of
picking losses in Illinois are cited by 21, using frame, cement block
four officers and 31 men.
Padgett, who is an electronic by A. J. Bell, Michigan State col- and asphalt roof, house $8,000,
garage $800; self, contractor.
tcchniciaa second class, was trans- lege agricultural engineer, as exKids
A. J. Cook Lumber Co., 58 East
ferred to the Partridge recently, amples of how much of a crop can
according to his mother. His wife, be sacrificedby improper picking. 30th St., build new house, 32 by
At a mechanical corn picking 36. using frame, cement block and
Maureen, is living in San FranSkills
contest in Illinois,it was said that asphalt roof, $8,500; self, contraccisco.
Padgett enlisted five years ago 13 bushels was the average loss tor.
Herman Schicrheek, 70 West
The Regent “Whizz Kids" of and was scheduledfor discharge per acre in corn shelled off and
29th St., build new house and
ears
dropped.
Nebraska
losses
last
summer,
but
because
of
the
Grand Rapids displayed to a good
have been cited as high as 10 per garage, house 28 by 32, garage
turnout of bowling enthusiasts at war, he was not released.
14 by 20, using frame and asphalt
cent at
*
the local alleys Saturday night
Such losses are possible in roof, house $7,000; garage $500;
that they are not over-rated. The
Rita Ann Inderbitzen
Michigan , Bell says. “No farmer Lucas Mieste, contractor.
youthful group bowled an exhibiRaymond J. Nykamp, 38 West
wants such losses." he slates,
tion match here against the Ma- Celebrates Birthday
"and it can be reduced by proper 21st St., remodel kitchen, using
jor league leading Pfeiffersteam.
birthday party was given adjustment,slower speed, better frame, $100; self, contractor.
The "Kids" showed bowling
Mrs. Tena Hellenthal,177 East
form seldom seen in more mature Wednesday afternoon in honor of co-ordination of picker and wagSixth St., enlarge basement,using
men by beating the loca^ in total Rita Ann Inderbitzen, who cele- on, and other methods.”
cement and cement block, $75;
brated her fourth anniversary.
pins 2729 to 2486.
However, the locals did not The party was given by her moth- Seminary Student Speaks self, contractor.
reach their true fornx being held er, Mrs. Leo Inderbitzen,272
down by an unusually high 24 East Eighth St.
colored seminary students. He
At We-Two Club Meeting
Games were played and prizes
splits.
also talked on a topic taken from
Robert "Corky” De Graaf, the won by each guest. Refreshments Duke Richardson, senior et II Corinthians 4:4.
14-year-old,11 pound Whizz Kids' were served by Mrs. Inderbitzen Western seminary,told about his
Robert Steggerda, former presichurch work in Wichita,111., at dent, led hymn singing. Scripture
star, displayed his mastery of a assisted by Linda Inderbitzen.
15 pound ball by hitting a 554 Guests were Carla Price, Wan- the meeting of the Sixth Reform- and prayer was led by Mr. Richseries with a 202 high game. All da Morgen, Nancy and Bruce ed church We-Two club Wednes(
his youthful teammates also bowl- Mannes, Karen Lubbers, Craig day night. The church was built
Refreshments were served by
Tyirner, Jimmy Atman and For- for the colored laborers there and Mr. end Mrs. Jack Barkel and
ed series well over 500.
rest Inderbitzen.
jthe services were conducted by Mr. and Mrs. John Mokma.

Whizz

immuniza-

tion boosted again at age five,
several weeks before he enters

120.

last June.

aboard the

(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Dr. Edwin A. Bell, European
representative of the American
Baptist convention, will be guest
speaker at the Union Day of Prayer Services 'at Ganges Baptist
church Friday, Feb. 9, at 2:30
p.m. Dr. Bell’s work in the wardevastated areas of Europe began
in 1945. His message will be based
on his personal experiences in
many of the European countries.
The meeting Is sponsored by the
Methodist and Baptist churches
and will be open to the public.
The Jill club of Ganges will hold
its annual m'Vs night banquet at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
Ensfield next Wednesday evening.
Games and refreshment* will be
'

residentialremodeling totaled $3,

plosion at fl:54 a.m. (Korean
Jerry Zahm, Roger Berg, Mrs. W. Clum, Mrs. M.
O’Connor, Pat and Mike O’Connor, Robert Rose,
assistant scoutmaster of troop 12, and Garry VandenBerg, Jr. of troop 12. Peeking into the telescope
is Gary Clum. The eight Inch reflector type telescope was focused on a small light bulb on the far
side of the gym. A group of troop 12 Scouts are
working towards astronomy merit badges, and also
has another 6-inch telescope under construction.
(Penna-Sas photo)

Ganges

monthly report issued today.
Of the total, nine permits were
for new homes and garages, valued at $76,900, while one new
commercial construction was valued at $3,500. Eleven permits for

The

Thirty units of the Boy Scouts of America and
hundreds of visitors participatedin making the
1951 Scoutorama a success. The merit badge show
was held Saturday afternoon and evening at the
high school gym. Exhibits included everything
from canoe building and fingerprintingto bookbinding and leather craft. A group of Cub scout
workers from Marne stopped to examine the
astronomy exhibit sponsored by troop 12 of Trinity
Reformed church. Left to right, Charles Wells,

New Homes

A total of 25 building permits
for estimatedvaluation of $87,170 were issued during January
by Building Inspector Joseph Shashaguay and City Clerk Clarence
Grevengoed, according to the

136-foot,wooden-hulled
ship was patrollingoff Kanghurg
in Korea’s east coast when it was
shatteredby an underwater ex-

1. Keep the well baby away
from other people when there is

whooping cough anywhere

Includes Nine for

Sunk Minesweeper
Holland man war serving
aboard the ill-fatedU. S. Navy
minesweeper Partridge which
struck a mine and sank in Korean waters Friday.
He is James A. Padgett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Padgett of
462 West 16th St.
Altogether four members of its
crew were killed, four are missing
and seven were wounded, according to the Defense department.
Padgett was not listed on the
complete casualty list published
by United Press.
It was the fourth minesweeper
sunk since the Korean war start-

/

have been

January Building Permit List

Man Aboard

A

Precautions Urged
Grand Haven

I, 1951
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^JJREBALL POWERiD

a

The Chamber during the last
year has been instrumental in
bringing three new industries to
Holland, has sponsored4-H club
Farm-to-Prosper organizations and has tried to bind farm
activities to city activities.
The Chamber is pushing for

and

Holland harbor improvements—
now under consideration by the
jects. lie said.
federal government.
Slides, preparedby the Nation- Has Business Session
Price also pointed out that the
al Council of State Garden clubs,
Chamber annually sponsors the
Star of Bethlehem chapter No.
entitled “Protecting Our Highhobby show that last year attractways From Roadside Blight," were 40, OES, had a regular meeting ed more than 8.000 visitors.
shown. These contrasted land- in the chapter rooms Thursday He added that the Chamber
scape where zoning and regula- evening. Mrs. Lowell Blackburn,
sponsored a successful salesman's
tions control placing of biilbords worthy matron, presided.
school and helped obtain a flasher
Plans were made lor the Feb.
and buildings with areas where
signal for the intersectionof Mthere were no controls.Eckert re- 16 meeting, when Mrs. Edward
21 and US-31.
ported that Maine is the only Domvan will give a reading. An'It's a means of taking an acstate which controls what is plac- nouncement was made of the joint
tive part in community affairs,"
ed along its highways.Michigan school of instruction, scheduled Price said.
allows townshipsand counties to for 7:30 tonight in the chapter
establish these controls, he said. rooms. A 8 p.m. dinner at the
Warm Friend Tavern will precede.
Guest of honor will be Mrs. Pearl
Local Calvin Alamni
Chubb of Marquette. worthy The Christian Endeavor of
grand matron, and Mrs. Isabel Maple Hill United Brethren
Hold Annual Banquet
Courtneyof Detroit,worthy grand church held a business meeting
Monday at the home of the Rev.
The annual banquet of the Hol- Ruth.
Bert Schuitema.worthy patron, Edgar Perkins.
land-Zeeland chapter, Calvin Alumni association was held Thurs- announced that a proficiencyclass
A prayer and praise service was
day night in tiic parlors of Pros- will begin Feb. 8 at 7:30 p.m. at held at the local church Thurshis -------home. -----Plans also were
com- day at 8 p.m.
pect Park Christian Reformed
.......
church. Tables were decorated in ' plctod for a card party Saturday.
An all-day meeting of the Wothe college colors, maroon and
Refreshments were served by men's Missionary association of
gold. The speakers table was the co-chairmen,Mrs. Ida Mon- Maple Hill United Brethren
centered with an arrangementof roe and Mrs. IxiuiseIngram, and church was held Friday at the
daffodils and maroon carnations. their committee.
home of Mr. and Mrs. CliffordAlThe Rev. A. W. Hoogstrate,
len, Byron Center Rd. The meetchapter president,introduced the
ing began at 10 a.m. The hostess
toastmaster, the Rev. Oliver
was to serve a potluck dinner this
Breen. Speaker for the evening
noon. Mrs. Cora Brown, presiwas the Rev. George Stob, prodent, was to preside at the busfessor at Calvin seminary and
iness and devotional meeting at 2
president of the Calvin Alumni
p. m., followed by a missionary
association.
program.
Two numbers were sung by a
Gerald Van Wyke, son of Mr.
quartet composed of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. John Van Wyke of
Marvin Schans, Miss Marlys
Grand Rapids, will leave Tuesday,
Spoelstraand Rev. Hoogstrate.
Feb. 6, for induction into the
Mr. Schans led community signarmed forces. He attends Maple
ing. Accompanist was Mrs. John
Hill United Brethren church.

Eastern Star Chapter

Suburban League

W

L

.. 4

0

Beechwood .........................
Lakeview .......................
........ 2
Waukazoo ............................

2

Federal

4

Harrington

...................

.................................

2
3

Commercial League

W

L

O’Brien Paints ..................11
7
Schreur Printers ..............11
7
Pelon Service ....................10
8
Unema Shoe ......................10
8
Western Tool .....................9
9
Zwiep Seeds .......................8
10
De Loof Drugs ...................7
11
Holland Ready Roof ........ 6
12
High Games— H. De Neff 230,
Ai Boschma 214, Bert SelJes 214.
High Series— J. Schreur 559, A1
Boschma 554, H. De Neff 553.

Grand Haven Five
DefendingCity champion Pete’s
Place poured on the steam during
the first half in the first of two
games played in the Armory
Thursday night to take a good
lead over the Big Store of Grand
Haven’s City league and eventually win, 54-38.

Betrothed

The game was a prelim to the
Holland Legion-Whitehall game.
Herk Buter had a field day during the first half of the game,
netting 20 points. He slowed up
aome during the second half but Tibbe.
After group singing of the Calended the game with a total of
vin Friendship song, the Rev. G.
29 points.
No other player in the game Vande Riet led closing prayer.
had more than 12

New

in

Style-New

May Snow and Blow,
But Tulip Time Is Coming
It

points.

ing.” Her discussion of color harmony is, in conjunction with a
City Camp Fire Leaders
new Bluebird project called “Let's
Pretend," 1n which the children
To Hear Mrs. Stewart
build doll houses, decorate and
A meeting of the Holland Camp furnistKlhem, learning the princiFire Leaden associationhas been
i pies / of harmony in the process,
scheduled for Monday at 7:30 p.m.-j Informationalso will be applied

at the Woman’* Literary dub to the Camp

Fire symbolgram

house. Mrs. John W. Van Puttcn, program..
president, will conduct the meetWayne Fieldhouse, Hope college
ing.
student and member of the KnickSpeaker of the evening will be erbocker society,will speak briefMn. Mary Stewart, local Interior ly on the Foster Parents program.
decorator, who will discuss “Color
Mrs. Adrian Van Putten will be
Harmony and Interior Decorat- in charge of refreshment*.

4

may blow and snow and the
wave may linger,but Tulip
Time is never far away in the
It
cold

MM

f

thoughts and plans of local civic
leaders.

So

_

mm
Miss Marilyn Kay De Pree
Mr. and Mrs. Alwin ,De Pree of.
61 West Cherry. St.. Zeelahd. announce the engagement of their
daughter, Marilyn Kay. to Justin
Elhart, son of Mr. and Mrk Sinion
Elhart of 238 Lincoln, Zeeland.
.

far, the Chamber of Commerce has received almost 200 letters with inquiries for Holland’s
1951 Tulip Time festival. They
came from 25 states and Canada.
The first one was received last
June 21 from Baltimore, Md.

tere

is

in

good news

for folks

with a shrewd eye for
what

Here

their dollars will buy.

traveler that
defies the upward trend of costs
— proudly wears a 1951 price
tag like that which zoomed last
year’s Special into popularity
so great that it put a crimp in
is a tidy

“the low-priced three.”

Take our word for

it,

this

is

every inch and ounce a Buick

— Buick-featured, Buickdesigned, Buick-built from the
ground up -but literally the
newest thing on wheels.

The sturdy and ample body is
new. The high-strength frame

4'door Sedans, 2-door Sedans, 6- ond 3-passengerCoupes, Rivieras, Convertible*

Strutture-New

in

Power-New

Bt.nd.r4
to

in Thrift-

F-263 engine that first
made its name in the Super,
and here delivers 120 horsepower with standard transmission-128 with Dynaflow

That

Drive.*

marvel over. We’ll give you

thrifty

title in

three words, will

be: “ThriftiestBuick Yeti”
Better hurry around to your

Buick dealer’s and look this
another prediction-whichis:

It’s

a Buick with

less

weight

and more power-and

that

new thrills for
you. There’s a performance
spells a pair of

Once

enjoyed in the SPECiAL-plus a

handsome gas-saving into the
bargain.

this one’s

demand

to

make a predictionnow as
what title folks will give it,

once they get
^Standard on
extra

coat

it

out on the road.

R0ADMA8TER,optional at

on otAar Strits.

will be terrific.

car

provides all ihlsi
DYNAFLOW DRIVE • FIRSBALl
POWER

We’ll

discovered,the

JVb other

thrill such as you’ve never

new to the
Special, which now has the
is

new. The power

P"**

Appeal-lfs the 1951 BUICK SPECIAL!

Potent in Prite

Maple Hill

...

Pete’s Place Nips

Tal<e your

•

PUSH-EAR FOREFRONT

•

WHUE-OLOW INSTRUMENTS •

TORQUI-rUES DRIVE • 4-WHEEL
• DREAMLINE
STYLINO •. DUAL VENTILATION •
BODY BY FISHER
COIL SPRINOINO

is

YOUKKEYTOGtEATEKVAWe

^v<pmnt, ate,,**„, and Inn illuttraUdart
rkang. witAaatMiie*.

When hotter entemeJUJeeon kullt

MUICX

will

Smcwf

kuM them

All communications are acknowledged.and information giv-

HAAR
ST.

TER

en, so far as possible.Names are

150

EAST 8TH

on the mailing list for programs when they are available.
put.

4

*
,-r,

Stu|4 Stuck'

AUTO CO.

PHONE

4623 or 66422

HOLUND, Mica

1

